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Preface

CESNET, the Czech national research and education network, was founded as a
legal body in 1996 and is an association of all government-founded Universities
in the Czech Republic and the Czech Academy of Science.

Since 2004, CESNET has been working on a research plan “Optical National
Research Network and its New Application”. Execution of this plan is scheduled
to last seven years (2004–2010) and the research activities are funded by the Czech
Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports and CESNET Association members.

We must point out that we regard the financial assurance of the research plan
activities for a seven-year period as a great success. is period is reasonably long
for starting and successfully completing the extensive research activities. Consid-
ering the enormous range of research and the large number of technical people
participating, we divided the research planning work into ten thematic activities:

• CESNET2 backbone network development,
• Optical networks,
• Programmable hardware,
• Network and traffic monitoring,
• Performance monitoring and optimization,
• AAI and mobility,
• METACentrum,
• Virtual collaborative environments,
• CESNET CSIRT,
• Support of applications.

ese activities comprise areas from the lowest transmission layers through
middleware, authentication, authorization, and security up to research and devel-
opment of the application services. Each activity has its head and a deputy who
coordinate a particular team and are responsible for the professional level and
effective utilization of allocated funds. e results achieved in this framework of
activities are internally evaluated within the CESNETAssociation twice a year and
the results are used to improve research efficiency in the successive periods. We
exert ourselves to improve the collaboration and interaction of activities and to
obtain user feedback. Our goal is to provide users with the results of the research
activities as soon as possible.

In addition to publishing the research results in scientific journals and pre-
senting on conferences, beginning last year we also started to publish results of

v



vi Preface

our research work achieved in the previous year in the form of selected techni-
cal reports. Selection was done by the members of the CESNET Research Plan
Steering Board frommore than thirty technical reports that were produced during
2007. I believe that you will find this form of presentation of results of our work
interesting and also hope it will contribute to more intensive international coop-
eration in a very attractive and fast growing area of computer networking and its
applications.

To conclude Iwould like to thank all ofmy colleaguesworking on the research
plan for the exceptional effort put into their work and I believe that they will
continue their hard but interesting work also in the future. I would also like to use
this opportunity to thank all of the funding bodies, without their contributions
our work wouldn’t be possible.

Jan Gruntorád
Member of the Board of Directors and CEO of CESNET
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CESNET2 Network





Development of the CESNET2 DWDM
Optical Transport Core Network

V N, K S 

Abstract
is paper describes the design and implementation of the optical DWDM back-

bone of CESNET2 network Phase 6 in 2007. e article is divided into the fol-
lowing logical parts: technology and DWDM network deployment, three-way
ROADM implementation and L2 over DWDM implementation.

Keywords: DWDM, ROADM, cross-border fiber, alien wavelength, perfor-
mance monitoring, forward error correction, wavelength cross-connect

1 Introduction
e CESNET2 optical DWDM backbone operates two types of DWDM technol-

ogy. ere is the core DWDM system based on Cisco ONS 15454 MSTP technol-
ogy with ROADM and the static DWDM [1] system based on CzechLight family
(CL) programmable devices [2].

e current CESNET2 backbone optical topology with the DWDM systems
is shown in Figure 1. ere is the main DWDM ring Praha – Brno – Olomouc –
Hradec Králové and two additional DWDM spans Praha – Plzeň and Olomouc –
Ostrava. Because Cisco ROADM technology only supports two directions (also
called two-way ROADM), it was necessary to change the DWDM nodes Praha,
Hradec Králové and Olomouc topology to HUB (Figure 3). Generally, we had to
give up SW reconfigurability in the relevant nodes (Praha, Hradec Králové and
Olomouc).

is caused problems with flexible wavelength provisioning, which affected
the E2E services possibilities within the whole DWDM optical transport system.

e HUBDWDMnodes topology is ready to simply add new active components,
like wavelength optical switches to restore SW wavelength provisioning. In 2007
we focused on finding and selecting a suitable solution.

Our DWDM optical transport network deployment strategy is to build the
core DWDM system based on advanced commercially available technology with
the newest functionality and to complement it by a cost effective static DWDM
CL system offering DWDM services to other CESNET2 PoPs.

e core DWDM system is needed for future migration to a hybrid IP/optical
backbone-based network controlled by protocols such asGeneralizedMultiproto-
col Label Switching (GMPLS); including the implementation of optical switches

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies II: Selected Technical Reports, p. 3–11
© CESNET, 2008. ISBN 978-80-254-2151-2
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Figure 1. CESNET2 optical and DWDM network topology

for dynamic wavelength paths switching. ere are new upcoming principles like
“directionless ROADM” or “colorless ROADM” which offer dynamic add/drop
functionality independent of the physical connections between the clients and
DWDM equipments.

2 DWDM technology and network deployment

CESNET2 DWDMnetwork deployment in 2007 included the Phase5 and Phase6.
e main achievement of the Phase5 is the DWDMnetwork extension to GigaPoP

Liberec and České Budějovice, see Figure 2.
Within the DWDM extension Phase5 (Figure 2) we applied a new approach

based on “lit fiber” services instead of the previous ones based on “dark fibers”
only. It means that the fiber optic supplier offers wavelength services as well, so it
has to install its own transmission technology to meet our requirements. e main
CESNET2 requirements for the DWDM technology functionality and features
are:
— compatible technology with our existing Cisco ONS 15454 MSTP system
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— interconnection with CESNET2 DWDM system on the optical level only
— ability to simulate the DWDM network to guarantee requested wavelength

quality (BER not exceeding 10−15) and report any bottlenecks (especially for
long wavelength)

— SW provisioning of the optical wavelength within the whole system
— simple integration into the CESNET2 central management system (SNMP

monitoring included)
— support for alien wavelength transport
— the DWDM system will be dedicated for CESNET service only

Wavelength services are not offered on the new spans only, but some of them
terminate in other nodes of the CESNET DWDM network. e “lit fiber” ser-
vices are specifically for this purpose, because there is wavelength service overlay.
To guarantee the service quality in this case requires close cooperation with the
service provider.

e “lit fiber” service providers were selected in a tender process [3].
For both new spans Hradec Králové – Liberec and Plzeň – České Budějovice,

service providers chose the same technology to be 100% compatible with the CES-
NET2 DWDM system which saved additional financial requirements in case of
using different technologies. e service providers are responsible for regular
functionality and reliability of their DWDM system, but we can co-manage and
co-monitor it as well. is solution is more complicated due to the DWDM sys-
tems overlay, but it simplifies the operational requirements for CESNET.

e current CESNET2 DWDM network length (“lit fiber” spans included)
is about 1465.5 km. e distances between DWDM termination nodes (optical
wavelength add/drop functionality) is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Distances between the DWDM termination nodes
Node 1 Node 2 Distance [km]
Praha Brno 299 km
Brno Olomouc 112 km
Olomouc Hradec Králové 195,5 km
Hradec Králové Praha 153 km
Praha Plzeň 137 km
Olomouc Ostrava 188 km
Ostrava Cieszyn 75 km
Hradec Králové Liberec 128 km
DWDM ring length 759,5 km
DWDM total length 1465,5 km
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Figure 2. CESNET2 main DWDM optical network topology

e current DWDM system offers 32 wavelengths between ROADM nodes
with a transmission capacity up to 10 Gbps. We continue with a strict chromatic
dispersion compensation to near-zero values to support trouble-free alien wave-
length transport.

e DWDM technology and implementation of ROADM represent a signif-
icant shi in the development of the optical network toward the provisioning of
bandwidth on-demand and creation of logically independent networks on com-
mon optical fiber infrastructure. Another added benefit is the capability to satisfy
demanding and potentially aggressive applications with specific requests for dy-
namic response from the network (e.g., low latency) and bandwidth – such as
grids – without affecting services provided to traditional applications.
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3 ree-way ROADM migration

Within the CESNET2 DWDM optical network deployment (also called Phase 4)
in 2006 we changed the DWDM interconnection nodes topology to HUB to con-
nect new spans. e resulting solution permitted this interconnection at the opti-
cal level (by the optical patch cables per channel), but disabled the main ROADM
features (especially flexible wavelength SW provisioning) with the DWDM sys-
tem. In 2006 there was no available technology for optical wavelength switching.

e design requirement was to set up the DWDM interconnection topology
so that it will be able to accomodate other equipment later, without changing
the topology. e detailed DWDM HUB node topology is shown in Figure 3.

e upper box is the ROADM node (East and West directions) within the main
DWDM ring, the bottom one represents new spans to be interconnected. All 32-
WSS and 32-DMX ports are now connected via the patch panels. All wavelengths
crossing the nodes (add, drop or express) must be connected by patch cables (the
yellow arrows).

In 2007 we successfully finished the public tender for the solution which re-
stored wavelength SW provisioning within the whole CESNET2 DWDM optical
transport system. e resulting solution will be based on the Cisco technology
using the new Wavelength Cross Connect Switches (40-WXC) and Mesh-4 Patch
Panels.

e block diagram of the interconnecting DWDMnodes is shown in Figure 4
(it’s also called Degree-4 ROADM).

ere are 3 DWDM ONS 15454 MSTP optical chassis with ROADM (32-
WSS and 32-DMX cards), one for each direction. Within the main DWDM ring
we currently operate only one ONS 15454 MSTP chassis with the two 32-WSS
and 32-DMX card (for East and West directions). is optical chassis configura-
tion must be split into two chassis: East and West (see Chassis 1 and Chassis 2).
We will equip the chassis with 40-WXC cards that will allow for adding/droping
optical wavelength from any optical link to which the chassis is connected. e
outputs/inputs of the 40-WXC cards are interconnected via the special optical
patch panel (PP-MESH-4). In the CESNET2 DWDM they will be connected
in the DWDM nodes Praha, Hradec Králové and Olomouc 3 directions only, so
the suggested solution has reserve for one additional direction if needed. e
40-WXC card also supports up to 40 wavelengths and supports the current 32-
channel ROADM solution in the CESNET2 DWDM network.

e necessary and important part of the tender process was the simulation
of the CESNET2 DWDM with the 40-WXC card to guarantee optical channel
quality and whole DWDM optical transport system functionality. e result con-
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Figure 3. CESNET2 DWDM interconnection DWDM nodes HUB topology

firmed the suggested solution, but it will be needed to modify optical amplifi-
cation in some DWDM nodes and chromatic dispersion compensation in a few
optical spans. ese changes are included in the technical solution.

4 L2 over DWDM
As part of E2E multipoint Ethernet services we deployed and verified with the
METACentrum project a new Xponder card for Cisco ONS15454 MSTP which al-
lows Layer2 operations (VLAN or QinQ) over the DWDM optical transport sys-
tem.

It also offers the protection mechanism integrating G.709 messaging with the
Ethernet layer, so there is sub 50 ms protection time achieved. Our pilot project
connects the DWDM nodes Praha, Brno and Plzeň by the 10GE Xponder cards
in the ring topology (needed for the protection mechanism).

e 10GEXPonder card has two client 10GE ports and two trunk 10GE ports
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with theDWDMXFP support. It supportsmore operatingmodes (2x 10GE trans-
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ponder, L2 switch or regenerating) so it’s more flexible compared with traditional
transponders. It supports FEC/E-FEC, but trunk ports are not tunable and it’s
possible to use only DWDM XFP for fixed wavelength.

For testing we used Linux based WS with the iperf testing SW in the nodes
with the 802.1Q connection to the Xponders. We have also configured the jumbo
frames of 9212 bytes and enabled the protection mechanism (with the master in
Praha). On the XPonder client ports we had to increase the Ethernet “Commit-
ted Burst Size” and “Excess Burst Size” from the default of 4k to 4M and 8M to
achieve good performance results.

e maximum transmission speed was about 9.8 Gbps without any packet
loss, which is standard.

e average RTT on the longest optical channel Praha – Brno (via Hradec
Králové and Olomouc) was about 5.43 msec (which is correct for the actual chan-
nel length of 462 km).

e XPonders can be used as a method for building virtual multipoint Eth-
ernet services with sub 50 ms recovery time for protection. But it is important to
be aware of the protection mechanism based on G.709, because traffic is flooded
around all of the 10GE DWDM ring (working and protected paths included).

5 Conclusions and future development

e CESNET2 optical network layer development, based on originally developed
DWDM technology with ROADM, is the key requirement for new services intro-
duction. It enables the support of on-demand end-to-end services on L1 and L2
network layers between the optical PoPs. It also provides an easy capacity scaling
of the dark-fiber optical lines and optical channel provisioning. e objective of
the DWDM deployment is an integration with an existing IP network and a step
forward to a hybrid IP/optical network controlled by GMPLS or a similar pro-
tocol, including deployment of optical cross-connects for dynamic optical path
switching.

For the next phases of DWDM network deployment we are going to do re-
search in the following areas:
— 40 Gbps transport, 100 Gbps in future
— performance monitoring extension and visualization for E2E users
— native multipoint Ethernet services deployment
— optical channel protection mechanisms
— “alien” wavelength transport at 10 Gbps speeds
— possibility of the IP/DWDM integration (control planes like to GMPLS)
— colorless ROADM idea
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Static DWDM System Deployment and
Innovations in CESNET2

V N, J V 

Abstract

is paper describes recent progress in deployment and experiences with the
static DWDM systems based on CzechLight optical amplifiers (CLA) in the CES-
NET2 backbone network. e CLA-based static DWDM system is continuously
developing and we try to identify, verify and deploy new commercially available
elements. is approach allows for delivering the newest and most advanced
system features. Based on lab testing, we continue the deployment of the new
optical lines in the CESNET2 network and tests of the recent technical trends in
production operation. Based on experience gained from the extension of a static
DWDM span, Praha – Ústí nad Labem to Liberec, we designed an innovative so-
lution for the DWDM static system České Budějovice – Jihlava – Brno, equipped
with 32-channel Mux/Demux and broadband FBG-based chromatic dispersion
compensation modules with ultra low insertion loss, ready for up to 40 Gbps
speeds. Our solution is also open for future implementation of new optical pro-
grammable components such as tunable CD compensators and ROADMs.

Keywords: optical networking, DWDM, nothing in line, OADM, chromatic
dispersion compensation, fiber Bragg grating, effective data transmission

1 Introduction
CLA (CzechLight Amplifiers) were initially designed for the cost effective deploy-
ment of gigabit optical lines without the inline amplification (Nothing-in-line ap-
proach) by the CESNET optical research group [3]. In 2006 we successfully im-
plemented CLA over the 10Gbps optical lines Brno – Bratislava, Brno – Vienna
and Praha – Ústí nad Labem [4], [5].

Experience with network operation together with demands of research activi-
ties show that more flexibility and so ware features are necessary for smooth CLA
DWDMsystems expansion. For this reason, we started the development of several
programmable and cost effective prototypes of CzechLight (CL) devices:

— CLA – new types of CLA amplifiers (Gain Flattened Low Noise);
— CLR – Raman Amplifiers;
— CLC – tunable CD compensators;

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies II: Selected Technical Reports, p. 13–21
© CESNET, 2008. ISBN 978-80-254-2151-2
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— CLS and CLM – optical switches and multicast optical switches;

Other innovative photonic components are under testing both in our labora-
tory and in an operational network environment.

We are also focusing on management and monitoring improvements. Since
client-side tunable pluggable optic is not available, we decided to support more
optical channels (up to 32), to have higher flexibility in wavelength selection. e
careful design also allows for future migration to 10Gbps or 40 Gbps speeds.

2 CLA development

e basic design described in [6] was developed in 2007. Emphasis was given to
simultaneous transmission of many optical channels with different wavelengths.
As a result the following devices were designed, tested and deployed:

— CLA PB01F – gain flattened dual preamp plus booster for terminal amplifi-
cation and one side amplification applications;

— CLA PB02F – gain flattened dual preamp plus high power booster for termi-
nal amplification on very long haul lines,

— CLA DI01F – gain flattened dual inline amp for line amplification on very
long lines.

Monitoring possibilities of CLA devices were also improved. Now the basic
operational characteristics can be polled by SNMP protocols.

3 Optical line Praha – Ústí nad Labem – Liberec

e first phase of the optical line Praha – Liberec upgrade, and optical span Praha
– Ústí nad Labem (length 130km, attenuation 34dB@1550nm), was succesfully
finished at the end of 2006 [5]. e line was terminated in Ústí nad Labem . is
allowed upgrade of PoP Ústí nad Labem to 10 Gbps (with the DWDM XENPAK
in router interfaces installed) and the pilot project of Central Military Hospital
Praha and Masaryk’s Hospital Ústí nad Labem data center interconnection.

In 2007, the DWDM extension to Liberec increased the overall line length
by 123 km with attenuation of 28dB@1550nm to a total length of 253 km. To
ensure the excellent quality of 10 Gbps express channel; Praha – Liberec, the
originalDWDMspan; Praha –Ústí nad Labem, was also upgraded to use the same
technology as the new span. Now CLA PB01F optical amplifiers are used with flat
gain characteristic, broadband CD compensators based on FBGs and DWDM
multiplexers/de-multiplexers with expansion ports. All these devices allow for
future upgrades and addition of new channels.
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Figure 1. e detailed optical design of the express 10 Gbps channel Praha –
Liberec (253 km)

e detailed optical design from the 10 Gbps optical channel Praha – Liberec
perspective is shown in Figure 1.

Both spans Praha – Ústí nad Labem and Ústí nad Labem – Liberec were
developed as independent lines, but allowing for express channels. ey use 8-
channel DWDMmultiplexers/demultiplexers with expansion ports (channels 26-
34 of ITU-T grid, 100 GHz spacing) with the maximum insertion loss 2.5 dB. e
express optical channels are patched by optical patch cables between the relevant
ports of Mux/Demux (see Figure 2) on the particular spans.

e input optical level coming from the client pluggable optics (XENPAKs
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Figure 2. Static DWDM line Praha – Ústí nad Labem – Liberec deployment

or SFPs) is balanced by the attenuation patch cables to a value about -6 dBm. e
current optical wavelength utilization is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Optical wavelength utilization Praha – Liberec

ITU Wavelength End A End B Capacity Project
chan. [nm] [Gbps]

26 1556.55 Praha Masaryk Hospital 1 POSN
32 1551.72 PoP Praha PoP Ústí n. L. 10 IP net
32 1551.72 PoP Ústí n. L. PoP Liberec 10 IP net
34 1550.12 PoP Praha PoP Liberec 10 IP net

In November 2007 we started operational tests of a tunable DCU unit based
on a CzechLight dual tunable CD compensator over this DWDM system. e
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advantage of this technology is more accurate and flexible chromatic dispersion
compensation that is important in the case of 10 Gbps transmission speeds. Cur-
rent experience shows that this technology is suitable for the 10G DWDMdesign.

e static DWDM system was completely designed by CESNET optical re-
search engineers, but the installation and operation are provided by optical lines
supplier. is is a recent change, because we now use service of the “lit fiber”
instead of the “dark fiber” only. We can also monitor the active DWDM devices
and change parameters (in cooperation with the optical line supplier) if needed.

is case ensures the capacity of our specialists and operation costs, and makes
possible use of our own optical transmission technology.

4 Optical line České Budějovice – Jihlava – Brno

Static DWDM design on this optical line was more complicated compared with
previous cases. e overall line length České Budějovice – Brno is about 298
km and there are more add/drop nodes serving for future connection of small
PoPs, like Jindřichův Hradec and possibly Tábor. Distances and attenauation
conditions are depicted in Figure 3.
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G.652

10GE CB–Brno (Line 1), 1550.12

7 km
G.652

7 km
G.652

75 km
G.652
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Tábor
faculty

H. Cerekev
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J. Hradec
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J. Hradec
station

1560.61

1549.32 1549.32

Figure 3. Static DWDM line České Budějovice – Jihlava – Brno topology

Design of a static DWDM system for these optical lines covers two main am-
plified spans with CD compensation. ere are two lines České Budějovice –
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Jihlava and Jihlava – Brno (see Figure 4). e initial design of the DWDM sys-
tem assumes up to 16 optical channels, but we plan to use 32-channel multiplex-
ers/demultiplexers to have higher flexibility concerning wavelength channel. e
32-channel solution is planned for České Budějovice, Jihlava and Brno PoPs. In
small PoPs there will be only a few add/drop channels provided by the small fixed
OADM to achieve low insertion losses. e system will be ready to connect them
if need without any additional design changes.
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Figure 4. Static DWDM line České Budějovice – Jihlava – Brno detail plan

Planned initial optical wavelength utilization is shown in Table 2. Most of
the wavelengths used are planned for 1Gbps capacity. ere will first be 10Gbps
express wavelength České Budějovice – Brno for the core IP network backbone.
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Table 2. Optical wavelength utilization České Budějovice – Brno

ITU Wavelength End A End B Capacity Project
chan. [nm] [Gbps]

21 1560.61 PoP Č. Budějovice PoP J. Hradec 1 IP net
21 1560.61 PoP J. Hradec PoP Jihlava 1 IP net
34 1550.12 PoP Č. Budějovice PoP Brno 10 IP net
35 1549.32 PoP Č. Budějovice PoP Jihlava 1 IP net
35 1549.32 PoP Jihlava PoP Brno 1 IP net

It will be terminated on DWDM XENPAKs in the routers.

5 Optical line Brno – Ostrava

e design of this static DWDM system is based on the operational results and
experiences with the CBF line Brno – Vienna DWDM system. e optical line
Brno – Ostrava is long; about 224 km. e fiber is type G.652, with attenuation
of about 50dB@1550nm. It is planned to install 32-channel DWDM multiplex-
ers/demultiplexers and broadband CD compensators based on FBGs. is will
give a good possibility of easy channel additions and future upgrade to higher
speeds (e.g., 40Gbps). e detailed plan of the line deployment from the 10 Gbps
perspective is shown in Figure 5.

e static DWDM installation is expected at the beginning of 2008, depend-
ing on long delivery terms of the CLA PB02F amplifiers and especially FBGwhich
are atypical.

6 Conclusions and future development

CLA devices based on new commercially available optical elements allowed de-
ployment of static cost effective DWDM solutions over links with lower demand
for number of optical channels. Next year deployment of single fibre links with
bidirectional transmission is planned. ese links should deliver very cost effec-
tive and redundant connectivity for smaller pops. In further years delivery of
dynamical capabilities into the CL family is planned; e.g., by introducing optical
switches, small tunable ROADMs and eventually WSSs.
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Deployment of CESNET2+ E2E Services in
2007

V N, P Š, J V

Abstract
is paper describes design and implementation of E2E services in the CES-

NET2+ research network in the end of 2007. e current CESNET2+ backbone
offers E2E services based on various technologies (optical transmission DWDM
and IP/MPLS network layers) and on national and international levels in coop-
eration with the GN2+ network and other NRENs.

Keywords: DWDM, ROADM, cross-border fiber, alien wavelength, perfor-
mance monitoring, forward error correction, wavelength cross-connect, virtual
private LAN service

1 Introduction
E2E services are defined as End-to-End connection, realized using the OSI layer
1 and 2 technologies such as Ethernet. e E2E link connects End-Points in or-
ganizations which may be hosted in the same or different domains and they may
cross additional network domains. Here, a domain may be a regional network, an
NREN, a multinational network line GN2+, or any other network.

CESNET2+ network supports both intradomain and interdomain E2E for
research projects and activities, and advanced users, in cooperation with GN2+
and other NRENs.

Traditional E2E services are designed as Point-to-Point services. However,
there are some applications and projects which need multipoint Ethernet services.

ere is a workaround solution based on external L2 switches to simulate multi-
point functionality. is solution is not flexible from the end user perspective,
because it is not quite transparent in its services. e main disadvantage of this
solution is missing support for transparent QinQ services. Within the research
task “CESNET2+ DWDM and IP/MPLS deployment” we investigated possible
implementation of transparent multipoint Ethernet services as pilot projects. In
the following paragraphs we will present several practical cases.

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies II: Selected Technical Reports, p. 23–30
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2 POSN
e main objective of the POSN (Private Hospital Optical Network) is to build

a private network between hospital data centers to store and share medical in-
formation processed by computer tomographs, X-ray and many other medical
equipment. is project is covered by our application support activity and we
participated on the technical solutions.

For this network we used a static DWDM based on CLA amplifiers. e hos-
pital data centers operate SAN networks with Fiber Channel (FC) switches, see
Figure 1.

Data transmission and sharing in the SAN environment are very sensitive to
data circuit quality and require very low latency. For security and other reasons
the data circuits must be designed as private and separated from normal network
traffic.

SAN

SAN

SAN

MGMT

MGMT

MGMT

Masaryk Hospital in Ústí n. L.

Faculty Hospital Motol in Prague

Central Military Hospital in Prague

CESNET2+

GigaPoP Prague

FC switch

Figure 1. Data centers interconnection
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e static DWDM solution on top of the optical line allows strict separation
of internet and SAN traffic on Layer 1 and offers low latency for the FCIP protocol
used between FC switches. Because there is requirement to connect Point-to-Point
lines and establish the shared L2 infrastructure, we used for a cost-effective solu-
tion a VLAN based central L2 switch. Static DWDM systems based on CLA were
a reasonable and cost-effective solution for such a simple network.

3 L2 over DWDM
METACentrum as a grid computing facility located in three cities came with the
idea to secure virtualisation of its nodes. is pilot project connects the DWDM
nodes Praha, Brno and Plzeň by 10GE Xponder cards in a ring topology. As part
of E2E multipoint Ethernet services we deployed and verified with the META-
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Centrum project a new Xponder card; for Cisco ONS15454 MSTP, which allows
Layer2 operations (VLANorQinQ) over theDWDMoptical transport system (see
Figure 3). It also offers the protection mechanism integrating G.709 messaging
with the Ethernet layer, so there is sub 50 ms protection time achieved.

CESNET2 DWDM

10GE
Xponder

10GE
Xponder

802.1Q

VLAN 800

VLAN 801

802.1Q

Layer 2 VLAN

provisioning

Layer 2 VLAN provisioning

Layer 1 OCHNC

802.1Q

Pilsen

Praha Brno

1555.75 nm

1555.75 nm

1554.94 nm

Figure 3. Block diagram of the 10GE Xponder card topology

e 10GEXPonder card has two client 10GE ports and two trunk 10GE ports
with DWDM XFP support. It supports more operating modes (2x 10GE trans-
ponder, L2 switch or regenerating) so it’s more flexible compared with traditional
transponders. It supports FEC/E-FEC, but trunk ports are not tunable and it’s
possible to use only DWDM XFP for fixed wavelength.

For testing we used Linux based WS with the iperf testing SW in the nodes
with a 802.1Q connection to the Xponders. We also configured jumbo frames of
9212 bytes and enabled protection mechanism (with the master in Praha). On
the XPonder client ports we had to increase the Ethernet “Committed Burst Size”
and “Excess Burst Size” from the default of 4k to 4M and 8M to achieve good
performance results.

e maximum transmission speed was about 9.8 Gbps without any packet
loss.

e average RTT on the longest optical channel Praha-Brno (via Hradec
Králové and Olomouc) was about 5.43 msec (which corresponds to the actual
channel length of 462 km).
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e XPonders can be used as a method for building virtual multipoint Eth-
ernet services with sub 50 ms recovery time for protection. But it is important to
be aware of the protection mechanism based on G.709, because traffic is flooded
around all of the 10GE DWDM ring.

4 VPLS over IP/MPLS

VPLS stands for Virtual Private LAN Service, and is L2 VPN technology that en-
ables Ethernet multipoint services (EMSs) over a packet-switched network infras-
tructure, e.g. IP/MPLS networks. VPN users get an emulated LAN segment that
offers a Layer 2 broadcast domain. e end users perceive the service as a vir-
tual private Ethernet switch that forwards frames to their respective destinations
within the L2 VPN. VPLS as a multipoint technology allows a user to reach multi-
ple destinations through a single physical or logical connection. is requires the
network to make a forwarding decision based on the destination of the packet.
Within the context of VPLS, this means that the network makes a forwarding
decision based on the destination MAC address of the Ethernet frame. A multi-
point service is attractive because less connections are required to achieve full con-
nectivity between multiple points. An equivalent level of connectivity based on
point-to-point technology requires a much larger number of connections or use of
suboptimal packet forwarding. Cisco VPLS implementation is based on the IETF
dra dra -ietf-pppvpn-vpls-ldp, which has wide industry support (currently there
is no RFC standard, because VPLS specifications are still under development at
the IETF).

e main driving force for the introduction of VPLS services within the CES-
NET2+ IP/MPLS infrastructure was the demand from the METACentrum project
for the standards-based multipoint L2 VPNs like Metro Ethernet Forum (MEF)
E-LAN services to provide transparent LAN services (TLS) for the mutual inter-
connection of the three mainMETACentrum sites in Praha, Brno and Plzeň. ere
was a strong demand for providing IEEE 802.1Q tunnelling (802.1 QinQ) among
the threeMETACentrum sites through the CESNET2+ IP/MPLS backbone to pre-
serve VLAN significance inside the global METACentrum 802.1Q domain and to
ensure its partial segregation from the outside world using a proper L2 global
METACentrum VPN. is setup should provide logical independence of the inter-
nal (dynamic) VLAN allocation inside the global national METACentrum 802.1Q
domain for advanced research in the field of grid computing, especially dynamic
interconnections among several virtual machines. On the other hand, some of the
METACentrum internal VLANs were required to be accessible from the outside
world to provide global IPv4 and IPv6 connectivity in a controlled manner.
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e first CESNET2+ pilot VPLS implementation is quite simple: the META-
Centrum VPLS instance consists of three METACentrum sites in Praha, Brno and
Plzeň connected to the respective provider edge (PE) Cisco 7609 routers imple-
menting the emulated LAN service at each of the three GigaPoPs. ese PE
routers make forwarding decisions between sites and encapsulate the Ethernet
frames across an IP/MPLS backbone network using a pseudowire. A virtual
switching instance (VSI) is used at each PE to implement the forwarding deci-
sions of this VPLS. e provider edges use a full mesh of Ethernet pseudowires
to forward the Ethernet frames between themselves.

To achieve VPLS support within theCESNET2+ IP/MPLSbackbone all three
Cisco 7609 PE routers in Praha, Brno and Plzeň GigaPoPs had to be equipped
with the new ES-20 Ethernet Services 20G Line Cards, each with two 10GEMPLS
core facing interfaces. e METACentrum local L2 switches in each site can be
connected:

— either to the VPLS instance through the 802.1Q trunks via ordinary PE Cisco
7609 LAN card interfaces configured as QinQ tunnels to provide L2 TLS,

— or some of the internal METACentrum VLANs can be L3 routed via ordinary
PE Cisco 7609 LAN card interfaces configured as 802.1Q L3 end points for
these VLANs (see Figure 4).

5 CESNET2+ and GN2+ E2E services
A new type of end-to-end (formerly E2E) guaranteed services is being developed
by the GÉANT2 project. e GN2+ Ethernet/SDH switches for E2E services sup-
port EVPL (Ethernet Virtual Private Lines) on 10GE cards, which allow the map-
ping of Ethernet VLANs into VCGs (Virtual Concatenation Group). e VCG
members are transported as individual VCs (Virtual Concatenation, VCAT) across
the GÉANT2+ SONET/SDH network layer.

Distribution of GN2+ E2E services on CESNET2+ is handled by the L2/L3
switch Foundry BigIron RX-8 providing service aggregation based on VLANs.

ere is an 802.1Q trunk configured with the GN2+ Ethernet/SDH switch (see
Figure 5). It is also possible to use one of theGEports of theGN2+ switch without
the 802.1Q functionality.

e aggregation L2 switch Foundry BigIron RX-8 is also interconnected with
the CzechLight facility switch Force10 E300 at 10 GE with the 802.1Q. is con-
nection allows flexible E2E services configuration between the operational CES-
NET2+ backbone and CzechLight experimental facility. CzechLight operates an
experimental 10 GE line to StarLight, which offers E2E services as well (1GE
channels for Czech Physics and others).
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Figure 4. Pilot METACentrum VPLS implementation in CESNET2+

Today, current CESNET network equipment provides more methods and
gives more possibilities for E2E services delivery to end users using the CES-
NET2+ backbone network service:
— via the DWDM optical transmission system based on ONS 15454 MSTP as

an alien wavelength, L1 (termination on the transponders) or L2 (using the
XPonder card)

— via the static DWDM system based on CL family as a wavelength
— via the IP/MPLS network as Point-to-Point EoMPLS tunnels or multipoint

L2 Ethernet service (in the selected PoPs only)
— via the CzechLight facility testbed if needed and possible

However, we are struggling with many problems since many local loops and
academic metropolitan/university networks are not really ready for transporting
E2E services. In general, they are limited to only using VLANs to deliver E2E
services to their end users, or a dedicated local loop has to be used.

Each E2E service solution is different, because there are different environ-
ments in the cooperating metropolitan/university backbone networks.
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Similar problems are observed in the European academic environment con-
nected via GN2+. ere are multiple domains (GÉANT2 backbone, CESNET2
backbone, metropolitan/university networks, etc.). Wherever end-to-end links
are composed of elements provided bymultiple domains, coordination is required
between the network administrators of those domains. It must include E2E ser-
vice planning, operations and monitoring as well.

6 Conclusions and future development

e CESNET2+ backbone network supports and delivers E2E services to its end
users using different solutions and technologies. It also provides these services
with the GN2+ and other NRENs at the international level. We also cooperate
with GN2+ research activities related to E2E services in a multidomain environ-
ment.
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Abstract

is document describes the development of IPv6 multicast implementation in
the CESNET2 network since 2005 and corresponding technological transition
from workaround tunnels to the current design based native IPv6 multicast rout-
ing in the backbone using embedded RP.

Keywords: IPv6 multicast, embedded RP, OSPFv3, PIM

1 Introduction
IPv6 multicast has been provided in the CESNET2 network since the year 2005.
Both ASM (Any-Source Multicast) and SSM (Source-Specific Multicast) are ac-
cessible. Interconnection with other NRENs is implemented through native con-
nection to the GEANT2 network. Embedded RP [4] is currently being used for
service advertisement. Due to historic reasons, configuration of static RP has been
kept; it was used for the experimental network M6Bone and several services are
still announced through it.

2 Several historic facts
IPv6 multicast has operated in the CESNET2 network for experimental purposes
only since May 2005. At that time, all IPv6 multicast traffic had been distributed
through IPv6/IP tunnels between Cisco 7500 routers (that were for this purpose
set apart from the production network). ey were interconnected in a star topol-
ogy, the center being the R62 router in Prague with a GRE tunnel configured to
the GEANT2 network. e OSPFv3 protocol was used for routing between the
R62 router and Cisco 7500 routers. Given the fact that no method of service ad-
vertisement had been defined, both the GEANT2 and the CESNET2 networks
used just one common Rendezvous Point (RP). is RP was placed in the French
NRENRenater and configured with the IPv6 address 2001:660:3007:300:1::. Orig-
inal interconnection of routers can be seen in Figure 1.

Separate nodes were interconnected by an adjacent network segment. e
scheme in Figure 2 shows the original connection of the Liberec node: the R93-LB
router was a part of theMPLS network as a PE and 6PE router ( routing IPv4/IPv6
unicast); the R2-LB as a CE router. e tunnel from the R62 router is set up to

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies II: Selected Technical Reports, p. 31–44
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the R2-LB router; routing of IPv6 multicast is done here as well. Both routers
were interconnected with the network of the connected organization (Technical
University of Liberec, in this case) through a shared L2 segment.
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3 Current topology

We started the preparation for the deployment of native IPv6 multicast at the be-
ginning of 2007. An important prerequisite was the upgrade of IOS in Cisco 7600
routers to the 12.2(33)SRA3 and later to the 12.2(33)SRB2 versions, which en-
abled, among other features, the use of appropriate address-family for IPv6 mul-
ticast. General IPv6 multicast connectivity is provided by the GEANT2 network.

4 IPv6 multicast in the MPLS network
Unicast packets are encapsulated in MPLS using the 6PE feature. 6PE uses two
MPLS labels (similar toMPLS VPN): the first label identifies an exit PE router (in
other words BGP next-hop); the second label identifies an IPv6 destination prefix.
To populate BGP next-hops MPLS uses IPv4 both for IPv4 and for IPv6, thus we
can see IPv4 BGP next-hops for both protocols. IPv6 multicast is transported
natively (without the MPLS labels). So, unlike IPv6 unicast, it needs IPv6 next-
hops. We were considering multiple options to solve this issue:

— to use a route-map to inject a correct next-hop for themulticast address family
— to use two loopbacks to establish BGP sessions (one for unicast, one for mul-

ticast)
— to establish an extra BGP session for multicast using IPv6 peers.

e last option was chosen as the simplest one to configure and least suscep-
tible to human errors. On the other hand it creates an extra load on the routers
because they have to maintain more BGP sessions. Loopbacks have both IPv4
and IPv6 addresses: IPv4 is used for MPLS VPN, EoMPLS, VPLS and 6PE BGP
sessions; IPv6 is used for IPv6 multicast BGP sessions. is allows management
of a different topology for IPv6 multicast and adds P routers to IPv6 multicast
BGP sessions with no impact on existing routing.

IPv6 unicast packets are encapsulated in MPLS packets for delivery over the
IPv4 MPLS backbone. is is the reason why running Multiprotocol BGP for
IPv6 unicast at the P routers is not mandatory. IPv6 multicast packets are deliv-
ered natively over the backbone in the same way as IPv4 multicast packets. is
requires IPv6 to be configured on all CESNET2 backbone links. For a smooth
operation of IPv6 multicast it is necessary to transmit several IPv6 unicast packets
as well – PIM Register, PIM Register-Stop and PIM Join/Prune:

— PIM Register serves to register a source of IPv6 multicast to the PIM-SM RP
(Rendezvous Point)

— PIM Register-Stop notifies the first-hop router of the completion of the reg-
istration process
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Figure 3. Simplified topology of current multicast network

— PIM Join/Prune createsd the multicast distribution tree. e last-hop router
to the data source sends this message.
Due to the necessity to pass IPv6 unicast packets, it is essential that the whole

CESNET2 network, including P routers, can transfer these packets. It is neces-
sary to ensure a separate unicast routing table for RPF (Reverse Path Forward-
ing) check, which is important for verifying whether the IPv6 multicast traffic
comes from the correct RPF interface (whether the interface faces towards multi-
cast source or towards RP).

ere is no parallel for inter-domain IPv6 multicast, such as MSDP in IPv4
multicast (MSDP carries multicast information, sources, and groups between RPs
in different ASes). MSDP has been developed to be a temporary solution. Its
modification for IPv6 multicast is not planned due to its inefficiency and security
risks. Unfortunately, there is no alternative protocol available offering similar
functionality.

We use embeddedRP [4] for mapping of multicast groups with one particular
RP for a given multicast group. Each multicast domain must permanently have at
least one RP, that is not for similar groups and where there is no need to exchange
information between individual RPs.

erefore, we use a static RP of the Renater NREN as well, for backward
compatibility.
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5 IPv6 multicast configuration in the CESNET2 network

As the embedded RP is used as the method to provide the IPv6 multicast group
to RP mapping, there is no need to statically configure the RP address. But,
we still use a statically configured RP of the Renater NREN with IPv6 address
2001:660:3007:300:1::.

e ipv6 pim register-source Loopback0 command is required to set the
source address of the PIM Register messages (and the destination address of the
PIM Register-Stop messages) to the loopback address of the first-hop router.

ipv6 mfib hardware-switching
replication-mode ingressipv6 multicast-routing
ipv6 pim register-source Loopback0
interface Loopback0
ip address 195.x.x.93 255.255.255.255
ipv6 address 2001:718::x:x:93/128

6 Backbone IGP for IPv6 Prefixes – OSPFv3
We use OSPFv3 to carry the backbone IPv6 prefixes. e embedded RP is used
as the method to provide the IPv6 multicast group to RP mapping. e RP pre-
fix is announced in IPv6 unicast BGP and IPv6 multicast BGP. As a result, the
only prefixes that are required to be carried within OSPFv3 are the IPv6 loopback
addresses of the 6PE routers.

interface Loopback0
ipv6 ospf 6 area 0
ipv6 router ospf 6
router-id 195.x.x.93
log-adjacency-changes detail
auto-cost reference-bandwidth 10000
passive-interface default
no passive-interface TenGigabitEthernet1/1
no passive-interface TenGigabitEthernet1/2

7 IPv6 multicast and unicast BGP
e BGP topology for the IPv6 multicast address family is the same (with one

exception, see later) as for the IPv4 unicast/multicast and IPv6 unicast address
families. BGP route reflectors are used in R84, R85 and R98. e one exception
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mentioned above is that the core P routers need to be enabled for BGP IPv6 mul-
ticast only. ere is no need to configure the core P routers for BGP IPv6 unicast.
eBGP IPv6 peerings for both unicast and multicast will be provided on R84 and
R85. In the future, R96 and R98 could also have eBGP IPv6 peerings. Please see
Appendix A for the BGP configuration of P and PE routers.

8 Default Route for IPv6 Multicast
Because of the bugs in running version IOS 12.2(33)SRA3, OSR7600 routers were
not able to work correctly with the ::/0 path learnt through mBGP. We found a
workaround based on configuring default static routes on all routers.

Otherwise, the IPv6 next-hop address is invalid and the RPF check fails. Also,
the IPv6 next-hop address must be IGP learned.

is error was fixed in version 12.2(33)SRB2.

ipv6 route ::/0 2001:718::x:x:85 254 multicast

9 Static route to connected networks
Since the ipv6 address-family multicast feature for the BGP protocol wasn’t
available in commonly used Cisco IOS version SXFx, we used static routes as an
interim solution for IPv6 multicast.

ipv6 route 2001:718:x::/48 2001:718:x:FFFE::2 254 multicast

e feature mentioned above is now available in IOS version SXHx and we
plan to use it in individual organizations.

10 PIM Configuration

To support an embedded RP the router configured as the RP must use a con-
figured access list that permits the embedded RP group ranges derived from the
embedded RP address.
all routers

ipv6 pim rp-address 2001:660:3007:300:1::

peering router

ipv6 pim rp-address 2001:660:3007:300:1::
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ipv6 pim rp-address 2001:718::1 embeddedRP

ipv6 access-list embeddedRP

permit ipv6 any FF7E:120:2001:718::/64

permit ipv6 2001:718::/32 FF7A:120:2001:718::/64

...

11 Connection of individual institutions

Large metropolitan and university networks (PASNET, ČVUT etc.) use private
autonomous systems and are connected to the backbone through the eBGP proto-
col. We expect that these end sites are connected through the Multiprotocol BGP
– IPv6 address-familymulticast, or statically. Other organizations with single con-
nections are connected statically through OSPFv3 (unicast RPF) when utilizing
dual connection.

12 Scope Boundaries

JANET, Renater and UNINETT NRENs use scope ”A” for their own networks.
is is an unassigned scope between Organization-Local (scope 8) and Global

(scope E). Using this value seems to be a very good idea to represent a NREN-
Local (or generally a Provider-Local) scope, and we shall stay with it. Scope ”8”
will be used for organizations connected to the CESNET2 network, in confor-
mance with RFC 4291. Every network will be able to use scope ”4–7” for internal
scoping as well.

interface TenGigabitEthernet1/2
description Technical University of Liberec
ipv6 pim bsr border
ipv6 multicast boundary scope 8

13 IPv6 multicast Monitoring

13.1 ssmping/asmping

For ad-hoc tests, end users may utilise the programs ssmping and asmping. With
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these tools they can monitor a particular source in the Internet, provided it runs
a ssmping/asmping server. e tools are available at their author’s site1.

13.2 Dbeacon

Figure 4. Multicast beacon for the Cesnet2 network

1 http://www.venaas.no/multicast/ssmping/
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e multicast beacon is suitable for routine monitoring of IPv6 multicast and
basic QoS parameters, such as jitter, loss, delay, and for troubleshooting. e idea
is that anyone running multicast can operate his own beacon. Beacons constantly
broadcast data to amulticast group and thus everybody can have a networkmatrix
displaying sources fromwhich he receives multicast. For monitoring purposes, we
used dbeacon, which can be obtained from its home page2.

Appendix A. Appendix A. Sample BGP Configuration on P
and PE Routers

A.1 PE Router

router bgp 2852!
template peer-policy IBGP_IPv6_generic
advertisement-interval 0
next-hop-self
soft-reconfiguration inbound
send-community
send-label

exit-peer-policy
!
template peer-policy IBGP_IPv6_generic_mc
advertisement-interval 0
next-hop-self
soft-reconfiguration inbound
send-community

exit-peer-policy
!
template peer-session RR1
remote-as 2852
description RR1 [Route-reflector RR1]
password 7 xxxxxxxxx
update-source Loopback0
timers 10 30

exit-peer-session
!
template peer-session RR2

2 http://fivebits.net/proj/dbeacon/
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remote-as 2852
description RR2 [Route-reflector RR2]
password 7 xxxxxxxxx
update-source Loopback0
timers 10 30

exit-peer-session
!
template peer-session RR3
remote-as 2852
description RR3 [Route-reflector RR3]
password 7 xxxxxxxxx
update-source Loopback0
timers 10 30

exit-peer-session!
no bgp default ipv4-unicast
bgp log-neighbor-changes
bgp deterministic-med
bgp update-delay 360
bgp bestpath med missing-as-worst
neighbor 2001:718::x:x:84 remote-as 2852
neighbor 2001:718::x:x:84 update-source Loopback0
neighbor 2001:718::x:x:85 remote-as 2852
neighbor 2001:718::x:x:85 update-source Loopback0
neighbor 2001:718::x:x:98 remote-as 2852
neighbor 2001:718::x:x:98 update-source Loopback0
neighbor 2001:718:x:FFFE::2 remote-as 65200
neighbor 195.xxx.xxx.3 remote-as 2852
neighbor 195.xxx.xxx.3 inherit peer-session RR1
neighbor 195.xxx.xxx.4 remote-as 2852
neighbor 195.xxx.xxx.4 inherit peer-session RR2
neighbor 195.xxx.xxx.26 remote-as 2852
neighbor 195.xxx.xxx.26 inherit peer-session RR3!address-family ipv6
no synchronization
network 2001:718:x::/42
neighbor 2001:718:x:FFFE::2 activate
neighbor 2001:718:x:FFFE::2 send-community
neighbor 2001:718:x:FFFE::2 next-hop-self
neighbor 2001:718:x:FFFE::2 soft-reconfiguration inbound
neighbor 195.x.x.3 activate
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neighbor 195.x.x.3 inherit peer-policy IBGP_IPv6_generic
neighbor 195.x.x.4 activate
neighbor 195.x.x.4 inherit peer-policy IBGP_IPv6_generic
neighbor 195.x.x.26 activate
neighbor 195.x.x.26 inherit peer-policy IBGP_IPv6_generic
exit-address-family
!
address-family ipv6 multicast
network 2001:718:x::/42
neighbor 2001:718::x:x:84 activate
neighbor 2001:718::x:x:84 inherit peer-policy IBGP_IPv6_generic_mc
neighbor 2001:718::x:x:85 activate
neighbor 2001:718::x:x:85 inherit peer-policy IBGP_IPv6_generic_mc
neighbor 2001:718::x:x:98 activate
neighbor 2001:718::x:x:98 inherit peer-policy IBGP_IPv6_generic_mc
exit-address-family

A.1 P Router

router bgp 2852
template peer-policy IBGP_IPv4_generic
unsuppress-map unsuppress_internal
advertisement-interval 0
next-hop-self
soft-reconfiguration inbound
send-community both
exit-peer-policy
!
template peer-policy IBGP_IPv6_generic
advertisement-interval 0
next-hop-self
soft-reconfiguration inbound
send-community both
send-label
exit-peer-policy
!
template peer-policy IBGP_IPv6_generic_mc
advertisement-interval 0
next-hop-self
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soft-reconfiguration inbound
send-community both
exit-peer-policy
!
template peer-session RR1
remote-as 2852
description RR1 [Route-reflector on RR1]
password 7 xxxxxxxxx
update-source Loopback0
timers 10 30
exit-peer-session
!
template peer-session RR2
remote-as 2852
description RR2 [Route-reflector on RR2]
password 7 xxxxxxxxx
update-source Loopback0
timers 10 30
exit-peer-session
!
template peer-session RR3
remote-as 2852
description RR3 [Route-reflector on RR3]
password 7 xxxxxxxxx
update-source Loopback0
timers 10 30
exit-peer-session
!
bgp router-id 195.x.x.20
no bgp default ipv4-unicast
bgp log-neighbor-changes
bgp deterministic-med
bgp bestpath med missing-as-worst
neighbor 2001:718::x:x:84 remote-as 2852
neighbor 2001:718::x:x:84 update-source Loopback0
neighbor 2001:718::x:x:85 remote-as 2852
neighbor 2001:718::x:x:85 update-source Loopback0
neighbor 2001:718::x:x:98 remote-as 2852
neighbor 2001:718::x:x:98 update-source Loopback0
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neighbor 195.x.x.3 remote-as 2852
neighbor 195.x.x.3 inherit peer-session RR1
neighbor 195.x.x.4 remote-as 2852
neighbor 195.x.x.4 inherit peer-session RR2
neighbor 195.x.x.26 remote-as 2852
neighbor 195.x.x.26 inherit peer-session RR3
!

!
address-family ipv6
no synchronization
network 2001:718::x:x:10/128
exit-address-family
!
address-family ipv6 multicast
neighbor 2001:718::x:x:84 activate
neighbor 2001:718::x:x:84 inherit peer-policy IBGP_IPv6_generic_mc
neighbor 2001:718::x:x:85 activate
neighbor 2001:718::x:x:85 inherit peer-policy IBGP_IPv6_generic_mc
neighbor 2001:718::x:x:98 activate
neighbor 2001:718::x:x:98 inherit peer-policy IBGP_IPv6_generic_mc

exit-address-family
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ABW – Short-timescale passive bandwidth
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Abstract
Bandwidth usagemonitoring is important for network troubleshooting and plan-
ning. Traditionally, used bandwidth is computed from router interface byte coun-
ters read by SNMP. is method only allows for checking long-term averages of
total used bandwidth without information about short-term dynamics and with-
out knowledge of what applications are consuming most bandwidth. We will
describe here-in the architecture of a novel passive bandwidth usage monitoring
application, which uses packet capture and advanced processing to continuously
provide real-time information about bandwidth usage. e characteristics pro-
duced include information about short-term peaks and about the percentage of
bandwidth used by different protocols in different layers of the OSI model hier-
archy, including detection of application protocols that use dynamic ports.

Keywords: performance monitoring, end-to-end performance, bandwidth mea-
surement, passive monitoring

1 Introduction
For network planning and troubleshooting it is useful to know what is the load
on network links including their dynamics in different time scales and distribution
into protocols in different layers of the OSI hierarchy.

Link load is traditionally monitored by reading router interface byte coun-
ters via SNMP. is type of monitoring provides only the total load on the link,
without distribution into protocols, and only as relatively long-term averages.

Routers update their interface counters in a low priority task, resulting in
several seconds, which are fluctuating and unpredictable. erefore, the shortest
interval to compute an average link load is about 30 seconds. When we try to
read interface counters more frequently, we get distorted results. For instance,
Figure 1 shows 60-second and 1-second SNMP samples. ere is a lot of alias-
ing in 1-second samples due to interference between counter updates and counter
readings. A link may look lightly loaded, but traffic added to the link still expe-
riences a lot of congestion losses due to short-term peaks of high utilization. In
order to get a more accurate view on link utilization, we need information about
short-term traffic dynamics.

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies II: Selected Technical Reports, p. 47–59
© CESNET, 2008. ISBN 978-80-254-2151-2
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Figure 1. 60-second SNMP samples (le ) and 1-second SNMP samples (right)

Netflow1 records collected from routers can be used to measure the volume of
traffic belonging to individual protocols based on their port numbers. However,
the Internet traffic is increasingly dominated by protocols that use dynamic ports.
For instance, when we try to classify traffic based on well-known ports of the com-
monly used application protocols HTTP, HTTPS and FTP, we end up with most
of the traffic unrecognized, shown by the grey region in Figure 2. A combina-
tion of header filtering and effective payload searching is needed to classify traffic
belonging to such protocols.

e main advantages of the ABW application when compared to SNMP and
Netflow monitoring are the following:

— We can distinguish bandwidth used by different protocols in different layers
of the OSI hierarchy (L2, L3, L4 or application protocols)

— We can monitor bandwidth usage in short intervals (e.g., 1 second) and thus
detect short peaks

Detecting application protocols requires a combination of header filtering
and payload searching.

e rest of this report is organized as follows: We describe the architecture of
our passive bandwidth monitoring application in Section 2; We give information
about the current deployment and availability of this application in Section 3;
Finally, we provide examples of use in Section 4.

2 Architecture
ABW stands for available bandwidth, which is what we ultimately want to moni-
tor. Of course, it is only possible to measure used bandwidth directly and avail-
able bandwidth is a complement to installed bandwidth. ABW is written on top

1 http://www.cisco.com/warp/public/732/netflow
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Figure 2. Unrecognized traffic of protocols using dynamic ports

of DiMAPI2 (Distributed Monitoring Application Interface) and the trackflib li-
brary [1] as a C-language executable and a set of PHP and rrdtool scripts.

2.1 ABW
e ABW application architecture is shown in Figure 3. Packets are tapped from

a monitored link (1) by an optical splitter or by a mirroring port on a router or
switch.

Packets are captured by a network adapter (2), which can be a regular NIC
or a specialized monitoring adapter (such as a DAG or COMBO card). Such
adapters provide hardware support for some monitoring functions and they can
also read packets into computermemorymuchmore efficiently than regularNICs.

Packets are then processed by DiMAPI (3), which is divided into mapid and
mapicommd daemons running on remote monitoring stations and the DiMAPI
stub, which is linked together with so ware.

2 http://mapi.uninett.no
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Figure 3. ABW application architecture

e executable files of the ABW application (4) read a configuration file,
which specifies the protocols that should be monitored on a given remote moni-
toring station. It also specifies other monitoring parameters, such as frequency of
computing the link load and limiting the monitored traffic to a subset of all traffic
by header filtering or payload searching. Configuration can also be specified by
command-line arguments for debugging. e syntax of the ABW configuration
file is similar to the syntax of Windows configuration files (e.q., windows.ini) and
its structure is based on concepts of flows and scopes in DiMAPI.

Results are stored in the RRD database or printed as standard output for
debugging. A set of PHP scripts and the rrdgraph utility (5) are used to pro-
vide user interface for the application. When monitoring both directions of some
monitored link, ABW can accept traffic for each direction from different ports
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on a multiple-port monitoring adapter, different NICs on the same monitoring
station, or even from different monitoring stations. is is all transparent to the
user. ABW can also transparently present results from a mixture of MPLS and
non-MPLS links, which each require different header filtering to separate individ-
ual protocols.

2.2 DiMAPI
DiMAPI (Distributed MAPI) is a so ware library that allows for writing portable
monitoring applications in a high level of abstraction. An application opens one
or more flows. Each flow is initially formed by all packets arriving at a specified
network interface or a set of network interfaces (in the latter case it is called a
scope). ese network interfaces can be on a local computer or on different remote
computers (hence the meaning distributed in DiMAPI).

e application then applies a sequence of monitoring functions to each flow.
e order of monitoring functions determines the resulting functionality. Pre-

defined monitoring functions are available for header filtering (BPF_FILTER),
payload searching (STR_SEARCH), counting statistics (PKT_COUNTER) and
for other monitoring primitives. A user can also program new monitoring func-
tions.

DiMAPI can run on top of different network adapters. Currently, regular
NICs (Network InterfaceCards), DAGcards3 andCOMBOcards4 are supported.
DiMAPI can automatically utilize hardware support in specialized monitoring
adapters for certain monitoring functions, transparently to the application. is
is enabled by separate implementations of some monitoring function in DiMAPI
for different monitoring adapters. A er all functions are applied to flows, when
the application starts monitoring, DiMAPI checks what functions can be imple-
mented with hardware support based on which network adapters are used and on
the requested order of monitoring functions.

DiMAPI is an extension toMAPI. e difference betweenDiMAPI andMAPI
is in communication between the stub library linked with an application and the
daemons running on a monitoring station. In DiMAPI this communication takes
places over a TCP connection and mapid and mapicommd daemons can run on
different machines than the application. e mapicommd daemons mediates net-
work communication with the mapid daemon. On the other hand, MAPI uses a
UNIX socket, the mapicommd daemon is not used and the mapid daemon must
run on the same machine as the application.

3 http://www.endace.com
4 http://www.liberouter.org
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2.3 Local and distributed mode

ABW can be used in a local or distributed mode. In the local mode, ABW uses
MAPI. Each remote monitoring station runs a local copy of the ABW executable
and the mapid daemon. e web server contacts remote monitoring stations di-
rectly. is configuration is illustrated in Figure 4. Arrows show directions of data
flow.

In distributedmode, ABWuses DiMAPI. A central station runs the ABW exe-
cutable, which gathers results from remotemonitoring stations running themapid
and mapicommd daemons. e web server contacts only the central station. is
configuration is illustrated in Figure 5.

Remote

monitoring

stations

mapicommd
+ mapid

mapicommd
+ mapid

Web server

Figure 4. ABW running in the local mode

ABW can also use a combination of these two modes. at is the web server
can communicate with some remote monitoring stations directly and obtain re-
sults from other monitoring stations through the central station. You simply point
the PHP scripts on the web server to the right station for each monitored link to
the central station or to a remote monitoring station.

Using the central station makes configuration on the web server simpler,
but contacting the remote monitoring stations directly usually provides faster
response. Configuration on the web server is simpler and communication with
remote monitoring stations is more effective when we can group monitoring of
multiple links to one scope. is is only possible when the same sequence of
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Figure 5. ABW running in the distributed mode

monitoring functions can be applied to multiple monitored links. is is not pos-
sible when some links haveMPLS packets and other links have regular IP packets
(because these two cases require different header filtering to identify protocols)
or when multiport monitoring adapters are used (because an extra monitoring
function is required to separate packets on individual ports).

2.4 Monitoring cards

Each remote monitoring station needs one or more monitoring cards (regular
NICs, DAG cards or COMBO cards), which receive traffic tapped from the mon-
itored links (using optical splitters or monitoring ports on routers).

Two directions of one monitored link can be monitored by:

— two ports on a multi-port monitoring card,
— two single-port monitoring cards in one remote monitoring station,
— two single-port monitoring cards in two remote monitoring stations.

is is configured in the ABW configuration file abw.cfg. ABW gathers re-
sults correctly and displays them in one graph (inbound traffic in the upper part
of the graph and outbound traffic in the lower part of the graph).

DAG cards can capture packets at 100% line rate without losses and provide
much more effective packet transfer to the memory of the host PC than a regular
NIC, leaving more CPU capacity to packet processing. When we want to mon-
itor only a subset of traffic on the monitored line, we can define this subset by
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header filtering in the ABW configuration file. When a DAG card with IPF co-
processor is used (such as DAG4.3GE), this header filtering is implemented in the
hardware of the monitoring card and only requested packets are forwarded to the
host PC. Support of newer DAG cards with DSM classification will be available
in the future version.

2.5 Protocol tracking

Application protocols are detected by the trackflib library, which is a part of
DiMAPI and which provides the TRACK monitoring function to request classifi-
cation into known application protocols. e trackflib library uses a combination
of header filtering and payload searching to distribute packets into protocols. Pat-
terns that need to be matched in payload for some protocols are usually close to
the beginning of a payload and the search can thus finish soon. e protocols cur-
rently recognized by the trackflib library are listed in Table 1. Note that WEB is
different than just matching ports 80 and 443, because these ports are sometimes
used by other applications. FTP includes also passive FTP connections.

Table 1. Protocols recognized by the trackfib library

Gnutella DC++
BitTorrent WEB
eDonkey FTP
Skype IP-in-IP

3 Deployment in CESNET

We installed 11 passivemonitoring stations in the CESNETnetwork. Two stations
monitor the access link to the European G t2 network and the remaining stations
monitor traffic in major backbone nodes of the CESNET network. All stations
run the ABW application continuously. e position of the monitoring stations
is illustrated in Figure 6. A similar application called appmon has been deployed
in several institutions in Greece by ICS-FORTH.

e stations monitoring the access link to the G t2 network are equipped with
DAG cards (DAG6.2 and DAG4.3GE). e remaining stations use Intel Gigabit
Ethernet NICs. We plan to gradually upgrade stations that monitor high loaded
links to monitoring adapters. e first such station was upgraded to two DAG8.2
cards in early 2007. All monitoring stations run the Linux operation system.
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Figure 6. ABW deployment in CESNET

Live measurements of bandwidth usage by ABW in CESNET are available
at the following address: https://perfmon.cesnet.cz/abw-intro.html. Mon-
itoring of the GN2 – CESNET link is accessible to the public. Monitoring of
CESNET backbone links requires authorization by username and password.

4 Examples of use

e ABW user interface is illustrated in Figure 7. A user can choose two graph
types – distribution of L4 protocols (including information about the presence
of multicast and IPv6) and distribution of application protocols. e user then
selects one or more monitored links and one ore more time periods and granu-
larities for which the network characteristics should be computed from the data
in the RRD database and plotted. e time period determines the start and end
time plotted in the graphs. e time granularity determines a step of the graph, for
which the average or maximum values are computed. e user can either choose
from predefined time periods and granularities or specify any other time period
and granularity using a simple form. Some parameters can also be selected, such
as whether the line for maximum values should be plotted or not. Maximum
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values are sometimes high and reduce readability of average values in the same
graph.

Figure 7. ABW user interface

4.1 Example 1

An example graph produced by ABW that shows distribution of L4 protocols is
shown in the le part of Figure 8. e characteristics are always computed for
two time granularities – fine grain, which is used to plot the main body of the
graph and coarse grain, which is used to plot envelope lines in the same graph
for comparison. In this particular graph the main body shows fine-grain 1-second
averages, whereas the envelope lines shows coarse grain 30-second averages (light
blue or light grey line) and maximum values (dark blue or dark grey line). You
can see that there were frequent short-term peaks of high load present on the link,
while the coarse-grain averages, which are comparable to what we can get from
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SNMP monitoring, suggest that the link is seemingly much less loaded. Regard-
ing L4 protocols, the link was dominated by TCP over the plotted period, which
is now a common case in the Internet.

4.2 Example 2

An example graph produced by ABW that shows distribution of application pro-
tocols is shown in the right part of Figure 8. You can see that several application
protocols that use dynamic ports have been detected. Detection of these proto-
cols provides much better understanding of the composition of link usage. is
example graph of application protocols does not show the same time range as the
example graph of L4 protocols.

We are monitoring CPU load on all monitoring stations. A station with Xeon
3.0 GHz CPU is able to process approximately 400 Mb/s of sustained traffic with
Intel Gigabit Ethernet NIC before becoming overloaded.

Figure 8. Distribution of L4 protocols (le ) and application protocols (right)

4.2 Example 3

When we stop monitoring protocols that use dynamic ports, we loose much of the
information about protocol distribution, see le part of Figure 9. When we start
tomonitor these protocols again, it takes some time until we get information about
protocol distribution, see the right part of Figure 9. e reason is that we usually
need to capture the beginning of a control connection that negotiates dynamic
ports for the data connection. We cannot classify dynamic ports of connections
that started in the past.
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Figure 9. e situation when we stop (le ) and start again (right) monitoring of
protocols that use dynamic ports

5 Conclusion
We have developed a passive non-intrusive application for continuous monitor-
ing of traffic composition and dynamics on network links. Contrary to previous
approaches, we can provide detailed information about distribution of link load
among protocols in different layers of the OSI hierarchy, including application
protocols that use dynamic ports. We can also provide fine-grain information
about traffic dynamics in short time scales, which can reveal short and high peaks
of load, which are invisible in coarse-grain monitoring. e application can au-
tomatically benefit from using hardware monitoring adapters, but it can also run
without modifications using regular NICs.

In our future research, we want to measure traffic burstiness at packet level
exactly and to plot real-time distribution of burst sizes and its time evolution in
three-dimensional graphs. ere are several approaches to quantify traffic bursti-
ness (e.g.,[3]).

5.1 Acknowledgements

e ABW application has been developed as part of the JRA1 activity5 of the
GN2 project. DiMAPI and the trackflib library were developed by the LOBSTER
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Flexible FlowMon
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Abstract
Research in measurement and monitoring of Internet traffic is evolving rapidly
but dedicated tools that would be able to follow it are rare. New approaches
and methods are o en tested in the so called offline environment, using so ware
solutions. is is of course necessary for effective development, but consecutive
deployment of hardware tools on the high-speed networks are missing. For a lot
of cases, we hope that our new concept of a Flexible FlowMon probe can fill the
gap between off-line and on-linemeasurement. emain objective of the Flexible
FlowMon probe is to gain information about network traffic and assign it to the
flow which can be arbitrarily defined by the user. e architecture of the probe
is based on COMBO cards and a host computer. e firmware of the card is
completely new and we believe more scalable than previous implementations of
our NetFlow probes.

Keywords: network monitoring, FlowMon, NetFlow, security

1 Introduction
Recent developments in measurement and monitoring of network traffic is driven
by increasing demands for quality and security. Quality of the network connec-
tions is vital for emerging real-time applications such as video and audio telecom-
munication, streaming, etc. Quality measurement has a long history, but security
on the Internet is a phenomena of the last decade. With the growing number of
Internet users the interest in abuse of the Internet for illegal activities also grows.
According to several studies Internet crime has become more organized and prof-
itable. us, both areas (quality and security) are the subject of intensive research
and new techniques have been developed to measure and monitor traffic more ac-
curately. Over the last decade, several methods to detect on-going attacks, spread-
ing worms, and other malicious traffic or events were proposed.

In [10], a method for detection of anomalies in network traffic using maxi-
mum entropy was proposed. e method was validated on packet traces captured
by DAG cards1. Only IP addresses and ports were necessary to construct the state
space upon which the algorithm looks for anomalies. Another work [11], that
focuses on scalable attack detection, suggests to save more space by aggregating

1 http://www.endace.com

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies II: Selected Technical Reports, p. 61–83
© CESNET, 2008. ISBN 978-80-254-2151-2
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the traffic more than just on a per-flow basis, thus saving more space. is ap-
proach utilizes Partial Completion Filters (PCF) which can be modeled as several
flow caches each with different hash functions. It would be interesting to alter the
flow probe to perform such measurement. A pioneering work to statistically char-
acterize network traffic was presented in [20], and a lot of others, for example [23].
Several works, e.g., [5], [15], [19], were focused on classifying traffic according to
applications utilizing statistical information. Some [7], [18] attempted even more
to precisely identify certain applications. Besides new methods the architecture
of a so ware network monitor was also proposed in [17]. It distributes data to
several components in order to capture information at different levels, network,
transport and application. Such a scheme seems to be complete enough but may
quickly exhaust most of the computational power. erefore the authors suggest
to balance traffic among several PCs.

Most of the papers share similar characteristics:
— Processing at the level of flows
— Offline processing
— Small traffic samples or low rate traffic samples

Published methods were implemented in so ware and tested offline on small
traffic samples. Performance of these so ware tools is not sufficient for current
multigigabit networks and hardware-accelerated implementations are required.
Moreover, a lack of large testing data indicates the need for a powerful tool to
gather data from the network. It seems that a lot of methods process network
traffic at the level of flows, no matter what level is considered and no matter what
information is necessary. See [21] for closer details about flow monitoring.

erefore a flexible hardware solution (that would minimize the effort for
its customization) based on flows would do most of the work while the rest of
specific processing could remain implemented in so ware. e proposed flexible
FlowMon probe fulfills these requirements and we believe that it will encourage
researchers to evaluate their methods directly on real traffic.

2 NetFlow Background

During the last three years the Liberouter team developed two accelerated Net-
Flow probes. e first one was a proof of concept that showed the feasibility of
implementing IP packet flow-monitoring on boardwith FPGA chips. Despite that
its performance was poor, it outperformed standard so ware probes. e second
implementation was improved in both functionality and performance. Currently
it is able to monitor up to 3million packets per second (holds for shortest packets)
or up to five gigabits (holds for longest packets). e advantage of an autonomous
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NetFlow probe is the possibility to deploy NetFlow measurement where a dedi-
cated source of NetFlow data is missing. Autonomous NetFlow probes allow the
user to set any parameter arbitrarily without fear that the bypassing traffic will be
influenced. On the other hand when enabling NetFlow on routers one has to al-
ways be careful about the additional performance demands on hardware resources
by the monitoring process. Probes are usually more flexible and allow for testing
of new features such as different types of sampling, filtering or anonymization.

Probes were successfully deployed in the CESNET network and also in net-
works of GEANT2 partners (SWITCH, SURFnet, GRNET). anks to the test-
ing and other activities, Liberouter members are involved in, our experience with
flow measurement has grown. We realized that it was necessary to completely
redesign the concept of the probes and to add more flexibility.

e primary drawback of the current probes is their limited performance,
which is due to a so ware-like design of the firmware. If the flow monitoring is
analyzed in closer detail several critical tasks can be discovered. ese are packet-
header parsing, addressing, keeping state of the flow and updating record of the
flow (flow record).

Packet-header parsing is performed by small processors, with the parsing pro-
gram for extracting relevant data (IP addresses, transport ports, protocols, length
of packets, etc) which create or update the flow record. e processor is described
in VHDL and synthesized in FPGA with the rest of the firmware. It is well known
that implementation of a processor consumes more chip resources than dedicated
component performing the same task. A waste of resources causes issues when
scaling the design for higher data rates.

e addressing of the flow record is done by computation of hash on the flow
key (IP addresses, ports, interface ID, protocol). e result of the hash function
is used to index a vector of pointers to the records of the flow cache, as suggested
in [16]. is is clearly an efficient way to search and keep flow records in so ware
implementation but for hardware it requires either two accesses in one memory or
one access in two memories and both options are costly.

Another so ware-like solution is utilized to keep state of the flow records (it is
necessary to release old flow records). e state is kept in an extra memory where
the timestamps of the last arrived packet of each flow are stored in a doubly linked
list. Every time a flow record is updated/created its timestamp is moved/created
at the beginning of the list. e oldest timestamps remain at the end of the list
and are precisely and easily identified. But the price paid for extra memory to
store list pointers is too high.

Finally, updates of flow records are not executed in parallel. It means that if
the update of the flow record requires more complex operation, which takes more
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time, no other flow record is updated during this period.
e second drawback is caused by fixed definition of the flow record. e

user is restricted in what information can be extracted out of the packet header,
how it is entered in the flow record, and how the flow record looks. An example
of fixed structure extracted from packet-headers is shown in Figure 1.

7 15 23 31 39 47 55 63

0x00000001 timestampMicroseconds

packet Length ipClServ HFE_REG

RESERVED 0x00000000

dstTransportPort srcTransportPort PortID tcpCBits protocolID sampProb

source IPv4/IPv6 address

destination IPv4/IPv6 address

Figure 1. Fixed record extracted from a packet header

In order tomodify the flow record in current implementations, the user would
have to rewrite the program for the parsing processor, define a mask for the flow
key, and write a new unit for updating a flow record. ese obstacles discourage
users from experimenting with the probe’s abilities and prevent them from uti-
lizing all of its potentials. e current definition of flow record is not sufficient
in respect to the introduction of new flow information export protocols, such as
NetFlow v9 [2] or IPFIX [3]. ese protocols allow export of a whole variety of
packet information and thus the monitoring device must be able to modify the
definition of flow record. To our knowledge there are already new items of flow
records that the user would appreciate but are not defined in NetFlow v9 nor IP-
FIX. For example several bytes of payload of the first packet in the flow, time
statistics about periods between packets of the same flow and others.

3 Beyond NetFlow

NetFlow is traditionally used for routing optimization, application troubleshoot-
ing, traffic mix monitoring, accounting and billing, anomaly tracking, etc. Be-
sides these run-up applications new utilization is attracting attention. Among
the most widely known is detection of DoS attacks, already embedded in some
collectors. e simplest heuristic for detection of DoS is based on deviation of
the number of flows from an average number for a given period. is method is
able to identify obvious DoS or scanning activities. Various correlation or search
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methods were proposed for closer insight into malicious traffic. ese are usually
based on a search through IP address and port space which is constructed out of
NetFlow data.

Previous applications operated with ordinary NetFlow data which works fine
up to the transport layer of the TCP/IP model. But there are new applications
that require flow-like data with more or different information reported. For some
of them standard items of flexible NetFlow v9 or IPFIX would suffice. e rest
are le with no choice other than to acquire traffic by an arbitrary means (e.g.,
tcpdump) and to extract its proprietary information on their own.

e first of such applications is a network application decoder. Its function
is to identify applications that are used in the network. Some of them are natu-
rally identified by their transport port number but a larger group either utilize
unprivileged ports dynamically or hide their traffic on ports assigned to other
applications. Ordinary NetFlow data can report only applications running on
well-known ports with the consequence of joining legitimate and malicious traffic
on the same port.

e task of the decoder is to distinguish between various applications by in-
specting the data at the application layer (payload of transport layer) where it
may look for specific patterns using regular expressions (e.g., for SSH connec-
tion: ^ssh-[12]\.[0-9]). Such functionality is already supported in the Linux
netfilter framework2, which uses open-source collection of application signatures
of the L7-filter3. e L7-filter with modified signatures was also used and tested
in customized architecture of NIDS [9] with good results. e implementation of
the network application decoder directly in the flow probe would be only a natural
extension since it was the original intent to provide information about application
trafficmix. Moreover the core of the decoder is based on the well studied problem
of pattern matching which was shown to be suitable for hardware implementation
[8], [22], [4], [12].

Besides pattern matching an alternative approach, statistical network behav-
ioral analysis, was introduced to detect certain types of applications. e analysis
is based on specific behavior of various application traffic rather than on pattern
detection which is sometimes impossible concerning encrypted connections or
simple applications where no significant pattern signature can be identified. e
main motivation for statistical analysis is its robustness. For example, if the anal-
ysis is focused on detecting interactive communication by monitoring the interval
between consequent packets it would be very hard for an application to deceive
detection mechanism by generating packets with a larger interval between con-

2 http://www.netfilter.org
3 http://l7-filter.sourceforge.net
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sequent packets, as the quality of communication would suffer. Another advan-
tage is that the learning phase (during which statistical indicators are chosen and
thresholds are set) of the analysis can be automatized, for example [15].

Usually, indicators about packet length or interval between packets of the
same flow are used and therefore the flow probe should support various aggrega-
tion schemes such as minimal/maximal, average, variance or construction of an
undersampled histogram. e analysis itself does not have to be performed in the
probe. On the contrary, it would be better to have it on the collector where the
analysis can include other indicators such as the number of incoming/outgoing
connections per host, etc. is way potentially malicious traffic can be discovered
(p2p file-sharing, worm spreading, etc.).

Measurement of connections quality is yet another application that could
benefit from flow monitoring, especially where multimedia applications are uti-
lized. e advantage is that such measurement is non-invasive (no extra packet
have to be launched in the network) and at the same time performed upon mul-
tiple hosts and applications during real traffic utilization. Gathered data can be
correlated a erward which can help with troubleshooting and optimization. Mea-
surement of quality requires the precise source of timestamps to be built in the flow
probe and enough bits allocated for the timestamps in the flow record. Again ad-
ditional operations to express distribution of interval between packets of the same
flow are required. Besides standard flow items, the flow record must be amended
with a Type of Service (IPv4) or Class of Service (IPv6) field.

Our experience with FlowMon probes indicates that flow probes should also
be able to handle MPLS labels, VLAN tags or MAC addresses, depending on
deployment in the network. Another experience is that nearly any item in the flow
record can be a keyfield, for example, if the keyfield is the length of packet then
the result in the probe memory is a precise histogram of packet-lengths observed
in the network. In summary, the flowmonitoring process must be flexible in many
directions but at the same time manageable.

4 Flexible Flow Monitoring

Inspired by different utilization of flow data we decided to create an XML schema
that allows the user to define:
— what is to be extracted from the packet
— items of the flow key
— structure of the flow record
— how the flow record is updated by the extracted information

e schema allows one to define primarily structure of the flow record includ-
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ing placement and size of individual items, but it also defines the structure of the
so called UH-header (the record with extracted items from the packet header).
Individual items of both records are operands of assigned aggregate operation.
Moreover each item of the flow record can be guarded by so-called control op-
eration which can trigger an arbitrary event, e.g., saturation of the counter of
packet-length causes the flow record to expire.

description

vhdl−implementation

c−implementation

flowcontrols

flowcontrol

description

vhdl−implementation

c−implementation

operand

operands

control

operand

operands

uhfield

defaultvalue

uhrecord

payload

allocation

allocation

allocation

flowconfiguration

flowoperations

payloadfield

flowoperation

flowrecord

allocation

flowfield

identifier

operation

flowcontext

commandreg

0 to * occurences

0 or 1 occurence

1 occurence

Figure 2. Schema of XML tree for definition of flow record processing

e schema is divided into two files, definition of operations and definition
of records. e first file contains description and implementation of update and
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control operations (the tree on the right site of Figure 2). Each operation has its
unique name which is used to refer to the operation. Operation can be imple-
mented in an arbitrary number of languages. But VHDL and C implementation
are points of our interest because our group uses them to implement flow moni-
toring process in firmware or in so ware. It is supposed that the list of currently
supported operations will be extended during deployment of our probes accord-
ing to the feedback of users. Extension is very easy and requires only the writing of
short sections of program implementing the update operation. e risk of intro-
ducing further errors is minimized. An example in VHDL of an update operation
(accumulation) is given:

-- input of the adder
data <= CONTEXT_IN when (FIRST = '0') else

-- initialization accumulator when first packet arrives
std_logic_vector(to_unsigned(DEFAULT_VALUE, CONTEXT_WIDTH));

-- sum of accumulator and input data
CONTEXT_OUT <= std_logic_vector(unsigned(data) + unsigned(DATA_IN));

e second file then contains definitions of the UH-record, payload and flow
record, which correspond to extracting information out of the packet-header, pay-
load and then updating the flow record, respectively. First the UH-record defines
which fields of the packet-header are extracted, where is their position in the UH-
record and how many bytes are allocated for their storage. It might seem strange
to allocate sizes for packet-header fields whose size is already defined in respec-
tive RFC, but some items might have arbitrary size, such as timestamps, interface
ID or the user does not have to be necessarily interested in the whole field. Each
field contains a parameter whether it contributes to the flow key or not. If the
packet header does not contain the required field a default value is set instead.

e following example illustrates the definition of source transport port:

<uhfield name="uh_sourceTransportPort" identifier="true">
<allocation address="0x1C" size="2"/>
<defaultvalue value="0x0000"/>

</uhfield>

e payload section describes what part of the packet payload is extracted.
is section is not utilized for now but we expect its importance to grow, because

of its utilization with the application decoder.
All sections are connected through the definition of the flow record. Each

item of the flow record (called flow field) refers to one update operation and one
or none control operation. Operands of the operation can be from theUH-record,
payload and flow record sections and their reference is mapped as the input of the
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operation. Moreover if the flow field is marked as an identifier then the referred
field in the UH-record is checked if it contains the same value. Such operation
might seem redundant but particular implementations of the monitoring process
might take advantage of it. An example of flow field definition is given below.
Note that the naming convention was adopted from the definition of IPFIX wher-
ever possible.

<flow field name="octetTotalCount">
<allocation address="0xB" size="5"/>
<operation name="accumulate">

<generics>
<generic id="default_value" value="0"/>

</generics>
<operands>

<operand id="source" field="uh_ipTotalLength"/>
</operands>

</operation>
<control name="control_overflow">

<generics>
<generic id="constant" value="0xFFFFFFF000"/>

</generics>
</control>

</flow field>

Figure 2 and the description of the XML schema was simplified for the pur-
pose of readability. A curious readermight notice that there is not a clearly defined
way to specify validity of items in any of the records (UH-record or flow record).
A good example is monitoring of ICMP packets. If an ICMP packet is received,
transport ports cannot be extracted and the flow fields containing these ports are
not valid. For this purpose there is a extra bitmap field in each record that allows
each field to be marked valid or not.

It is supposed that the end-users of the probe do not need to care about XML
schema at all. Instead, an implementation of web front-end is proposed that al-
lows selection of monitored items and assignment of operations from a predefined
list. Such a user interface would also allow optimization of the structure of the
flow record according to the particular implementation of themonitoring process.

e framework suited for our FlowMon probes is described in Section 7.
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5 Probe Architecture
e probe is based on a standard PC running Linux OS with a network accelera-

tion card. ese acceleration cards are traditionally developed in the Liberouter
project because there are no other cards available that could provide ten gigabit
network interfaces and at the same time a programmable chip (FPGA) that can
process high data rates. Moreover, each card provides a unified interface using a
NetCOPE platform [14] to access its peripherals (network interfaces, memories,
PCI bus) which allows implementation of the architecture faster with potentially
less errors. Despite a unified interface each card is equipped with different pe-
ripherals. For the purpose of flow monitoring new family of COMBO V2 card
seems to be the best option. It provides enough bandwidth to transfer data from
interface card to mother card via RockeIOs, contains faster Virtex-5 chips, and
supports PCI-Express 8x.

e monitoring process is divided between the acceleration card and the host
PC (see Figure 3). is is a very different approach in comparison to previous im-
plementations of FlowMon probe on COMBO cards where the monitoring pro-
cess was implemented strictly on the card and the host PC only exported received
flow records. e idea of partitioning the monitoring process is supported by our
experience gained during performance testing of previous probes. We noticed
that while the card was fully utilized, the processor in the computer was hardly
utilized five percent of its time. erefore we can take advantage of additional
processing resources in the PC and make the firmware simpler and faster.

NetFlow v5, v9

IPFIX
packets

flow
records

Monitoring

process 1

Monitoring

process 2

COMBO cards host PC

Figure 3. Concept of flexible FlowMon probe

e two stage monitoring process works as follows. In the card:
— Packets are received at the line rate
— Information is extracted from the packet
— e flow key is hashed and the result is direct address of the flow record
— Collisions are solved by replacement of each old flow record by a new one
— Expired or colliding flow records are transferred to the host PC memory

In the PC:
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— Flow records are transfered using a bus master DMA engine
— Another monitoring process aggregates records exported by firmware into

complete flow records
— Expired flow records are exported

Such partitioning of the task allows eliminatation of a number of fragmented
flows, i.e., flows that were expired because of other reasons than timeouts (colli-
sions or lack of memory). Further, it was estimated by analysis of several traffic
samples that the aggregation performed in the card can decelerate incoming traf-
fic speed to ten percent or less of the original value (in dependence on the size of
the memory on the card). In that case, the processor would be able to process up
to ten gigabit of the original traffic. Additional details are given in Section 8.

6 Firmware Architecture
e firmware is based on two cores. NetCOPE core provides an abstract layer

to access hardware resources on the card. FlowContext core is a management
system intended for storage and load-balancing of context information among
several processing units. e utilization of these cores by FlowMon firmware is
shown in Figure 4.

FlowContext

PCI-ESDRAMSSRAMRIONet. IFC

NetCOPE

Monitoring process 1
Firmware

FPGA

Peripherials

Figure 4. e concept of hardware and firmware architecture

e firmware application is composed of several units which are chained in a
processing pipeline (see Figure 5). Testing on real traffic and use of the Spirent
packet generator identified bottlenecks in previous designs. erefore some parts
of the processing pipeline are instantiated multiple times. e firmware architec-
ture can be divided into two logical parts: packet parsing process and metering
process. We will describe first the packet parsing chain and then the metering
process.

e firmware application utilizes the NetCOPE network interface to receive
packets. e interface delivers packets at Layer 2 of the TCP/IPmodel to the firm-
ware which means that received packets are already checked for the correct Cyclic
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Redundancy Check (CRC), correct Start Frame Delimiter (SFD) and minimum
and/or maximum transfer length. NetCOPE provides the interface to sample re-
ceived packets and to assign them unique timestamps. e sampling function is
optional and is implemented in firmware and generating of timestamps can be
implemented either in firmware or received from an external GPS unit.

Packets with assigned timestamps are processed by several Header Field Ex-
tractors (HFE). HFE uses extracted information for creating an unified header
record that contains data for the metering process. e HFE unit is implemented
usingHandel-C which is a modification of standard C language specialized for de-
scription of parallel computing structures. HFE can extract nearly any field from
the headers of packets, which implies a large consumption of computational re-
sources. erefore its complexity is reduced during preprocessing by definitions
of monitored header-fields in the config.h file which is generated according to the
XML configuration.

/* Source TransportPort */
#define uh_sourceTransportPort 1 /* Extract sourceTransportPort */
#define uh_sourceTransportPort_UH_ADDR 0x1A /* Address in UH-rec. */
#define uh_sourceTransportPort_UH_SIZE 0x02 /* field size */

e header Field Extractor, written inHANDEL-C [6], has several advantages
in comparison to the previous HFE implemented as a processor with an assembler
program. For example, its implementation consumes nearly the same amount
of resources as the original HFE but it is able to process one and half million
packets per second. Moreover the processing does not have to be stopped during
jump commands; one word of data is processed each clock cycle. erefore its
performance is stable and predictable in advance. Ten HFE units suffice for the
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processing of all packets at a fully utilized ten gigabit link. e only drawback is
that the HFE cannot change its functionality by reloading a new program during
execution. Instead, a configuration file of the whole chip must be loaded because
HFE is an integral part of the firmware. It means that all previously monitored
data are lost. Another issue that would emerge anyway is reordering of packets
because of parallel execution on several units with different execution times. e
correct ordering must be kept so it does not cause race conditions during updates
of flow record. erefore all packets are marked with sequence numbers before
they are dispatched to HFE units. HFE units assemble unified headers which
are ordered again by the sequence number into one stream together with packet
payloads. ese frames are transferred via RocketIO (RIO) to the mother card
where the processing continues.

Fields that determine the flow are subject to the hash function. Its result is the
memory address of the flow records. Collisions caused by hash (two different flows
mapped to the same memory location) are detected by comparing all identifiers
of the flow key during update of the flow record in the Flow Processing Unit.
If a collision happens the old record is expired while the new record replaces it.
Simulations show that good hash function and sufficient memory capacity will
keep the collision rate reasonably low (see Section 8).

e Flow State Manager is intended for keeping the states of all flows in the
memory. State of the flow means information about its lifetime. It allows for
identification of those flows which have already ended and can be released out
of memory. e flow is considered to be finished a er a certain time when no
packet comes for a given flow. erefore the FlowStateManager keeps track of the
timestamp of the last seen packet of each flow and if the interval between current
time and the last seen packet is greater than the inactive timeout (parameter set
by the user) then the flow is expired. Several possible algorithms are able to solve
this task. Please note that bit-length of time information can vary in the following
algorithms and it is independent of the timestamp assigned to the packet at the
input interface.

An algorithm implemented in previous probes is based on the ordering of
flow states according to the time of the last seen packet. e quickest way how
to do it is to keep states of flows in a bidirectional bounded list. Each item has a
timestamp and two pointers. e idea of ordering is simple. New or updated flows
are always rebounded to the top of the list and their timestamps are updated. is
way the least recently used (inactive) ones remain at the tail. It is easy to identify
inactive flows by comparing the timestamp of the last item in the list.

e second algorithm can in short be described as a field of sequentially decre-
mented counters. It works as follows:
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— With every incoming packet the counter for the given flow is set to the maxi-
mal value.

— All non-empty counters are periodically checked and decremented.
— If the value of the counter reaches one then the flow is considered to be ex-

pired.
— A er the flow is removed a value of zero is set into the given counter which

signals that the item is empty.

e inactive timeout is changed by adjusting the speed of the periodic count-
down of counters.

e third algorithm stores the timestamp (generated in the Flow State Man-
ager) of the last seen packet for each flow in memory. All valid items in memory
are again periodically checked to see if the interval between the last seen packet is
longer than the inactive timeout. Only significant bits of the timestamp are stored
which leads to a timestamp with limited range and low precision. Moreover if the
inactive timeout is changed then all stored timestamps must be rescaled so that
they fit into the range of current timeout. To remove this drawback we suggest
implementation of counter generating timestamps with the same bit-length as the
memory word. e inactive timeout only increases/decreases the clock rate for
the generating counter. e shorter the inactive timeout the faster the clock cycle
and the sooner the flow is expired. is algorithm was chosen for its low memory
and chip resource consumption and he iness of implementation.

e core of the metering process is implemented in the Flow Processing Unit
which aggregates information about packets into flow records. It is connected to
the FlowContext which is described in [13]. e interface of FlowContext is based
on random memory access to any item of the flow record and any item of the uni-
fied header. e FlowContext also allows connection of several Flow Processing
Units and balancing of the load among them. e assignment of flow records to
individual units must be atomic. is means that if one unit is processing the flow
record then no other unit may work with the same flow record in parallel.

e design of the Flow Processing Unit is generated according to the defini-
tion provided in the XML file. e operation of the FPU is basically divided into
three steps: loading, processing and storing. e loading and storing parts are
straightforward, the data are either loaded from the FlowContext memory inter-
face into a register array (loading), or the result of the operation is stored from
a register array into the FlowContext memory (storing). However, the process-
ing part is more interesting. First of all, the data bits containing the information
about the command that is to be executed are extracted from the UH record and
from the flow record, so that the operation of the FPU could be determined. If
the update operation is requested, the identifier fields of the UH record and the
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flow record are then checked for an exact match. If the identifiers do not match,
the flow record is released to so ware for further processing. Otherwise, the fields
of the UH record, flow record and packet payload are processed in the aggrega-
tion unit, the design of which is generated from the file with the definition of
operations. e data are processed in parallel. e complexity of the aggregation
operation is limited to basic fixed-point operations, such as addition, subtraction
and multiplication, and bit operations as AND, OR, XOR etc. Nevertheless, it is
possible to use nested operations (e.g., accumulate squares of the differences of
two values for the computation of standard deviation) or to implement additional
operations. It should be noted that if the flow record is empty (i.e., the processed
packet is the first packet of the flow), the aggregation functions need to use default
values, as the values in the flow record are not valid.

When the aggregation functions are computed, the result is checked using
control operations (if any). If the result is determined to be invalid, it is released to
so ware where the processing continues. Future improvements include pipelined
processing, which will speed up the update operation and also enable sharing
of the components used for the aggregation functions’ computation. Another
feature to be implemented is an interface to the application specific engine, e.g.,
application decoder.

7 So ware

Operation of the flexible FlowMon probe can be divided into two logical phases –
preparation and monitoring. e preparatory phase covers all activities before
running the probe for the first time. e user can specify their own requirements
on the monitoring process and create a customized firmware. e monitoring
part includes firmware booting into FPGA or COMBO cards, its initialization,
configuration and network monitoring.

e so ware architecture follows partitioning into two phases. It contains
the framework for creating (generating) firmware and the framework for probe
starting up and management.

7.1 Phase 1 – Preparation for Monitoring (Generating Framework)

e framework consists of tools for describing the monitoring process and firm-
ware synthesis. It is presented like one tool with a web interface where the user
can specify the requirements of the monitoring process. e consistency of user
requirements is verified and a XMLfile created. is file unambiguously describes
structure of the flow record, unified-header record and operations with them.
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e createdXMLfile is processed and proprietary configuration files intended
for synthesis are generated. Consequent synthesis of firmwaremay takemore than
an hour. Moreover, the synthesis process requires specific tools which are not
publicly available. erefore, synthesis takes place on a dedicated server.

A er synthesis ends, the user is informed by email how to download a gen-
erated package. e package contains COMBO card firmware, an XML file de-
scribing the address space of the firmware and an XML file describing the variable
part of monitoring process

7.2 Phase 2 – Network Monitoring (Monitoring Framework)

e monitoring framework is very similar to the original so ware architecture of
the FlowMon probe. New features caused by the flexible flow record are available.

e monitoring framework contains so ware, documentation and script and
must be installed on the probe. e user can customize the flow record struc-
ture, generate the firmware on a dedicated server, download it and install it on
the probe. Now it is possible to start the initialization process and to run the
monitoring process itself.

ere are two ways how to use and control the probe; either at the terminal
command line interface or remotely via the web front-end. If the command line
interface is chosen then the user connects to the probe over SSH and does all
operations with the probe through script and other programs executed directly
from the command line.

On the other hand, web front-end is more friendly and helps the inexperi-
enced user configure the probe step by step. e system then consists of:
— web front-end on a remote computer with an operating web server
— configuration daemon on the probe
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— NETCONF system for communication
It is necessary to install the web front-end on a computer with Apache web

server, select NETCONF configuration on the probe and then it is possible to con-
trol the probe through the front-end. e user can control several probes through
one front-end.

...
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Figure 7. So ware layers – remote configuration

First of all a user connects through the web front-end to the probe and is in-
formed about the current firmware version and probe configuration. He can select
another installed firmware for use, or choose a downloadable firmware package
for installation. e installation from the package is done automatically and the
new firmware version is offered from this time.

A er its version selection the firmware is booted into the COMBO cards for
use. It is initialized and the characteristic of the probe (timeouts, samplings etc.)
are set to default values (startup configuration). e user can reconfigure any of
the characteristic of the probe including specification of the export protocol and
collectors for sending NetFlow records.

e user is working with two types of configurations – startup and running –
during the probe configuration. Any changes in running configuration are imme-
diately reflected on the probe in comparison with the startup configuration that
is realized just a er restart of the probe. e advantage of this principle is the
possibility to get back to a functional configuration when a problem occurs with
a new configuration.
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7.3 Secondary Flow Cache in So ware

A great change in the monitoring process compared to the current version of the
probe is in the usage of a secondary flow cache in so ware. Size of a flow cache is
one of the most important parameters of the probe during the monitoring of high
speed networks. Because it is still not possible to extend the cache in the firmware,
it is supported in the so ware. Expired flow records come from the flow cache in
firmware to a secondary flow cache in the so ware. Expiration is done because of
timeouts, collisions or flow cache capacity.

In the secondary flow cache comes the decision about the next aggregation
of the flows with corresponding flows or about providing them to an exporting
program for export to collectors. Secondary flow cache in the so ware works with
the flow records for aggregation in the same way as the flow cache in firmware and
its expiration is based on the same timeouts. e secondary flow cache in so ware
rapidly increases limits of the probe in monitoring high numbers of flows on high
speed networks.

8 Performance Analysis

e concept of the probe is based on processing the incoming traffic at the speed
of ten gigabit per second in the firmware, where it is decelerated so the outgoing
data stream can be handled in so ware. From our experience, the host PC with
a common network interface card is able to monitor up to 800,000 packets per
second. If a specialized card with optimized DMA/PCI transfers to PC memory
is utilized then it is able to process up to 1.5 million packets per second which
equals to one gigabit per second (64 byte packets). For our purpose it means that
no matter what the incoming data rate it must be reduced by aggregation to a
value lower than one gigabit. In current firmware architecture the aggregation
is limited by available capacity for flow records. Moreover, the aggregation fac-
tor is influenced by direct addressing of flow records with a hash value. In fact
the memory capacity would probably be sufficient to hold all simultaneous flow
records if there was a perfect hash that could distinguish all flows producing result
of bit-width the same as an address.

Of course such hash function cannot exist. e probability of collision for
direct addressing can be approximately expressed as

Pcollision = N/C,

where N is the current number of flow-records in memory and C is the capacity of
memory.
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Today, typical ten-gigabit traffic consists of hundreds of thousands of flows
(it may vary depending on the network). erefore the probability of collisions
is very high for small memories. Despite that even small memory can provide a
certain level of aggregation. is is due to the burstiness charter of the traffic and
the fact that 10–20 % of flows account for 90 % of total traffic.

e behavior of the firmware was simulated on a model written in Perl. Sev-
eral samples of real traffic collected on a ten gigabit link were simulated and a
deceleration factor was derived as the ratio of the total number of packets to ex-
pired flow records (size of the flow record is 64 bytes). Figure 8 shows deceleration
factor as a function of memory size. e course of the function is linear.
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Figure 8. Deceleration factor in dependence on the size of memory

e graph in Figure 9 shows how many flows are created using different sizes
of memories. Again, smaller memories create a lot of flows (so called fragmented-
flows) because of the high number of collisions. As the size of memory increases,
the number of collisions decrease and the number of total flows is stabilized. e
situation is shown for two settings of inactive timeout which influences the num-
ber of flow records in the memory and thus the probability of collision. Higher
timeout also put together those flows that are marked as inactive by shorter time-
out. When the number of created flows remains steady it shows us that the number
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of real existing flows in the traffic is reached and that the majority of flows is not
fragmented.

So far we were interested in the behavior of the probe as if it has unlimited
throughput. It allows us to model the worst case scenario from host the PC point
of view. For example, if the throughput on the card is not sufficient to process
ten gigabit traffic then the outgoing stream to the PC is reduced consequently
and therefore lower than expected by simulations. e throughput of the pro-
posed firmware architecture is limited by the throughput of memory for the flow
records, which differ according to the type of memory. ere are internal Block-
RAM memories in FPGA or external QDR SSRAM and SDRAM memory on the
card. e BlockRAMmemories are very fast but its joint capacity is insufficient to
decelerate incoming traffic. ey can accommodate about eight thousand flows,
thus the reduction ratio is too small (about 3 times according to simulations).
Two QDR SSRAM are high throughput external memories with joint capacity
for 256K of flow records (deceleration factor more than 20 times). QDR SSRAM
are equipped with extra read and write interfaces, each interface has ten gigabit
throughput which correlates with the ten gigabit data rate of incoming traffic.
me information for Flow State Manager can be stored in Block Rams. e last
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option is to use DRAM memory for the flow records which gives a high decelera-
tion factor (about 250) but the throughput of the memory is not sufficient (about
six gigabits and only one shared port for reading and writing).

e analysis shows that if the firmware can reach the optimal memory band-
width utilization (might be a challenge) the whole probe will be able to process a
full ten gigabit link without a loss of packet.

9 Conclusion
Network monitoring based on flows is very popular. Collected statistics describe
meta data of the network unlike payload monitoring which is focused on collect-
ing whole packet traces. e most-used NetFlow export format is NetFlow v5,
introduced by Cisco. While it served well, growing requirements on flowmonitor-
ing caused new protocols to emerge, e.g., NetFlow v9 or IPFIX. ese protocols
support modification of the flow record in the way that only required information
(from the list [3]) is exported.

is report presented a framework to define customized flow record with as-
signed monitoring operation to each item of the flow record. It allows the user to
customize its monitoring process and to acquire nearly any information out of the
network traffic. ere are several possible applications suggested, based on our
experience from flow monitoring and also based on a survey of several research
papers.

It seems that there is a lack of dedicated hardware probes that can report
relevant data for a suggested application. erefore we propose the flexible flow
monitoring probe (fFlowMon) based on a standard PC and hardware acceleration
card. e architecture of the probe is described together with the procedure how
the flexible configuration can be reached. At the end, the performance of the
suggested architecture is analyzed. e results shows that the probe should be
able to process ten gigabit traffic without a packet loss.

Our future work is focused on finishing the fFlowMon probe implementation
and to extend its capabilities by adding extra features like an application decoder.
A er that the probe should be deployed on real networks where we would like
to test its capabilities and performance. A challenging task would be to find or
implement a collector that can understand all data exported by our probes.
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G3 System – Reporter
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Abstract
e G3 system is a network infrastructure monitoring system based on standard

measurement methods (mainly SNMP) with non-standard measurement timing,
specific data processing and hopefully an advanced user interface. An additional
experimental module was developed and added to the G3 system in 2007 – re-
porter. is module aims at generating various hierarchical reports following
configurations given by network administrators.

Keywords: network infrastructure monitoring, SNMP, user interface

1 Introduction
e G3 system is designed to provide large scale and continuous network infras-

tructure monitoring. Measurement mechanisms and data processing are able to
keep and visualise some level of network dynamics. Data processing mechanisms
ensure automated adaptability on real device reconfigurations and provide con-
tinuous and flexible mapping between the technological (given by SNMP) and
logical (human point of view) structure of measured devices. User interface is
able (and does by default) to aggregate measured data while retrieving it from
storage. erefore the whole user interface is strictly designed as interactive.

e interactive mode of the user interface does not always meet expectations
of all user groups. Administrators usually appreciate the interactive mode – they
need to have both overall view as well as detailed view on a particular set of pa-
rameters or network components and they generally want to have absolute gov-
ernance of such monitoring systems. On the other hand end users don’t expect
such complexity (and we also cannot expect here high skill level and experience
in network structure and network monitoring systems). End users want to be sure
that services they are using operate at the expected level or are interested in utili-
sation of corresponding resources. ey don’t require true real-time information
(they accept semi-real time information), but what they require is easy and simple
navigation. It means that not only clear and understandable information struc-
tures must be generated, but also that the content must meet the level at which
users understand what happened.

A er analysing potential requirements on reports, expected variety of their
structure, manner of visualisation (graphical vs. textual at least) and content on
one side andG3 system capabilities on the other, we decided to design and develop
an external stand-alone tool – reporter.

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies II: Selected Technical Reports, p. 85–100
© CESNET, 2008. ISBN 978-80-254-2151-2
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2 Reporter Description

ere are two basic groups of information which reporter relies on.

2.1 G3 System Saved Sessions

e first informational resource consists of saved configurations (sets of filtering
conditions besides others) stored inside the G3 system as so called “saved ses-
sions”. e G3 user interface was extended and users can save the current state
of their sessions. Stored data also contains filtering conditions (interface IP ad-
dresses, interface description substrings for example). It enables that desired ob-
jects (all network interfaces related to some service for example) are exactly se-
lected when the “saved session” is uploaded. is is shown in Figure 1. e ser
sets filtering conditions and checks whether results correspond with his expecta-
tions. en “save session” givies a name to it. It means that filtering conditions
(and other parameters) are stored for further use and everything is identified by
an appropriate name.

Figure 1. Creating “saved session” in G3 user interface.
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2.2 Reporter Configuration

e second resource consists of per report configurations which are kept outside
the G3 system configuration and storage structure. ese configurations define
the content of each report – saved session filtering rules, corresponding location
lists, optional background image parameters (for generating favourite click-able
maps), the parameters to be displayed, and the required visualisation style.

Notice: is distributed configuration (and different manners of its adminis-
tration) also naturally separates roles of human authorities. Working with G3 user
interface and saving appropriate sessions means (in conjunction with reporter) to
define WHAT are the real subjects (interface with description X, interface with con-
figured IP-Y ) that shall be reported as something (path or lines between City-A and
City-B). is process corresponds with the “SS” mark and blue arrows in reporter
function chart – Figure 2. On the other hand administering specific reporter con-
figurations means to define HOW they shall be reported. is is illustratesd by
the cyan arrow marked as “RC” in the reporter function chart – Figure 2.

Reporter is (from the G3 system point of view) something like “e-client” – it
handles the G3 user interface (which has been extended of course) in a similar way
as an ordinary user does. e main difference is in naming the G3 user interface
program – an ordinary user does it through a WWW interface and CGI, while
reporter does it directly. e first version of this tool is focusing network line/path
perspective (i.e. interface objects monitored), but is also capable of visualizing
other object types in some way.

2.3 G3 System Extension

e G3 user interface was extended to support new parameters on input. Some
key functions of the user interface were extended to support new functionality.
New output formats for specific data structure exchange were added. e module
for visualisation is now able to build statically referenced output data in a single
step.

New parameters and tied functionsmay enable (besides others) that extended
user interfaces can store reported data outside the G3 system storage area. Such
requests have to be handled carefully because they can affect data integrity, and
may also have security consequences. erefore the G3 user interface provides
checks and strictly rejects all special requests when operating in an interactive
mode through CGI.
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Figure 2. G3 system reporter – function chart.

2.4 Reporter Tasks

ere are currently five basic groups of tasks that reporter is able to perform:

2.4.1 Objects count checks

Reporter relies on filtering conditions saved through the G3 system user interface.
ere is always a possibility that network administrators may change real net-

work configurations (some descriptive values or addressing for example) during
everyday administration. Such changes may cause either loss of objects matching
appropriate filtering rules or increasing their number. Reporter is able to check
object count found against the required value when configured in reporter config-
uration files.
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2.4.2 Line/path utilisation

is is specific task – the only one tied together with particular object type and
parameters (interfaces, interface speeds and volume of data transfered). is was
initially the basic task for which the first versions of reporter were developed. How-
ever utilisation must work for specific network configurations (multi line environ-
ment in both channel or backupmode). erefore utilisation computing was kept
as a stand-alone task in the next versions of reporter.

2.4.3 Statistics computing

ere are many other reports beside line utilisation that may be useful for differ-
ent groups of users. Typically “network health” and similar statistics generally
based on various types of errors are requested. But in the hybrid CESNET2 net-
work there are also requests for things like optical receive and transmit power as
well as for FEC (Forward Error Correction) statistics at DWDM devices for ex-
ample. is stand-alone reporter task is basically able to compute statistics of any
parameter that the G3 system measures.

2.4.4 Static reports generation

e essential part from a user perspective. Reporter handles user interface of the
G3 system in the same way as any user would in an interactive mode. ere is an
adequate number of visualisation parameters that can be set up in reporter config-
uration files to generate the required report.

2.4.5 Static indexes generation

e index may be an entry point for navigation within a set of static reports gen-
erated according to a single configuration. It can also be a summary report con-
taining computed statistics only. Typically it is both: the top of the static report
tree giving a computed statistics overview.

Any of the basic tasks described above has its own time scenario (time step
of processing, period of results validity). ere is also no necessity to run them
all. Each task is controlled by an independent set of parameters and there is full
freedom for user coice on what to run: everything is given by report configura-
tion. Reporter can be run once or act as a daemon. Reporter may operate with one
or more report configuration files or configuration directories. is is given by
command line parameters.
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2.5 Reporter Run Step by Step

In the next paragraphs we will demonstrate go step-by-step through one run of
the reporter to describe how everything works.

2.5.1 Reporter Specific Configuration File

Reporter reads a specific report configuration file that contains all information
needed to generate the requested report (red arrow, number 1 in Figure 2). Con-
figurations are stored outside G3 system storage. Reporter configuration files are
textual (perl HASH reference syntax). Each report configuration file may import
content of other configuration files and override just a small part of it. is is con-
venient in cases when multiple reports with different informational value shall
be built over the same set of objects – network utilisation plus network health
or other detailed statistics for example. Each of them may be built for different
user groups or for different purposes but they can share a major part of the basic
configuration.

2.5.2 Reporter Last Run Information

Reporter reads (when it exists) aggregated information about objects and their
states stored during its last (i.e. previous) run (rosewood colour arrow, number
2 in Figure 2). e data also contains information about “lost” (no longer valid)
objects, to keep the whole history. is information is also stored outside the G3
system storage.

2.5.3 Retrieving G3 Saved Sessions

Reporter calls directly to the G3 user interface program. Reporter identifies itself as
a G3 user (whose stored sessions shall be used) and pushes parameters to retrieve
the complete list of stored sessions (brown arrows, number 4 in Figure 2).

2.5.4 Preparing G3 Saved Session

Reporter checks each retrieved session name against a function stored in a report
configuration file and keeps all matching names for further processing. e ses-
sion name is also parsed to get names of locations it points to (line end points for
example).
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2.5.5 Preparing Object Identifiers

Reporter takes each session name (one by one), calls directly to the G3 user in-
terface program and forces it to “virtually load” appropriate saved session as an
ordinary user would. e user interface program is also forced to return iden-
tifiers of retrieved objects (internal G3 objects descriptive structures – instance
identification and corresponding storage identifiers). e retrieved object count
is checked against the configured count during this processing phase (when re-
quested by report configuration). It usually means that we want to be sure that
the stored session points to the exact number of interfaces (e.g. both ends of line
or one side of multi line path etc.).

2.5.6 Statistics Computing

Having internal G3 object identifiers reporter is able (when requested by report
configuration) to compute various statistics of requested parameters (which and
how is also given by report configuration). Subjects of computation may be for
example short-term line utilisation, line loads, error rates, packet rates, multicast
rates, average packet lengths andmany others. ere is a configuration parameter
(on link basis) causing multiple interfaces to be understood either as multi line
channel or as backing each other up. ese statistics are built directly with the
help of the G3 system libraries. Results of this process are further stored as reporter
aggregated information for the next run and may also be optionally used as a data
base for generating a report index file during this run.

2.5.7 Static Report Generation

A er finishing short-term checks and statistical computing reporter again calls
(when configured) the G3 user interface program directly, to generate a static
report for each saved session. Reporter pushes to the G3 user interface program
additional information about paths, time periods, G3 object tree structure and
others which are retrieved from the report configuration and which override pa-
rameters stored with the session (brown arrows, number 5 in Figure 2).

2.5.8 Index File Generation
Reporter generates an index file (olive arrow, number 6 in Figure 2) on the top
of all generated static reports (when needed and requested of course – by report
configuration content). e indexmay consist of both graphical and textual parts.

e graphical part (map) relies on a specific stand-alone configuration containing
a path to the background image file and a list of all locations (including image
coordinates) available for drawing something from or to. Arrows which are drawn
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can be coloured according to the configured scheme – there may be different ones
for a network health map or a network load map, for example. Arrows are drawn
as active areas referring to a corresponding static report. e textual part contains
one or more tables with short-term computed statistics. Object descriptions are
also links referring to static reports.

At the end of this step all generated reports (static reports and index file) are
ready to be retrieved through the HTTP server – dark yellow arrows, marked as
“RR” in Figure 2.

2.5.9 Saving Actual Run Information

Finally reporter writes aggregated information about the actual run for the next
use (rosewood arrow, number 7 in Figure 2). en it sleeps until the next run
(when called as a daemon), or processes the next report configuration file.

2.6 Reporter output examples

e first example (most common type) is the network utilisation report. ere
is an index of reports, for example with an active network map in Figure 3 and
an aggregated path report in Figure 4. e static report shown in Figure 4 cor-
responding with the session saved according to Figure 1. A real network path
consists of two separate lines which have basically the character of multi-channel.
Overall utilisation is computed according to the configuration section example in
Figure 5 (multi-channel is default). Static reports can be generated either as ag-
gregated (this example is shown in Figure 4) or separated (each line has its own
graph). e only parameter making the difference is shown in Figure 6 – the
requested G3 navigation tree template identifier that is pushed beside other pa-
rameters to G3 user interface.

e second example is a rather detailed view on a part of E2E (End-to-End)
service. Figure 7 shows the index and the report is in Figure 8. e network utili-
sation example and this one are in principle the same. ey differ in the number of
items shown in the index – as they are configured in the report configuration file.
Also the content of static reports differs. is is caused by the different G3 view
referenced in the report configuration (views must exists within the G3 system).

e last difference is in the active map background image and corresponding con-
figuration (also referenced in report configuration). Relevant configuration sec-
tion examples are shown in Figures 9 and 10.
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3 Conclusion
e G3 system reporter is the first step in giving periodical information from the

G3 system outside the CESNET2 network administrators’ community. It focuses
network interface and corresponding information (lines, paths) in its first version.
We expect to extend it in the future, according to user feedback and their require-
ments.
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Figure 3. Network utilisation – index example (truncated).
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Figure 4. Network utilisation – static report example.
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Figure 5. Network utilisation configuration section example – line/path utilisa-
tion.

this tree template

forces

aggregated output

Figure 6. Configuration section example – forcing aggregated.
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Figure 7. E2E service – index example.
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Figure 8. E2E service – static report example (truncated).
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Figure 9. E2E service configuration section example – statistics to compute.
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Figure 10. E2E service configuration section example – index configuration.
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Analytic Model of Delay Variation Valid for
RTP
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Abstract

is technical report focuses on the design of a mathematical model of end-to-
end delay of a VoIP connection, in particular on a delay variation. It describes all
partial delay components andmechanisms, their generation, facilities andmathe-
matical formulations. A new approach to the delay variation model is presented;
its validation has been done by experimention.

Keywords: VoIP, RTP, delay, jitter, Poisson, M/D/1/k queue

1 Introduction
A delay is one of the main issues in packet-based networks and as such poses one
of the major threats to QoS mechanisms. e delay can have various causes in-
cluding propagation, handling or processing. ere are several types of delays
in an IP network which differ from each other as to where they are created, the
mechanism of their creation or some other attributes. Each delay component in-
fluences the resulting voice packet delay in a different way. is report provides
a detailed description of individual delay components, and explains the mecha-
nisms of their creation. Subsequently, it focuses on the creation of a mathematical
model of a VoIP end-to-end delay in the network. e delay components should
be classified based on the place of their creation, see Figure 1:

— Coder delay and packetization delay in the transmitter,
— Queuing-, serialization-, and propagation-delay in the transmission network,
— De-jitter-, de-packetization-, and decompression-delay in the receiver.

2 Delay components

We can find two types of delay in the transmitter. e first is a coder delay and is
affected by the codec used. It has two components: the frame size delay and the
look-ahead delay. eir values are exactly defined for any particular coder, e.g. for
the ITU-T G.711 (PCM) codec it is a 0.125 ms frame size without look-ahead and
for the ITU-T G.729 (CS-ACELP codec) it’s the frame size value 10 ms and 5 ms
look-ahead. e second type of delay in the transmitter is the packetization delay.

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies II: Selected Technical Reports, p. 103–113
© CESNET, 2008. ISBN 978-80-254-2151-2
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Figure 1. Delay components

is delay occurs when data blocks are encapsulated into packets and transmitted
by the network. e packetization delay is set as multiples of the packetization pe-
riod used by particular codec and specifies how many data blocks are transmitted
in one packet [1], [2].

e estimation process is given by the following equation:

TPD =
PS

CBW

[ms], (1)

where
— TPD is packetization delay [ms],
— PS is payload size [b],
— CBW is codec bandwidth [kbit/s].

We can incur three types of delays in the receiver. e first type is the de-jitter
delay which is closely related to the variable delay in the network when it is nec-
essary to eliminate a variance of these variable components using supplementary
buffer store in the receiver. is buffer is called a playout buffer. Its size is typi-
cally adjusted as a multiple of the packetization delay due to optimization. If this
value is adjusted statistically, then jitter buffer sizes are about 30–90 ms; a typical
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value is 60 ms. If the variable playout buffer is used, the size is adapted based
on the real-time delay variation. In this case the typical maximum value is about
150 ms [3].

e second type is a depacketization delay. Its mechanism is very similar to
that of the packetization delay mentioned above. e depacketization is a reverse
packetization and therefore the size of depacketization delay of one block in the
frame is in correlation with its packetization delay. In real traffic the delay of
each block within the frame of one packet occurs, always only for the value of the
packetization delay. is is why we count with only one constant packetization
delay value.

e third type is a decompression delay. e decompression delay, similarl to
the coder delay depends on the compressing algorithm selection. On average,
the decompression delay is approximately 10 % of the compressing codec delay
for each voice block in the packet. But it is very dependent on the computing
decoder operation and mainly on the number of voice blocks in one packet. is
decompression delay might be defined by the following formula:

TDCD = 0.1 · N · TCD [ms], (2)

where
— TDCD is decompression delay [ms],
— N is number of the voice blocks in the packet,
— TCD is coder delay [ms].

e last component of our classification is a delay in the transmission net-
work. Again, there are three types of this delay. e first one depends on the
transmission rate of the interface used and is called as serialization delay. Packet
sending time depends on the transmission medium rate and on the size of the
packet. e following formula gives an estimate for this delay:

TSER =
PS + HL

LS

[ms], (3)

where
— TSER is serialization delay [ms],
— LS is line speed [kbit/s],
— HL is header length [b].

e second type of delay originating in the transmission network is propaga-
tion delay. is delay relates to the signal transmission, i.e., to its physical regu-
larities of the propagation in the surroundings. It depends on the transmission
technology used, in particular the distance over which the signal is transmitted.
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Today’s networks aremostly built on singlemode optical fibers. e speed of light
in an optical fiber is v = 2.07 × 108 m/s, from which the propagation delay should
be defined using the following formula:

Tprop =
L

v
[ms], (4)

where
— Tprop is propagation delay [ms]
— L is line length [km]
— v is speed of light in an optical fiber = 2.07 × 108 [m/s]

e last type is the delay which occurs in active elements of the transmis-
sion network and relates to handling of RTP packets, in particular in the router
queues. is delay is the most significant part of the jitter. A delay variation or
a jitter is a metric that describes the level of disturbance of packet arrival times
compared to the ideal arrival time. Such disturbances can be caused by queuing
or by processing (see [1], [4]).

3 Delay variation model

A description of queuing delaymechanisms for VoIP traffic is a complex task. is
topic is discussed in many publications and queuing theory provides solution to
many issues. It involves mathematical analysis of processes including arrival at
the input of a queue, waiting in the queue, and serving at the front of the queue
and providing the appropriate performance parameters of the designed model.

It is proven that in certain circumstances voice traffic can be modelled by
a source signal, the probabilistic random variable distribution of which matches
Poisson’s probability distribution. We can usually trace an influence of a jitter
in the routers equipped with low-speed links. ese routers o en operate with
PQ optimization (Priority Queuing). Priority queuing is mainly used for serving
voice flow and is based on a preferred packet sorting so that the selected packets
are placed into a priority queue [1].

A router with four FIFO queues (at least two are necessary) is shown in Fig-
ure 2. Each queue has been assigned a different priority, there is a classifier mak-
ing the decision in which of the queues to place the packet and a scheduler picking
the packets, starting with the higher priority queue, then the next with lower pri-
ority etc. Any packets in the high priority queue must be served first. When the
queue is empty, a queue with lower priority can be served.

If there is an effectively utilized packet fragmentation mechanism on the out-
put of the line, it is possible to mitigate the influence of the serialization delay in
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data packets with a lower priority than that of the voice packets. In this case, for
themodelling requirements of traffic loading and delay in the router, it is sufficient
to watch a delay only in the priority queue. e servicing requirement technique in
the priority queue corresponds to the model of queuing system M/D/1/k, where
k is the size of the buffer. e model notation used corresponds with Kendall’s
notation of queuing models [5].

In order to create an analytical model of the switching delay we can ignore
the buffer size and count on a system of sufficient buffer size in which the loss of
preferred packets doesn’t occur. If this the M/D/1/k model can be replaced by a
M/D/1/∞ model. We are able to create an analytical expression of switch buffer
store seizing. Consequently it is easier to gain an analytical model of the delay in
the queue.

e conditions for validating the designed model are:
— the arrival process is a Poisson process with an exponentially distributed ran-

dom variable, we consider that every source of a stream corresponds to the
Poisson distribution and therefore their sum also corresponds to Poisson dis-
tribution [4],

— λ(t) is an arrival rate and this rate is a constant λ, it means we assume that
only one type of the codec is used and there are M sources,

— a service process in a priority queue is FIFO (First In First Out),
— µ is the service rate and it is a constant because the same codec is used,
— we assume that the number of waiting positions in a priority queue is infinite.

We express the utilization of the system in equation (5), and for stability we
must have 0 ≤ ρ < 1 with

ρ =
λ

µ
(5)

where
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— λ is arrival rate [s−1]
— µ is service rate [s−1]
— ρ is system utilization

We can express the arrival rate by the following equation:

λ =
CBW

PS

[s−1] (6)

and the service rate as follows:

µ =
1

TSER + TS

[s−1] (7)

where
— TSER is serialization delay [s],
— TS is processing time (handling by processor) [s].

e probability that k attempts will be waiting in the queue is:

pk = (1 − ρ)
k∑

j=1

(−1)k−j(jρ)n−j−1(jρ + n − j)ejρ

(n − j)!
for k ≥ 2, (8)

pk = (1 − ρ)(eρ − 1) for k = 1, (9)

pk = (1 − ρ) for k = 0. (10)

Equation (11) determines mean service time (1/µ is the service time of one
request).

T =
1

µ
+

ρ

2(1 − ρ)µ
[s]. (11)

N in equation (12) stands for the mean number of attempts in the system:

N = T · λ. (12)

We assume that there are M sources with Poisson distribution of inter-arrival
times and that all RTP streams use the same codec. en we can express the arrival
rate as follows:

λ = M · CBW

PS

[s−1]. (13)

We know the transmission speed of the low-speed link and subsequently we
can derive the equation for calculation of the service rate in the system. We apply
equation (3) to equation (7) and obtain the following result:
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µ =
LS

PS + HL + LSTS

[s−1]. (14)

We apply equations (13) and (14) to (5) and obtain the following equation
for the system utilization:

ρ =
M · CBW · (PS + HL + LSTS)

PSLS

. (15)

Equation (16) derived from equations (13), (14), (15) and (11) above ex-
presses the mean service time:

T =
1

2
· PS + HL + LSTS

LS

·
2PSLS − CBWM(PS + HL + LSTS)
PSLS − CBWM(PS + HL + LSTS)

[s]. (16)

Figure 3 illustrates the relation between the probability, number of calls and
service time of the designedmodel (this graph is for G.729 codec and the 256 kbps
serial link).

Figure 3. Relation between the probability, number of calls and service time
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Likewise, we can substitute ρ from equation (15) to equations (8), (9) and
(10) to obtain formulas for the probability pk that k attempts will be waiting in
the queue.

e probability of waiting in the queue is expressed in the following equation:

pTk = pk · PS + HL + LSTS

LS

for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . (20)

4 Experiment
A test bed for the estimation of the designed model consisted of two routers in-
terconnected by means of a serial interface with a PPP Multilink. e VoIP calls
were emulated by a IxChariot tester which was used for endpoints and in a console
mode for evaluation of the VoIP calls. IXIA IxChariot is a test tool for simulating
VoIP traffic to predict device and system performance under various conditions.

is tool was used for measuring and traffic simulation. e tests were performed
between pairs of network-connected computers. IxChariot endpoints created the
RTP streams between pairs and the results were sent to the console and analyzed.
Figure 4 illustrates the situation.

IxChariot
Performance
Endpoint 1

IxChariot
Console 1

IxChariot
Performance
Endpoint 2

eth 1 eth 2

192.168.2.5 192.168.2.6
192.168.1.1

(192.168.1.0/24)

192.168.1.11

192.168.3.11192.168.1.10

192.168.3.1
(192.168.3.0/24)

Figure 4. Scheme of the topology used in the experiment

e configuration of the serial interface is described below. e bandwith
value determines the bandwidth that will be used by the interface in the range
from 128 to 2048 Kbps.

interface Serial1/0
description Seriove rozhrani- DTE
bandwidth 2048
no ip address
encapsulation ppp
load-interval 30
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no fair-queue
ppp multilink
ppp multilink group 1

e queuing mechanism used in this case was priority queuing. e high-
est priority queue was reserved for RTP packets with the lowest destination port
16384 and the highest port number 32767. e IP RTP Priority command shown
in the following example of configuration was used to provide the highest priority
to RTP packets. e last parameter is the maximum bandwidth allowed for this
queue.

interface Multilink1
ip address 192.168.2.5 255.255.255.0
ppp multilink
ppp multilink fragment delay 20
ppp multilink interleave
ppp multilink group 1
max-reserved-bandwidth 100
ip rtp priority 16384 16383 2000

Other parameters such as type of codec, timing and number of the RTP ses-
sions also had to be specified directly in the IxChariott tool. e tests ran in an
environment with and without a traffic saturation which was done by a UDP gen-
erator. e tests were automatically performed by a batch file which was created
for this purpose. e files stated below were used to initialise tests and the results
were exported to HTML files. ese files define the conditions for the perfor-
mance of the tests and are executed by the following commands:

runtst 1024-711-01-20-1.tst
fmttst.exe 1024-711-01-20-1.tst 1024-711-01-20-1.tst.txt -c
fmttst.exe 1024-711-01-20-1.tst 1024-711-01-20-1.tst.html -h
sleep 30

e first line refers to the runtst program which runs a test that is passed as a
parameter. e second line refers to the fmttst programwhich exports the results to
a text file while the third line exports the results to an HTML file. e command
sleep 30 was inserted there because of errors in the initialization of the endpoints.
Once the tests were finished, we identified several parameters. Figure 5 shows an
example of the final result.

e results were classified in groups as follows: MOS, R_factor, jitter and one
way delay. With this we could determine average values for all measured results.
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Figure 5. Example of the results

It is important to say that the measures were made at different speeds (128,
256, 512, 1024 and 2048 kbps) both in an environment without saturation and with
saturation. e duration of the test was set to 1 minute during which all observed
parameters were recorded at one-second intervals. Every test was repeated five
times in order to eliminate any aberrations. We have obtained results of more
than 5000 measurements.

5 Conclusion

e designed mathematical model works with a voice traffic approximation sup-
ported by a traffic source with Poisson’s probability distribution. e described
route does not exactly imitate real characteristics of voice traffic, in particular a
certain tendency to form clusters. erefore it was assumed that with the increas-
ing line load themathematical model will not return absolutely exact information.

e measurements showed that in most cases the designed mathematical model
returns data with ± 6% accuracy up to an 80 % line load. With an increasing num-
ber of simultaneous calls and with a decreasing line load the accuracy of gained
data increases. Even though individual voice flows do not match the model of sig-
nal source with Poisson’s probability distribution, their sum approximates to this
model, in particular with the growing number of calls. Where 10 simultaneous
calls do not load the output line by more than 40 %, the exactness of the model
reaches ± 1.5%. As most designed VoIP networks operate with a much higher
number of simultaneous connections, we can assume that the model will return
sufficiently exact assessment of an average delay in the network.
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STU_BURST: Hardware support for
quantification of traffic burstiness

S H, S U

Abstract
Network link load is usually expressed by average values over certain time peri-
ods. Short periods reveal fluctuations that are not visible in long-term averages.
Even short peaks of load can affect throughput of added traffic. erefore it is
interesting to look at short-term load dynamics. One way to quantify traffic dy-
namics independent of any time period is to create a distribution of packet burst
sizes. In this report we describe design and implementation of a firmware unit
that computes such distribution in real-time using a programmable FPGA card
COMBO6X. Several parameters of the computed distribution are configurable,
providing various views on Internet traffic dynamics.

Keywords: network traffic dynamics, passive monitoring, programmable hard-
ware

1 Network traffic dynamics

Network link load is usually measured as average load over certain time periods.
e measured values depend on the time period used. A shorter time period usu-

ally produces higher peaks and drops. A longer time period tends to smooth out
short-term fluctuations. One way to quantify traffic dynamics independent of time
period is to create a distribution of packet burst sizes. Such measurements can be
used, for example, to estimate optimal sizes of router interface buffers.

We define a burst as a sequence of consecutive packets that ends with an inter-
frame gap greater than a specified constant, while the inter-packet gaps between
packets of a burst are smaller or equal to that specified constant.

Our STU_BURST (Statistical Unit for Bursts) firmware unit is designed for
precise packet burst monitoring using the COMBO6X card1. is is a PCI-X
card for a PC with 1 Gb/s SFP optical transceivers for packet capture and a Xilinx
Virtex II Pro FPGA for traffic processing. An advantage of this card is that the
hardware interface is available to developers who can create their own firmware.

We defined the following requirements for the STU_BURST unit:
— Input are timestamps and sizes of captured packets
— Output is distribution of burst sizes with a specified step

1 http://www.liberouter.org/card_combo6x.php
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— For each step in distribution, the number of bursts, packets and bytes should
be provided

— Measurement should be continuous and current values for all steps in a his-
togram should be retrieved on request at the same point in time

— Measurement must operate at full line speed (1 Gb/s) for all packet and burst
sizes and for all input ports simultaneously (but results must be provided for
each port separately)

2 Design description

We decided to add quantification of traffic burstiness to the existing NIFIC2 firm-
ware (Network InterfaceCardwith Filtration). An alternativewas to add ourmon-
itoring to the SCAMPI3 firmware, but it was only available for an older COMBO6
cardwith the PCI 32-bit/33MHz interface. We did not use functions of theNIFIC
firmware in our monitoring, we just added burstiness monitoring in parallel to
NIFIC so that users can use both functions at the same time. Packets come from
the four input ports to the original NIFIC firmware as well as to the RTS (Relative
mestamp) and STU_BURST (Statistical Unit for Bursts) units as illustrated in

Figure 1. However, while the RTS and STU_BURST units are designed for full
line-rate processing at all packet sizes on all four input ports simultaneously (4×
1 Gb/s), the NIFIC design, which performs more advanced processing, cannot
keep up at full speed. For full line-rate processing it is safer to disable the input
buffers in the NIFIC design. Packets are then processed only by the RTS and
STU_BURST units.

ere are four sets of RTS and STU_BURST units, one to serve each of the
four input ports. For each packet, an RTS unit provides packet length and packet
timestamp on its output to the STU_BURST unit. Packet length is 14 bits long,
which is enough for packets up to 16383 bytes. Packet timestamp is 64 bits long,
where the first 32 bits are used for seconds and the other 32 bits are used for frac-
tions of a second. We call it a relative timestamp, because it uses its own system
time, rather than real-time. e STU_BURST unit only needs to know the dif-
ference between timestamps of every two subsequent packets. Both packet length
and packet timestamp are computed in the RTS unit using counters incremented
by the 125 MHz clock of the GMII bus on the RTS input. e rest of the firm-
ware runs by the 100 MHz clock driven by an on board oscillator. e RTS
unit passes packet lengths and timestamps to the STU_BURST unit using the

2 http://www.liberouter.org/nific.php
3 http://www.ist-scampi.org
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Figure 1. Integration of traffic dynamics monitoring into firmware

100 MHz clock. e STU_BURST unit is also connected to the Local Bus (LB)
which is used for unit configuration and reading measured results.

e structure of the STU_BURST unit is shown in Figure 2. e interframe
gap (IFG) between every two subsequent packets A and B is computed by the
BURST_SAMPLER unit using the formula

IFG = tsB − tsA − lenA,

where tsA is the relative timestamp of packet A, tsB is the relative timestamp of
packet B and lenA is the length of packet A. e interframe gap is measured
from the CRC of one packet to the Ethernet header of the next packet, that is
it includes a 7-byte preamble and 1-byte start of frame delimiter. If IFG is less
than or equal to the IFG_MAX specified by the user to denote the end of a
burst, then packet B is considered as a continuation of the current burst. e
BURST_SAMPLER unit maintains the number of packets and bytes in the cur-
rent burst. If IFG is greater than IFG_MAX, then packet B is considered as the
beginning of a new burst and packet A was the last packet of a previous burst. In
this case the BURST_SAMPLER unit passes the number of packets and bytes in
the burst that has just finished to the BURST_CLASSIFIER unit.

e BURST_CLASSIFIER unit is configured by the user with 256 steps of
burst sizes (or bins) measured in bytes. ese 256 bins can all be equally-sized,
but they can be specified arbitrarily, such as in a logarithmic scale.

e BURST_CLASSIFIER unit increments one of 256 counters of packets,
bytes and bursts that corresponds to the bin where the current burst was classified.
Bursts are classified into bins in two sequential steps. In the first step, the size of
the burst is compared to 7 limits that divide the space of 256 bins into 8 parts.

ese limits are precomputed a er the user uploads the configuration of bin sizes
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and the comparison to all 7 limits takes place in parallel. In the second step,
the size of burst is compared step-by-step with bin sizes within the part that was
identified in the first step. is solution is a compromise between comparing all
256 limits step-by-step, which would be slow, or in parallel, which would require
more FPGA resources.

e packet and byte counters are increased by the number of packets and
bytes in a burst provided by the BURST_SAMPLERunit, while the burst counter
is just incremented. Packet and byte counters are 64 bits long and burst counters
are 32 bits long. All counters are duplicated in two banks. At any time one bank
is active and is used to count the number of packets, bytes and bursts in 256 bins.

e other bank is inactive. When the user wants to read measured results, the
inactive bank becomes the active bank and the formally active bank is available
for reading. In this way the user can read results safely at any speed, and values
from all counters are valid for the same moment in time. Separate counters are
provided for each input port. erefore, the total number of counters is bins ×
characteristics × banks × input ports = 256 × 3 × 2 × 4 = 6144. e counters are
implemented using BlockRAM in FPGA.

e counters that can overflow first are the burst counters in cases when traffic
is sent in all 64-byte packets (with 20-byte interframe gaps) and each packet is
counted as a separate burst. At the full line-rate of 1 Gb/s, the burst counter
capacity is exceeded in 232/109/8/(64 + 20) = 2886 seconds. erefore, to make
sure that the counters do not overflow, the user should read results at least once
per every 2886 seconds. e capacity of 64-bit byte counters is enough for more
than 7 years.

e required FPGA resources are summarized in Table 1 along with the total
resources available in FPGA.

Table 1. Required FPGA resources
RTS STUB NIFIC+RTS+STUB FPGA capacity

Slice 145 1369 13180 23616
Flip-flops 251 1414 13524 47232
4-input LUTs 64 2150 15728 47232
BlockRAM 3 14 130 232
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Figure 2. Structure of STU_BURST unit

3 Use description

3.1 Initialization

Before we can start measurements, we need to load drivers, upload firmware into
the card and initialize firmware units.

e drivers can be loaded by a script included with the NIFIC package:

# nific_lkm -l
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e firmware can be uploaded using a script which is also included with the
NIFIC package, but we need to point it to the directory where the STU_BURST
firmware is available (rather than the original NIFIC firmware):

# nific -f <directory_with_STU_BURST_firmware>

If we do not need NIFIC functionality, it is safer to disable input buffers in
the NIFIC design (they are disabled by default when the firmware is uploaded,
just to be sure we can do it manually), by using the set_ibuf.sh script that is
provided with the STU_BURST firmware:

# set_ibuf.sh 0

3.2 Low-level access

We can communicate with the STU_BURST unit directly by reading and writing
registers in its memory space. Alternatively, we can use a more user-friendly stub
shell script, which is described in the next section.

Each of the four instances of the STU_BURST unit for the four input ports
has its own address space, which starts at the address given in Table 2. Table 3
then describes the STU_BURST registers within its address space. e csbus
utility included in the NIFIC package can be used to read and write values from
and to memory addresses.

Table 2. Base addresses for STU_BURST units for input ports

Interface Base address
c6eth0 0x00140000
c6eth1 0x00141000
c6eth2 0x00142000
c6eth3 0x00143000

3.2.1 Bin configuration

A typical sequence of commands for bin configuration is as follows:

# base = 0x001400
# csbus "$base"00 00000080 # reset
# csbus "$base"00 00000004 # start writing configuration
#
# csbus "$base"0C 00000064 # 100 byte size for bin 0
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Table 3. STU_BURST registers

Offset Size Read/write Purpose
00 8b R/W control register

– bit 0 - Enable (1=start measurement)
– bit 1 - Read (1=start reading results)
– bit 2 - Write (1=start writing configuration)
– bit 7 - Reset (1=reset)

04 8b W acknowledgement register
– bit 0 - Read acknowledgement (1=go to next value)
– bit 1 - Write acknowledgement (1=go to next value)

08 16b R/W IFG_MAX (Maximum IFG within burst)
0C 16b W bin configuration (Write bin size here)
10 32b R burst counters
14 32b R byte counters – low part
18 32b R byte counters – high part
20 32b R packet counters – low part
24 32b R packet counters – high part

# csbus "$base"04 00000002 # go to next value
#
# csbus "$base"0C 000000C8 # 200 byte size for bin 1
# csbus "$base"04 00000002 # go to next value, etc.
#
# csbus "$base"00 # should be 0, otherwise configuration failed

3.2.2 Maximum IFG within burst

We can configure the maximum IFG when two subsequent packets will still be
considered as part of the same burst by the following commands (here IFG is
configured without preamble and the start of frame delimiter):

# base = 0x001400
# max_ifg=0E # set maximum IFG to 15 bytes
# csbus "$base"08 0000"$max_ifg"
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3.2.3 Starting measurement

e measurement can be started by the following commands:

# base = 0x001400
# csbus "$base"00 00000001

3.2.4 Reading results

A typical sequence of commands to read measured results is as follows:

# base = 0x001400
# csbus "$base"00 00000003 # read results and continue measurement
# bursts = csbus "$base"10
# bytes_low = csbus "$base"14
# bytes_high = csbus "$base"18
# packets_low = csbus "$base"20
# packets_high = csbus "$base"24
# csbus "$base"04 00000002 # go to next value, etc.

3.3 Using stub script

To make communication with the STU_BURST unit more user-friendly, we cre-
ated a shell script called stub. is script configures bin limits, maximum IFG
within bursts, starts measurement and periodically reads results from the card
and prints them on standard output. It finishes a er a specified time or it can be
stopped by Ctrl-C.

You can start the stub script without arguments to see online help:

# stub
Usage: stub <interface> <ifg> <duration> [interval] [class_file]

<interface> c6eth0 to c6eth3
<ifg> maximum interframe gap within a burst in bytes
<duration> duration of measurement in seconds
[interval] interval of reading results in seconds

(default 300)
[class_file] file with configuration of burst bins

(default class.cfg)

IFG is configured without preamble and the start of frame delimiter. For
example:

# stub c6eth0 20 60 300 class100.cfg
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e above command will show a histogram of burst sizes every 60 seconds,
which begins to appear like this:

# Interface = c6eth0
# IFG = 20
# Duration = 300
# Interval = 60
# Class file = ./class100.cfg
# Start: 22:56:02:546495000
# Reading 1 : 22:56:07:554752000
1 0 0 0 0 (0 - 99)
1 1 0 0 0 (100 - 199)
1 2 0 0 0 (200 - 299)
etc.

4 Laboratory measurements

We first tested the STU_BURST unit by simulation. More details can be found
in [1]. en we did a stress test by sending full 1 Gb/s to all four ports simulta-
neously in 1518 and 64-byte packets from an Ixia 250 hardware packet generator.

e unit counted all packets as one burst correctly and operated flawlessly.
In the next test, we checked if bursts are correctly classified into bins accord-

ing to their sizes. We first configured the step of all bins to 100 bytes. We sent
bursts of various sizes such that they were on boundaries between the bins. We
did not test all 256 bins, just selected bins at the beginning, at the end and in the
middle of the histogram. e IFG_MAX was set to 20 bytes, that is slightly more
than 12 byte IFG of back-to-back packets. Measured results are given in Table 4.
For instance, the second row shows that a 99-byte burst was still correctly in bin 0,
while a 100-byte burst was already correctly in bin 1, etc.

We then configured bin sizes to various unequal numbers. We again sent
several test bursts with sizes on boundaries between the bins, as shown in Table 5.

In the final test, we checked precision of end-of-burst recognition. We sent
packets with various interframe gaps and we measured the minimum value of
IFG_MAX where all packets were still counted as one burst. Ideally, these two
numbers should be equal. As we can see in themeasured results, shown in Table 6,
we needed to set IFG_MAX to approximately 3 bytes more than the theoretical
value. When we sent packets between two ports on the generator connected back-
to-back, we found that the generator exhibits certain fluctuations in packet dis-
patch times, which could be one of the reasons why we needed to set IFG_MAX
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Table 4. Checking precision of burst quantification – equally-sized bins

IXIA 250 – sent STU_BURST – measured
Bursts Burst size Total bytes Exp. bin Bursts Total bytes Meas. bin

100 64 B 6.400 B 0 100 64 B 0
100 99 B 9.900 B 0 100 99 B 0
100 100 B 10.000 B 1 100 100 B 1
100 3.199 B 319.900 B 31 100 3.199 B 31
100 3.200 B 320.000 B 32 100 3.200 B 32
100 25.499 B 2.549.900 B 254 100 25.499 B 254
100 100.000 B 10.000.000 B 255 100 100.000 B 255

Table 5. Checking precision of burst quantification – variable-sized bins

IXIA 250 – sent STUB – measured
Bursts Burst size Total bytes Exp. bin Bursts Total bytes Meas. bin

100 554 B 55.400 B 0 100 554 B 0
100 555 B 55.500 B 1 100 555 B 1
100 4.607 B 46.700 B 31 100 4.607 B 31
100 4.608 B 46.800 B 32 100 4.608 B 32
100 15.757 B 1.575.700 B 254 100 15.757 B 254
100 15.758 B 1.575.800 B 255 100 15.758 B 255
100 100.000 B 10.000.000 B 255 100 100.000 B 255

Table 6. Measuring precision of burst end recognition

IXIA 250 STUB
Sent IFG Required IFG_MAX

12 B 15 B
100 B 103 B

1.000 B 1.003 B
10.000 B 10.003 B
65.530 B 65.534 B

to a slightly higher value. Another reason can be impressions in timing within the
RTS unit. In real measurements, the 3-byte difference is completely negligible.
We can even set MAX_IFG to a higher value, because interframe gaps of just a
few bytes cannot be utilized by inserting a new packet and have no practical value.
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5 Conclusion
We designed and implemented firmware for real-time monitoring of traffic bursti-
ness using the hardware COMBO6X card. e measured results provide informa-
tion about traffic dynamics independently of the sampling period, which is other-
wise used to compute average load. e firmware counts the number of packets,
bytes and bursts for 256 bins of bursts sizes specified arbitrarily by the user. We
tested our implementation with a hardware packet generator for precision and
performance as well as with live network traffic. e firmware can operate at the
full line-rate (1 Gb/s) for all packet sizes on all four input ports simultaneously.
We plan to port our firmware to a 10 Gb/s hardware packet processing platform
that we are currently developing.
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Abstract
Contemporary productionGrids do not usually offer the flexibility users are look-
ing for. While different user communities have o en contradictory requirements
on operating systems, libraries, and applications, production Grids provide only
one rigid environment. is rigidness can be overcome by virtualization, when
every user community or even individual user can be provided with their own
instance of a virtual Grid, running optimized and tailored operating systems and
services. e promise of higher flexibility of virtual Grids is compensated by the
increase in scheduling complexity. In this report, we present the Magrathea sys-
tem that extends the Grid resource management systems with support for the
virtual environment. A er discussing the design requirements, we introduce the
Magrathea architecture that consists of three components: the master and slave
processes running on virtualized resources and the cache process to provide the
information about virtual machine state to the scheduler. Two virtual machines
sharing one physical resource, and used exclusively, preemption of a lower pri-
ority job running in a virtual machine, support for more than two concurrently
virtual machines (domains), and support for “frozen” services that are repeat-
edly invoked and suspended are the use scenarios discussed in the second part
of this report. We demonstrate how they are supported by the Magrathea sys-
tem and what modifications to the Grid resource management system are neces-
sary. Magrathea is currently in pre-production use on the Czech national Grid
environment METACentrum. is report is an extended version of the paper
called “Scheduling Virtual Grids: the Magrathea System”, which was presented
at VTDC 2007.

Keywords: METACentrum, Grid, Magrathea, virtualization

1 Introduction
Large-scale distributed computing and storage systems (Grids) already started to
be used by many scientific communities as indispensable tools supporting their
research. Successful Grid deployment attracts new communities, whose comput-
ing requirements and patterns of use differ from the communities that initiated
the Grid development and deployment. Also, as Grids are an object of intensive
research and development, manymiddleware systems are deployed, providing fea-
tures that suit different user groups.

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies II: Selected Technical Reports, p. 129–145
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Successful Grid deployment also attracts resource providers, who are inter-
ested in providing new services and increasing both the number of users and their
satisfaction. However, they face a very difficult question of selecting the “right”
Grid, that would be adequate for the majority of their users and at least acceptable
for the remainder. As production Grid environments like EGEE have very strict
requirements on the installed operating system, libraries and the general system
environment, it is very difficult to merge this strict “no-choice” condition with the
richness of requirements of scientific communities.

Apart from differences in middleware (and implied operating system require-
ments), the user communities also differ in their expectations of the major Grid
benefits. For the “founding fathers” (esp. the high energy physics community)
Grids are a place to store, share, and process enormous amounts of data by rather
simple (i.e., not highly parallel) jobs. On the other hand, new users need support
for large MPI jobs, require a fast turn-around for short jobs or are looking to use
Grids as a fabric to run services whose use varies over time, i.e., the physical re-
sources are not efficiently used but this is a price for having a low reaction time
when the service is actually called. e best effort service, treating jobs as hav-
ing equal priority, is also not always sufficient and different priority schemes are
required by end users.

As a result of all these aspects, the current Grid production environments are
too restrictive for many potential users who are not motivated to “climb the wall”,
although otherwise the benefit of sharing computing resources and data among
their collaborators is very attractive.

A potential remedy is to virtualize the Grid environment. rough this pro-
cess users will get the illusion that they have access to a Grid which is optimized
to suit their particular needs. e precise version and flavor of operating system,
libraries, middleware and applications can be deployed with virtual Grids without
any unexpected interference with environments (other virtual Grids) deployed for
other user groups (or even for the same group but for different application or ver-
sion). Building virtual Grids over Virtual Machines (VM) [9] provides additional
benefits to this concept. e virtual machine provides almost ideal encapsula-
tion of the whole operating system and its components, including the Grid mid-
dleware. It can also be optimized to serve a particular application (e.g., setting
specific buffer sizes, using non-standard libraries etc.).

e encapsulation provided by the virtual machine makes it rather easy to of-
fer additional services. It is reasonably easy to dynamically change the basic phys-
ical resources (CPU, memory) allocated to a virtual machine. e virtual machine
can be easily checkpointed, it can be migrated to another physical resource, the
image stored for later inspection or re-run. Virtual machines can be preempted, in
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a uniform way and without additional complexity, according to each applications’
differing needs. While all these properties are best used on a single machine (i.e.,
with parallelism limited to a single machine), support for large parallel jobs is not
excluded.

Deploying virtual Grids, running on low level physical fabrics, requires new
scheduling strategies and tools. Several virtual machines can run concurrently
on a single physical machine, the resources allocated to individual and virtual
machines change in time, virtual machines may be checkpointed. All these new
features must be understood and taken care of by the Grid scheduling system.

To serve these needs, we have developed a system called Magrathea to al-
low Grid job scheduling systems to deal with several virtual machines running
on a single computer and to correctly submit jobs into those VMs. Magrathea is
deployed in the production environment on computational nodes of METACen-
trum1, which provides a computational infrastructure for various groups of users
with specific requirements and its resources are also provided for the European
grid infrastructure EGEE2.

2 e Magrathea System

Scheduling in a virtual Grid environment depends on the way the virtualization
is understood. e simplest approach is to replace “job” with “virtual machine”,
attach each job to its virtual machine and schedule whole virtual machines in the
same way as jobs. While simple and not requiring any complex modifications to
the scheduling system, this approach is also very limited in using new features
provided by virtual Grids. When deployed, it can also have a substantially nega-
tive effect on the efficiency of the resource use. Starting a job equals to booting
a virtual machine (part of the overhead can be mitigated using hibernated im-
ages, but still the startup latency may be rather high). We decided to follow a
different route, where the scheduler is at least partially aware of the more com-
plex environment of the virtual Grid and is therefore able to deal with several
virtual machines sharing the same physical machine, with virtual machines that
have been suspended, etc. e design requirements we considered are presented
in the next section, followed by the Magrathea architecture description.

1 http://meta.cesnet.cz/
2 http://www.eu-egee.org/
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2.1 Design Requirements

When designing the Magrathea system we started with the following set of basic
requirements:
— ere are more active (i.e., running) virtual machines than physical resources.

e resource management system must schedule jobs to these machines ex-
clusively, not overloading the resources.

— As small as possible dependence on actual resource management systems.
While currently used together with PBS Pro, the dependence must be clearly
defined and new resource management systems easily supported.

— No or just minimal modifications of the resource management system. is
complements the previous item on making Magrathea a universal system not
tied with a particular resource management system only, as this would limit
the usability of the Magrathea system.

— Independence of the system used for management of virtual machines (the
system used for VM configuration, image preparation, booting etc.). Cur-
rently, we support virtual machines started from pre-installed images, but
we foresee cooperation with some management systems developed by other
groups ([3]).

— Independence of particular VM implementation.
To get a better understanding of the relationship between Magrathea and

resource management systems we also devised three complementary use scenarios
that must be supported by the Magrathea system:
1. Exclusive use of the physical resource by one virtual machine at a time while

supporting concurrent active wait of several virtual machines on the same
resource.

2. Sharing one physical machine between several virtual machines running con-
currently and assigning of resources (CPUs, memory) to virtual machines
according to the requirements of jobs running in these virtual machines.

3. Support for preemption of virtual machines, eventually extended with sus-
pension and migration to different physical machines.
To represent different states of virtual machines, we introduced theMagrathea

status of virtual node. ese new states are used to extend the view of Grid as used
by the resource management system (PBS Pro in our case) for decisions made by
the scheduler. e states are reported to the resource management system directly
by the concurrently running virtual machines. However, the third scenario pre-
sented above requires further adaptation, as the checkpointed virtual machine is
not active and could not by itself report its state. us, it is the responsibility of
Magrathea extensions to keep track of these virtual machines and to activate them
when necessary.
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2.2 Architecture
e Magrathea system consists of three main components: the master process

representing physical machines, slave processes running in each virtual machine
and optional cache process, in storing information about the status of all virtual
machines running on a cluster. e architecture of Magrathea and interaction
with the resource management system and virtual machine monitor is depicted in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. e architecture of Magrathea

In the simplest use case scenario, when a single-node job is started on a free
virtual machine, communication between resource management system and Ma-
grathea is as follows:
— When a job appears in the resource management system, it is the task of the

scheduler to select the node where it should run. is part usually includes
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getting information about the state of all queues and nodes and selection of
the node that best fits the job requirements and has free resources to run the
job (the “node” can usually be a particularmachine or a head-node of a cluster
with its local queue system). We do not modify this behavior, we only extend
the view of the Grid with which the scheduler is working, with information
provided by Magrathea (to consider only virtual machines ready to accept
new jobs).

— Magrathea runs its daemons in each virtual machine. A master daemon is
run in the supervising Virtual Machine, to oversee all of the virtual machines
deployed. e slave daemon runs in each virtual machine, to report its state to
the master daemon. When a job is submitted to the virtual node, aMagrathea
slave daemonmust be able to intercept this information. In an ideal case, this
is done before the job is actually started and the slave contacts the Magrathea
master synchronously with the job submission.

— e master recomputes the status of all virtual machines and performs all
the necessary steps, for example, it assigns resources (CPU, memory) to the
virtual machine which will run the job.

— In rare cases, when the scheduler makes its decision on stale information or
when the virtual machine state changes a er the status collection, the job
may not be allowed to start. is is checked by the slave processor (it serves
as a synchronization point in the case of race conditions) and if a problem
is encountered (i.e., the virtual machine is either in a non-accepting state or
already running a different job), the startup is interrupted and the job is re-
turned to the scheduler for another submission attempt.

— When the job is finished, the slave notifies the master. e master recomputes
the status of supervised virtual machines, changes the mapping of resources
to virtual machines and prepares the node to accept new job(s).

More complex scenarios are described in the next section.
e master process, running in the supervising virtual machine, is responsible

for the management of virtual machines, their status recomputations, and assign-
ment of hardware resources to virtual machines. e master is also responsible for
reporting status information about all virtual machines to the cache process. To
achieve independence on a particular virtual machine implementation, the mas-
ter provides an interface to a virtual machine monitor so that specific actions can
be performed to activate and deactivate virtual machines, change resources ded-
icated to specific virtual machine etc. In the current implementation, the master
supports Xen [4] and VServer [5] virtualization systems.

Magrathea slave process has three main tasks:

— Report to the master when a job is started or finished. is information is
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used by the master when computing the status of virtual machines. In the
current implementation, we use PBS Pro mechanism of prologue and epi-
logue scripts, which are called when the job starts and finishes, respectively.

— Accept commands from the currently running virtual machine (status query,
suspend command).

— When notified by the master, the slave starts scripts which must be run inside
the virtualmachine (before or a er a domain is suspended or activated, before
and a er a domain is preempted etc.).

A cache service stores status information of virtual machines and related data
in a central database. is component is optional. It is not required when the
resource management system is able to get Magrathea status information directly
from the nodes. However, polling all worker nodes may slow down the resource
management system. erefore, a status cache may be used to improve perfor-
mance and scalability. We found that use of a status cache as the primary infor-
mation source for the PBS Pro scheduler not only for Magrathea status, but for
other metrics used (otherwise obtained by polling either the PBS Mom processes
on nodes or other information services) improves the overall responsiveness of
the PBS Pro system. In the current implementation, information about actual
disk space usage and memory usage is pushed by sensors from cluster nodes to
the cache and this information is also used later by the scheduler. We have also ex-
tended the cache service to be able to aquire (poll) information from Ganglia [7]
and PBS. Cache processes can also form hierarchy of information services, the
cache can be configured to push stored information to an upper-level cache or
acquire information from other caches by polling.

2.3 Two Static Domains
In the first proposed scenario, several virtual machines (domains) are deployed on
one physical machine, but only one is allowed to run jobs in any particular time.

is active domain is provided with almost all resources (CPU and memory in
current implementation), while all remaining domains are also running, but with
a minimal resources. Inactive domains are provided with minimal percentage of
CPU time, but they still behave like live domains for the resource management
system – they send monitoring information to the scheduler.

e individual states of each domain and their transition is depicted in Fig-
ure 2 for the case of two domains sharing one physical resource. When the node
is initiated, all domains start in the free state. In this state, the virtual machine is
able to accept a job, changing its state to running. When one virtual machine is
running, all the resources are allocated to it and the state of all remaining domains
is changed to occupied. If the running domain does not need all the resources (e.g.,
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it requires only two cores on a four core machine), other jobs can be sent to the
same domain (virtual machine). When all jobs that run in a particular domain
finish, all domains become free again.

running
occupied

occupied
running

free
free

VM for EGEE
VM for META

EGEE job finished META job finished

META job startedEGEE job started

Figure 2. States and transitions between them for statically deployed virtual ma-
chines.

In the current deployment on METACentrum, sharing of worker nodes be-
tween EGEE andMETACentrum is implemented using this setup. On each worker
node, two virtual machines providingMETACentrum and EGEE environments are
installed and running. In both virtual machines, standard PBS Mom (the PBS
monitoring daemon, which is responsible for job startup and monitoring, but
also for reporting node status to the server) is running. While the same archi-
tecture, number of CPUs etc. is published into PBS server, different properties
describing different installed environments are published. is way, users may
choose during submission whether they need nodes with EGEE or the METACen-
trum environment. According to the user specified properties, jobs are routed to
the appropriate EGEE or METACentrum queues. It is possible to distribute the
cluster un-evenly between the two environments using limits set on the queues.

Some modifications to the PBS Pro setup have been necessary to support this
scenario:

— Job prologue and epilogue must include a call to the Magrathea slave. is
feature is provided by PBS, we only had to deploy our prologue/epilogue
scripts.

— Configure PBS Mom to provide Magrathea status as a dynamic resource (in-
formation is available inside the virtual machine by querying the slave).
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— e PBS scheduler has to be modified to submit jobs only to domains with
Magrathea status free or running. In the simplest deployment, this can be
achieved even without modification of the scheduler (users may specify such
requirement explicitly when submitting a job). However, as we needed to
modify the scheduler to support more complicated scenarios anyway, we have
implemented this feature directly as an extension of the PBS Pro scheduler.

In the current setup, both EGEE and METACentrum jobs are served by one
PBS Pro instance. ere is no requirement to use this configuration and the vir-
tual nodes could be served by different PBS Pro installations (e.g., to increase a
robustness or performance in a large Grid).

3 Complex Use Scenarios

In order to support the more complex use cases described in the previous section,
the Magrathea system must be extended to cope with this increased complexity.

e necessary modification and extensions are discussed in this section.

3.1 Preemptible Domains

e second use case discussed involves preemption support. Again, two domains
are running on one node. While the first domain is the standard METACentrum
node, the second virtual domain is dedicated to parallel jobs. When a parallel
job is submitted to the second, privileged, domain, the first domain is preempted.

e preemption is supported while the first, unprivileged domain is still running,
but stripped of most resources and almost all resources are given to the privileged
domain. However, the first domain remains alive, jobs are still visible as running,
for PBS monitoring, and PBS is not going to resubmit or cancel such jobs.

To support this behavior, three more states were added to those introduced
in the previous section: occupied-would-preempt, running-preemptible and preempted,
see Figure 3.

In the current implementation, only single-node jobs are considered as pre-
emptible (technically there is no need for such a limitation, but the scheduler had
to be changed much more extensively to support this behavior correctly). When
a non-preemptible job is running in a normal domain, its status is running and
the high-priority domain is in the occupied state and no jobs can be submitted to
this domain. However, if a preemptible job is running in a normal domain, its
state is running-preemptible and the status of a privileged domain is occupied-would-
preempt. In this case, when a job is started in the privileged domain, the status of
the normal domain is changed to preempted.
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Figure 3. States and transitions between them for preemptible virtual machines.

To avoid starvation of preemptible jobs, Magrathea status contains not only
status information, but also length of preemption, which is a number of seconds jobs
were preempted aggregated for each virtual node. is length of preemptions is
used when the scheduler selects a new domain to be preempted.

While in the previous case no modification of PBS was necessary, in this case
the PBS scheduler must be changed:
— e scheduler readsMagrathea status from the cache and schedules jobs with

respect to domain status. A job can be submitted only to domains with status
free, running, occupied-would-preempt and running-preemptible.

— When the scheduler has more than one node capable to run a job, nodes are
sorted using the length of preemption. e scheduler prefers nodes which
will not preempt jobs and if not available, the scheduler will prefer nodes
with the smallest length of preemption.

— For parallel jobs, PBSMom was modified to run different prologue/epilogue
scripts on all nodes. In standard PBS, prologue/epilogue scripts are started
only on the first node.
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— When the slave reports job startup to the master, more information about the
job is published (number of CPUs and nodes used by the job).

— e queue dedicated to parallel jobs was created, with several constraints:

• Jobs from this queue could be submitted only to high-priority nodes, not
to preemptible nodes (nodes without Magrathea installation can be used
too).

• Only a limited number of parallel jobs can be started at the same time,
by the same user etc.

— When a domain is going to be preempted, the Magrathea slave daemon may
suspend jobs as needed. In the current version, the slave checks the memory
usage of jobs. If there is a danger that the machine will swap extensively a er
the memory is reduced, the slave will send a SIGSTOP signal to all processes
belonging to suspended jobs. When the domain becomes active again, the
slave resumes all suspended jobs using a SIGCONT signal.

3.2 More an Two Running Domains

Two previous use-cases can be combined, leading to a scenario where more than
two domains are ready to run jobs and a subset of these domains can preempt
remaining domains. With the limitation that at most one non-privileged domain
can run jobs and at most one preempting domain can be active, there is no need
for further modifications. In such a case, all high-priority VMs are marked as free
or occupied-would-preempt as long as none of them is running any job. When a job
which is allowed to preempt other jobs arrives to a high-priority VM, the state
of the virtual machine which has been marked as running-preemptible (if there is
such a VM) is changed to preempted. States of other high-priority VMs are turned
to occupied so that no other job is allowed to be submitted on the particular
worker node. When the privileged job finishes, the preempted virtual machine
is returned back to running-preemptible and all high-priority VMs are marked as
occupied-would-preempt.

To allow several virtual machines to run jobs at the same time, Magrathea
has been enhanced to support CPU counting. is setup is used on our 16 core
machines, when it is not suitable to dedicate the whole physical machine to one
virtual machine only. During job startup, the slave reports to the master the num-
ber of CPUs used by this job. e master can recompute the states of all virtual
machines, together with the counters of the CPUs used by each job in all virtual
machines and also the number of free, not allocated, CPUs. Magrathea status
contains not only state information and length of preemption, but also the num-
ber of CPUs allocated for this domain and number of free CPUs available for new
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jobs submitted to this domain. e PBS scheduler must be modified to use this
number of free CPUs instead of the one reported by PBS Mom.

is setup can be combined with a preemption scenario, where the subset of
domains is marked as high-priority domains, which are able to preempt standard
domains. Each CPU can be either free, used by a running job, or available only
for high-priority domains as if it was occupied by a virtual machine which has
been preempted. When a job is submitted into a virtual machine (either normal
or high-priority), CPUs required by the job are taken from a set of free CPUs. If
the number of free CPUs is not large enough to satisfy the job and the job was
submitted into a high-priority virtual machine, a master daemon tries to use CPUs
which were occupied by preempted virtual machines. Only when those CPUs
cannot satisfy the job, another virtual machine is preempted. In other words,
normal and high-priority virtual machines can be running jobs at the same time
as long as high-priority jobs do not require all CPUs of a particular node. When
a job finishes, the master daemon tries to find and resume a preempted virtual
machine which would be satisfied with the CPUs that are no longer occupied by
the job. us CPUs are marked as free only when no virtual machine could make
use of them.

In this case we use only CPU counting, as memory requirements are hard to
obtain before a job is actually started. Because of this, CPU counting is really
useful only for virtual machine monitors which support dynamic sharing of mem-
ory between virtual machines, such as VServer. Using Xen would require static
partitioning of physical memory among all running virtual machines.

Another set of states is the same as in the previous case, i.e., free, running,
running-preemptible, occupied, occupied-would-preempt, and preempted. Normal vir-
tual machines are free when at least one CPU is free, otherwise they are occupied.
High-priority VMs are free only when at least one CPU is free and no virtual ma-
chine which can be preempted is running. If a preemptible virtual machine is
running, all high-priority VMs are in the occupied-would-preempt state to stress the
possibility that submitting a job into such a VMmay result in preempting another
VM. A virtual machine is occupied when no CPU (either free or freed by preemp-
tion) is available for this VM.

Because the set of states is identical to the previous use-case, the only change
in the PBS setup is a modification of the PBS scheduler, which must use the num-
ber of free CPUs from the Magrathea status.
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3.3 Frozen Services

e last use-case described in this report deals with suspended virtual domains in
Xen. is is a case of services, started by the user, running for a short time and
then suspended by user request. When service is later needed, this domain can be
repeatedly resumed for a short time to perform a high-priority computation.

e ability to suspend virtual machine adds one more state: frozen. In the
current implementation, jobs which can be suspended are submitted to domains
which behave similarly to high-priority domains in the preemption scenario. If a
service domain is suspended (frozen), preemptible jobs can be submitted to the
normal domain, but when the frozen domain becomes active again (is resumed),
the normal domain is preempted (Figure 4).

Magrathea has to be extended to support suspend/resume commands. A sus-
pend command can be initiated either by the owner of a job or by the administra-
tor. Similarly, a resume command can be issued by the user of the suspended job
or by the administrator. Both commands are interpreted by the master daemon.
Proper authorization has yet to be finished. Currently we support only limited au-
thorization, where only the job owner or the administrator can suspend or resume
a domain, and only if one job is running in this domain.

On the PBS side, support for frozen domains requires larger adaptation of
PBS compared with previous examples, because in this case the PBS server must
also be modified. Opposite to all other types of domains, suspended domains
are not accessible and the PBSMom cannot respond to monitoring requests from
the PBS server. erefore we had to modify the PBS server to check Magrathea
status of domains too and in the case of suspended domains, monitoring of these
domains is deactivated.

4 Related Work

Interesting features of virtual machines inspired several projects with aims similar
to Magrathea. Motivation for a project of physicists in Karlsruhe [8], sharing a
cluster between groups of users with different requirements, is very much alike
to our first use. Although the initial motivation was the same, their approach
was different; they developed standalone service, managing jobs and nodes of the
cluster. If a job is planned to be started, a new virtual machine corresponding
to the job is created by this service. is approach is difficult to implement as it
ends up with reimplementing most parts of the batch queuing system within the
daemon.

Integration of the Xen virtual machine monitor, Moab scheduler, and Torque
resource management system was described in DVC [1]. With help of the Moab
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Figure 4. States and transitions between them for frozen virtual machines.

developers, the authors managed to provide for the transparent creation of clus-
ters of virtual machines. Virtual clusters are also allowed to spanmultiple physical
clusters by borrowing required resources from resourcemanagers of the other clus-
ters. e main difference between the DVC and Magrathea approach is the level
of integration. DVC is tightly integrated with Moab/Torque and it also integrates
an image management system so that each virtual machine is started from an im-
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age required by a job, for which the virtual machine is being created. As virtual
machines in DVC are created and destroyed dynamically, a lot of work had to be
done to assure correct registration of new resources at all relevant parts of the sys-
tem. Results based on this approach were demonstrated also in a presentation [6],
where different Xen-based virtual machines were used to run ATLAS (grid) and
WestGrid (local) jobs, while parallel MPI jobs were running in non-virtualized
environment.

In our approach,Magrathea does not cover themanagement of system images
for virtual machines and we do not expect a batch system to do this job either.
Instead, existing systems, such as Virtual Workspaces [2] or In-VIGO [3], can be
used for that purpose. is separation not only simplifies the design ofMagrathea
but also makes sharing resources among several batch systems easier as it reduces
the number of changes to those batch systems.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this report, we have described the Magrathea system, which allows us to run
virtual nodes on a cluster. Nodes are managed by a slightly modified PBS Pro.
Magrathea provides the possibility to run different Linux flavors on one cluster
node and switch between them dynamically, giving us the possibility to preempt
sequential jobs and therefore improves support for large parallel jobs on our clus-
ter. We have also described two new extensions, providing ability to run several
active domains concurrently on VServer enabled nodes and the ability to suspend
jobs on Xen enabled clusters. Magrathea is deployed in production environment
on computational nodes of METACentrum. e first two described scenarios are
used in production, providing shared worker nodes between METACentrum and
EGEE and improved support for parallel jobs. e next two scenarios will be
deployed in production a er the current implementation is verified by more ex-
tensive tests.

An overview of Magrathea can be observed when jobs are started or stopped.
We have made some measurements on our production cluster using a Xen virtual
machinemonitor and the overhead ofMagrathea showed as negligible concerning
the time consumed by a job itself. When a job is being started, Magrathea needs
about 1.2 seconds to verify the request and to assign memory and CPU power
to a particular virtual machine. When another virtual machine was previously
running, memory must first be removed from it. is takes additional time, which
depends on the amount of data that has to be swapped to free occupied memory.
In the case where no job is running in the second virtual machine, it takes approx.
2.6 seconds to reassign the memory. Virtual machines which are not running any
jobs get only a small amount of CPU power, so that running jobs are not slowed
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down. However, this reduced CPU power does not have a serious impact on the
responsiveness of idle virtual machines. ey are still able to answer requests from
the PBS server. We have measured this using a standard ping tool. Roundtrip
time varies more for idle virtual machine with restricted access to CPU power, but
it is still negligible. e values are (minimum RTT, average RTT, maximum RTT,
standard deviation) 0.3 ms, 0.5 ms, 0.7 ms, 0.1 ms for running virtual machine and
0.2 ms, 6.0 ms, 87.4 ms, 15.5 ms for an idle VM.

e implementation is general enough to support both VServer and Xen vir-
tual machine implementations. Even if Magrathea is currently supported only by
our PBS Pro modifications, we believe that at least the first three use cases could
also be easily integrated with other resource management systems.

In future work, we would like to investigate the migration of virtual domains
and enhance Magrathea to support such a use-case. We also started cooperation
with researchers in the area of scheduling to develop a new scheduler, which will
be able to utilize benefits provided by virtualization, especially preemption and
migration.
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Distributed Synchronous Infrastructure for
Multimedia Streams Transmission and

Processing
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Abstract

During 2007, CESNETbuilt a synchronous infrastructure formultimedia streams
transmission and processing, which is based on the DiProNN nodes. is report
presents both the DiProNN nodes developed by CESNET and the infrastructure
itself. We show a sample scenario which might be used for and test the infras-
tructure’s behaviour and performance limitations.

Keywords: distributed synchronous infrastructure, stream processing, multime-
dia content distribution, DiProNN, virtualisation, virtual machines

1 Introduction

Today, multimedia has become the major content transferred on computer net-
works. Since the distribution of non-realtime (so called offline) multimedia con-
tent does not place special demands on the computer network infrastructure used,
realtime multimedia streams requirements differ from offline requirements a lot.
Realtime streams usually require stable and sometimes quite significant network
bandwidth and as low end-to-end latency as possible.

However, mere content distribution itself may not be sufficient, as process-
ing of a realtime stream inside the network is o en very desirable. For exam-
ple, when streaming high-quality video streams using the HDV format1, taking
approximately 25 Mbps of network bandwidth, there might be users not having
sufficient network connection capacity and thus some realtime transcoding to a
lower quality (which requires lower network bandwidth) must be done.

During 2007, CESNET built a synchronous infrastructure for multimedia
stream transmission and processing. e infrastructure is based on the Distributed
Programmable Network Nodes (DiProNN), that were developed by CESNET in co-
operation with the Faculty of Informatics, Masaryk University in Brno. In the
infrastructure presented, the DiProNNs can be used both for simple content dis-
tribution and/or arbitrary content processing.

1 http://www.hdv-info.org

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies II: Selected Technical Reports, p. 147–169
© CESNET, 2008. ISBN 978-80-254-2151-2
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In the first part, this report focuses on the architecture of the DiProNN nodes
itself, while the next part describes the synchronous infrastructure built. A er-
wards we describe a sample scenario for which the infrastructure might be used,
and finally we test and analyse the infrastructure’s behaviour and performance
limitations.

2 DiProNN: Distributed Programmable Network Node

2.1 Architecture

Single nodeDiProNN architecture, which has been proposed and discussed in [2],
[3], [4], [5], [6], assumes the underlying infrastructure as shown in Figure 1. In
this report, we give only very brief description and the reader who wants to find
out more should look into the referenced papers. e DiProNN units form a
computer cluster with each unit having two interconnections, at least on the con-
ceptual level:
— one low-latency control connection used for internal communication inside the

DiProNN, and
— one data connection used for receiving and sending data.

distribution
unit

aggregation
unit

control unit

processing units

data switch low latency
interconnect switch

data flow data flow

…

network
(Internet)

network
(Internet)

data link

low latency
interconnect

Figure 1. DiProNN single node architecture.

e low latency interconnection is desirable since current common network
interfaces like Gigabit Ethernet provide large bandwidth, but the latency of the
transmission is still on the order of tens to hundreds of s, which is not suitable for
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fast synchronisation of DiProNN units. us, the use of specialised low-latency
interconnects like the Myrinet network providing as low of a latency as 10 s (and
even less, if you consider for example, InfiniBand with 4 s), which is close to a
message passing between threads on a single computer, is very suitable (however,
the usage of a single interconnection serving as data and control interconnection
simultaneously is also possible).

From the high-level perspective of operation, the incoming data are first re-
ceived by the DiProNN’s Distribution unit, where they are forwarded to the ap-
propriate Processing unit(s) for processing. A er the processing is completed,
they are finally aggregated using the Aggregation unit and sent over the network
to the next DiProNN node (or to the receiver). As obvious from Figure 1, the
DiProNN architecture comprises four major parts:
— Distribution unit – the Distribution unit takes care of ingress data flow distri-

bution to the appropriate DiProNNProcessing unit(s), which are determined
by the Control unit described later.

— Processing units – the Processing unit (described in detail in Section 2.1.1
receives packets and forwards them to the proper active programs for pro-
cessing. e processed data are then forwarded to the next active programs
for further processing or to the Aggregation unit to be sent away.

Each Processing unit is also able to communicate with the others using
the low-latency interconnection. Besides load balancing and fail over pur-
poses this interconnection is mainly used for sending control information of
DiProNN sessions (e.g., state sharing, synchronisation, processing control).

— Control unit – the Control unit is responsible for the entire DiProNN man-
agement and communication with its neighbourhood including communica-
tion with DiProNN users to negotiate new DiProNN sessions (details about
DiProNN session establishment are given in Section 2.2) and, if requested,
providing monitoring of their behaviour.

— Aggregation unit – the Aggregation unit collects the resulting traffic and
sends it to the output network line(s). It serves as a simple forwarder for-
warding incoming data from a DiProNN’s private network segment to the
public Internet.

e DiProNN architecture presented represents the most general architecture
possible. In fact, some DiProNN units might merge with others (for example, the
Distribution unit or one of the Processing units might perform as the Control
unit). e most minimalistic DiProNN architecture consists of just a single Pro-
cessing unit which serves as all the DiProNN units simultaneously.
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2.1.1 DiProNN Processing Unit Architecture

DiProNN and Virtual Machines
e usage of virtual machines enhances the execution environment flexibility of

the DiProNN node – they enable DiProNN users not only to upload active pro-
grams, which run inside some virtual machine, but they are also allowed to upload
a whole virtual machine with its operating system and permit their passing data to
be processed by their own set of active programs running inside uploaded VM(s).
Similarly, the DiProNN administrator is able to run his own set of fixed virtual ma-
chines, each one with a different operating system, and generally with completely
different functionality. Furthermore, the VM approach ensures strict separation
of different virtual machines, enhancing their security and also providing strong
isolation among virtual machines, and thus allowing strict scheduling of resources
to individual VMs, e.g., CPU, memory, and storage subsystem access.

Nevertheless, the VMs also bring some performance overhead necessary for
their management [1]. is overhead is especially visible for I/O virtualization,
where the Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) or a privileged host OS has to in-
tervene on every I/O operation. We are aware of this performance issue, but we
decided to propose a VM-based programmable network node architecture not be-
ing limited by current performance restrictions.

Processing Unit Architecture
e architecture of the DiProNN Processing unit is shown in Figure 2. e priv-

ileged service domain (dom0 in the picture) has to manage the whole Processing
unit functionality including uploading, starting and destroying of the Virtual Ma-
chines (VMs) [7], communication with the Control unit, and session accounting
and management.

e virtual machines managed by the session management module could be
either fixed, providing functionality given by a system administrator, or user-
loadable. e example of the fixed virtual machine could be a virtual machine
providing classical routing as shown in Figure 2. Besides that, the set of other
fixed virtual machines could be started as an active program execution environ-
ment where the active programs uploaded by users are executed (those not having
their own virtual machine defined). is approach does not force users to upload
the whole virtual machine in the case where active program uploading is sufficient.
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Figure 2. DiProNN Processing Unit Architecture.

2.1.2 Communication Protocol
For data transmission, the DiProNN users may use one of three transport proto-
cols supported by DiProNN: the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [8], the Datagram
Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP) [9] and the transmission protocol called Active
Router Transmission Protocol (ARTP, [10]), which we originally designed and im-
plemented for the generic active router architecture described in [11]. Depending
on application demands, the users choose the transmission protocol they want –
whether they want or have to use ARTP’s extended functionality (the ARTP is in
fact an extension of the UDP protocol, like Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP)) or
not.

2.2 Programming Model

In this section we depict a programming model we propose for DiProNN. e
DiProNN programming model is based on the workflow principles [12], and uses
the idea of independent simple processing blocks, that composed into a process-
ing graph constitute required complex processing. In DiProNN, the processing
block is an active program and the communication among such active programs
is thanks to the virtualisation mechanisms provided by a machine hypervisor us-
ing common network services (details about DiProNN internal communication
are provided in Section 2.2.1). e interconnected active programs then compose
the DiProNN session described by its DiProNN session graph, which is a graphical
representation of a DiProNN program (for example the ones used later, see Ap-
pendix A and Figure 4). Furthermore, to make DiProNN programming easier all
the active programs as well as the input/output data/communication interfaces
are referred to by their hierarchical names.
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e DiProNN program defines active programs optionally, with the virtual
machines they run in2, which are necessary for DiProNN session processing, and
defines both data and control communication among them. Besides that, the
DiProNN program may also define other parameters (e.g., resources required)
of active programs as well as the parameters for the whole DiProNN session.

e main benefit of the DiProNN programming model being described is
that the complex functionality required to be done on the programmable node
can be separated into several single-purpose active programs with the data flow
among them defined. Furthermore, usage of symbolic names doesn’t force active
programs to be aware of their neighbourhood – the active programs process given
DiProNN session before and a er them – they are completely independent of
each other so that they just have to know the symbolic names of ports they want
to communicate with and register them (as sketched in the next section) at the
control module of the Processing unit they run in.

2.2.1 Session Establishment and Data Flow
When a new DiProNN session request arrives to the node, the Distribution unit
immediately forwards it to the Control unit. If the receiver(s) of a given DiProNN
session is/are known, the Control unit contacts all the DiProNN nodes operating
on the path from it to the receiver(s), and asks them for their actual usage. Us-
ing the information about their usage the Control unit decides, whether the new
DiProNN session request could be satisfied by the first node alone or whether a
part of the requested DiProNN session has to be (or should be, due to resource
optimalisation) performed on another DiProNN node being on the path from the
first DiProNN node to the receiver(s).

When the request can be satisfied, the session establishment takes place. is
means that each DiProNN node receives its relevant part of the whole DiProNN
session (including all the active programs and virtual machine images) and the
Control unit of each DiProNN node decides which Processing units each active
program/virtual machine will run on. A er that, both the control modules (a
part of each Processing unit) and the Distribution units of all the DiProNN nodes
used are set appropriately. en all the active programs and virtual machines are
started, and moreover, all the requested resources are reserved.

Since the DiProNN programming model uses symbolic names for commu-
nication channels (both data and control channels) instead of port numbers, the
names must be associated with the appropriate port numbers during a DiProNN

2 In DiProNN, each active program may run in a completely distinct execution environment
(e.g., different OS) from the others. However, it is also possible that a single VM may
contain several active programs running inside it.
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session startup. is association is done using the control module where each ac-
tive program using simple text protocol registers the couple (symbolic name, real
port). Using the information about registered couples together with the virtual
machine and port number a packet is coming from, the control module properly
sets the receiver of passing packets (using kernel iptables and its DNAT target).

e packets are then automatically forwarded to proper active programs.
However, this approach does not enable active programs to know the real data

receiver (each packet is destined by VMM to a given VM address and a given ac-
tive program’s port). Nevertheless, DiProNN users may use the ARTP’s extended
functionality to make their active programs aware of the real data receiver. In this
case, the Aggregation unit forwards these packets to the destination given inside
the ARTP datagram instead of the one given in the DiProNN program.

3 Synchronous Infrastructure for Multimedia Streams
Transmission and Processing

3.1 Overview
During 2007, CESNET built an infrastructure for synchronousmultimedia stream
transmission and processing consisting of four DiProNN nodes located in Brno,
Liberec, Pilsen, and Prague; depicted in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. DiProNN nodes used for synchronous infrastructure (red dots).
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All DiProNN nodes are currently implemented using XEN Virtual Machine
Monitor (VMM) [13]. e nodes are set using the DiProNN’s minimal config-
uration possible – they consist of just a single physical computer serving as the
DiProNN Processing Unit, DiProNN Distribution Unit, DiProNN Aggregation
Unit and DiProNN Control Unit simultaneously. All the four physical machines
used for synchronous infrastructure have an exactly identical hardware configu-
ration, given in Table 1.

Table 1.Configuration of theDiProNNnodes used for synchronous infrastructure

Brand: Supermicro
Model: X7DBR-8
Processor: 2x Core 2 Duo Intel Xeon 3.0 GHz
Front-side bus: 533 MHz
Memory: 4 GB DIMM DDR2
GE NIC: 2x Intel PRO/1000 Network Adapter
Operating system: Linux Ubuntu 7.04 (Feisty Fawn)
Kernel: 2.6.18-xen SMP

e DiProNN nodes are interconnected with 1 GE network links using CES-
NET’s public network infrastructure. In the future, we also plan to equip the
nodes with Myrinet 10 GE network cards and test the infrastructure behaviour
when transmitting higher amounts of data, for example 1.5 Gbps High Defini-
tion (HDTV) [14] video streams, and/or jumbo packets much larger than current
maximum of 1500 B.

3.2 Sample Scenario

To prove the infrastructure’s proper functionality we decided to test it in a realistic
example for which it might be used for.

Situation:
Let’s have a presentation taking place in Brno. e presentation has to be avail-
able for clients unable to attend personally. For clients having a high-bandwidth
connection the presentation should be available in high quality HDV stream (gen-
erated in Brno using HDV cameras3), and for clients not having the necessary ca-
pacity on their connections it should be transcoded in real-time and be available
in a lower quality. Both high quality and low quality streams have to be saved for
later purposes, too.

3 For our experiments we used a Sony HVR-Z1R camera.
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However, since the video transcoding takes some time, at least the synchro-
nisation of audio (not necessarily transcoded since it does not take as high of a
network bandwidth as video does) and transcoded video streams must be done.
Nevertheless, the synchronisation of the high quality audio and video streams is
also highly desirable to prevent network fluctuations and possible desynchronisa-
tion of them.

We should point out that even the original audio and video streams are also
desynchronised because of the following reason: the HDV video stream outgoing
from theHD camera is delayed by approximately 1 second, while the audio stream
is captured by standalone audio grabber device with latency in order of tens ofms.
Both the audio and non-transcoded video streams thus need to be synchronised,
even if the network itself would not desynchronise them.

For this situation we established4 the DiProNN session described by its graph
(Figure 4) and relevant DiProNN program (Appendix A). Both audio and video
streams coming from their grabber devices were sent to the DiProNN node lo-
cated in Brno (V_in input for video stream and A_in input for audio stream),
where they were duplicated (Dup_A active program (AP) for audio duplication
and Dup_V AP for video duplication). One twinstream (audio and video) was
sent to Prague (high-quality stream), while the second one was forwarded to sec-
ond VM running in Brno for transcoding (Transcode AP), and a erwards sent to
Liberec. Both twinstreams (high-quality and low-quality) were then synchronised
(Sync_high and Sync_lowAPs) and duplicated once again (Dup_high andDup_low
APs). One twinstream of each copy was sent to Pilsen and saved for later pur-
poses (Saver_high and Saver_low APs), and the other was sent to the reflector
application [15], which served as the presentation content provider (having in-
put/output ports named in/out_high and in/out_low) for all the connected clients
(in fact, there were two reflectors – one for high-quality audio and video data and
the other for low-quality video and original audio data).

e high-quality stream itself was transferred in HDV format and took about
25 Mbps of network bandwidth. For duplications, stream synchronisations and
storage we used active programs built to DiProNN. As mentioned before, the
content provider we used was our implementation of the reflector program [15],
which was uploaded to DiProNN. e video stream generating, listening, and

4 Since the DiProNN utilities serving for session establishment (uploading, starting, and
destroying) were not yet available, the whole DiProNN configuration was done manually.
However, since the whole configuration can be simply derived from theDiProNNprogram,
the utilities are quite simple and will be available during 2008.
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Figure 4. DiProNN session graph used in the example scenario.

transcoding itself was done by the VLC5 media player – the input HDV stream
was transcoded into a MP2V stream having a variable bit rate (set to 256 kbps)
and scaled down to 25 % of its original size. For audio capturing and listening
the RAT6 application set to Linear-16 codec in 16 kHz stereo mode was used. e
audio stream thus took 512 kbps of network bandwidth.

e overall client setup (located in Brno) is captured in Figure 5, and the
detail of the client’s screen is captured in Figure 6. e client was connected to
both high-quality and low-quality content providers, and thus the picture shows
overall high-quality stream bandwidth (including all the IP and UDP headers it
took about 30 Mbps), overall low-quality stream bandwidth (including headers
it took about 820 kbps), and the latency taken by the transcoding itself (visible
on the clocks streamed – about 1 second). e sizes of the files containing saved
20 minute streams7 were 3,2 GB for a high-quality video stream, 103 MB for a

5 http://www.videolan.org/vlc
6 http://mediatools.cs.ucl.ac.uk/nets/mmedia
7 e streams were saved in simple packet form – the whole UDP packet content and its

timestamp were saved in separate files for both audio and video streams. We have also
created a player that is able to read such file content and send it to the network like it
would be sent in real-time.
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Figure 5. Client side setup.

transcoded video stream and 79 MB for each audio stream (saved twice – once as
a high-quality twinstream and once as a low-quality twinstream).

4 Infrastructure Behaviour Tests
To test the behaviour and performance limitations of the synchronous infrastruc-
ture presented we kept the setup used from previous experiments8 and generated
streams of UDP data of four different packet sizes (100 B, 500 B, 1000 B, and
1450 B). All the streams were sequentially sent from separate PC having the con-
figuration given in Table 2 through theHP Procurve 6108 switch to an input video
port of the DiProNN node located in Brno, while analysing applications (running
on the same machine as the stream generator) were simultaneously connected to
both content providers (Prague and Liberec). Furthermore, two others analysing
applications connected to both content providers were also running in Pilsen (on
the DiProNN node used for data storage in the previous experiment).

All the DiProNN nodes were running two VMs (except the Pilsen node which
was running a single VM)with an exactly identical configuration, given in Table 3.

8 In fact, there were a few changes – the transcoding and synchronising modules were re-
placed by simple packet forwarders.
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Figure 6. Client side screenshot. e clocks’ difference shows the latency given
by the transcoding itself (approximately 1 second).

Table 2. Configuration of the tester machine generating the UDP test data

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo CPU, 2.66 GHz
Memory: 2 GB DIMM DDR2
GE NIC: Intel PRO/1000 Network Adapter
Operating system: Linux Ubuntu 6.10 (Edgy E )
Kernel: 2.6.20 SMP

e bandwidth of generated UDP data stream of given packet size was gradu-
ally incremented, and the analysers in Brno determined the packet loss and delay,
while the analysers in Pilsen determined the packet loss only. e packet delay
in Pilsen could not be easily determined since the sending machine and Pilsen
DiProNN node had their clocks desynchronised. e graphs in Figures 7, 8, 9
and 10 show the results achieved.
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Table 3. e configuration of DiProNN nodes used.

Virtual Machine
dom0 dom1 dom2

# CPU 2 1 1
Memory 1.5 GB 1 GB 1 GB
OS Ubuntu 7.04 Ubuntu 7.04 Ubuntu 7.04
Kernel 2.6.18-xen SMP 2.6.18-xen SMP 2.6.18-xen SMP
Scheduler credit

Table 4. Maximal throughputs achieved (between dom0s).
Packet size Maximal throughput [Mbps]

Br-Pra Br-Lib Pra-Pil Lib-Pil
100 B 159 124 169 134
500 B 597 582 603 599
1000 B 923 889 929 907
1450 B 937 918 944 924

4.1 Discussion of Results

Before we discuss the results, it is necessary to point out that the theoretical max-
imum achievable during our experiments was 500 Mbps since the streams were
duplicated on the DiProNN nodes and were sent through the network lines hav-
ing a maximum capacity of 1 Gbps twice. us at least the Brno output lines,
Brno input lines (analysers) and Pilsen input lines would be saturated.

However, the maximal bandwidth of 500 Mbps is highly theoretical, since
the real network lines usually do not provide their theoretical capacity. us, we
have measured the real maximal bandwidths achievable on the built synchronous
infrastructure. e maximal throughputs were measured between each two nodes
(their dom0s and their domUs) directly communicating in the DiProNN session
described above. e data streams were generated by the iperf tool, and the
results achieved are summarised in Tables 4 and 5.

A comparison of Tables 4 and 5 shows that the virtualisation itself has almost
no impact on the infrastructure’s network performance. Table 6 shows the max-
imal bandwidths achievable during a tested DiProNN session, that are restricted
by the network itself (not by the XEN and its internal communication).

It is obvious, that the network itself is not the bottleneck of the DiProNN
session tested during our example scenario, and thus we have to keep looking for
the real bottleneck to make the achieved results clear.
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Table 5. Maximal throughputs achieved (between domUs).

Packet size Maximal throughput [Mbps]
Br-Pra Br-Lib Pra-Pil Lib-Pil

100 B 146 108 162 121
500 B 577 578 592 586
1000 B 901 866 916 891
1450 B 923 899 925 903

Table 6. e maximal throughput that was achieved during performance tests
(restricted by the network itself). e maximal achievable bandwidths
between dom0s (Table 4) are divided by 2 and the minimal value on the
path from the data sender to the data receiver connected to a given con-
tent provider is presented. e reason why we use the maximal band-
width between dom0s and not between domUs is, that DiProNN always
sends all the data to dom0s where they are forwarded using iptables
rules to the appropriate active programs for further processing.

Packet size roughput [Mbps]
Prague Liberec Pil from Pra Pil from Lib

100 B 74.5 62 74.5 62
500 B 298.5 291 298.5 291
1000 B 461.5 444.5 461.5 444.5
1450 B 468.5 459 468.5 459

Table 7. e study of input/output bandwidths of the Brno DiProNN node.

Bandwidth
input node BW x

domU_1 from dom0 x

domU_2 from dom0 x

dom0 from domU_1 2x

dom0 from domU_2 x

output node BW 2x

Since the internal XEN communication among dom0 and domUs can bring
other performance overheads, we have tested the effect of network stream multi-
plication on the most burdened DiProNN node – Brno node. It is obvious, that
during the DiProNN session tested the particular VMs running on the Brno node
had to cope with input/output bandwidths given in Table 7.
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Table 7 shows that when having the input node bandwidth x (for example
100 Mbps), the dom0 had to cope with the input network bandwidth of size 4x

(400 Mbps) while each dom_U had to cope with the input network bandwidth of
size x (100 Mbps). e output dom0 bandwidth was also 4x (2x to dom_Us and 2x

out of the node), while the output bandwidth of domU_1 was 2x and the output
bandwidth of domU_2 was x.

us we have tried to saturate the Brno dom0 with up to four network streams
generated from the dom_Us on the same host. e dom0 had to return the streams
back to the sender where the maximal throughput was analysed9. We have tested
the same packet sizes as we did in previous tests – 100 B, 500 B, 1000 B and 1450 B.

e results achieved are summarised in Table 8.

Table 8. e maximal throughputs achieved on the Brno DiProNN node (internal
XEN communication).

Packet size Average throughput [Mbps]
1 stream 2 streams 3 streams 4 streams

100 B 86.5 64.5 44.2 34.1
500 B 398.4 291.1 218.7 163.0
1000 B 778.2 407.9 324.0 275.4
1450 B 828.8 460.1 411.1 365.1

4.2 Analysis of Results

Concerning the infrastructure tests, the approximate limitations of the whole
infrastructure not being set to any DiProNN session were presented in Table 6.

e results show that the virtualisation used has almost no impact on the infras-
tructure network performance and thus the DiProNN nodes are able to commu-
nicate with each other as if they were running native Linux OS.

To find out how the infrastructure behaves while set to a typical DiProNN
session we tried to analyse the theoretical results achievable, and tried to find out
the reason why the DiProNN session tests behave in the way we measured. We
found out that for the scenario we tested the Brno node has to cope with the high-
est amount of data, and thus was the bottleneck of the whole DiProNN session.
Comparison of Table 8 with the graphs in Figures 7, 8, 9 and 10 shows that during

9 Note that during these tests themaximal bandwidth available was not limited by the 1Gbps
network interconnection – all of the packets were sent among domains using the XEN
internal interconnection.
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the DiProNN session tests we reached the maximal capacity of the Brno DiProNN
node. However, the infrastructure performance depends a lot on the scenario it
is used for – for simple scenarios it might be limited solely by the network perfor-
mance, while for more complicated ones the performance might decrease a lot.

5 Conclusions
In this report we have presented the synchronous infrastructure for multimedia
streams transmission and processing built during 2007 by CESNET. e architec-
ture of the infrastructure nodes, based on the DiProNN nodes being developed
by CESNET in cooperation with the Faculty of Informatics Masaryk University
in Brno, was also presented. Besides that, the report shows the typical scenario
the infrastructure can be used for. Furthermore, we have presented several tests
demonstrating the behaviour and performance limitations of the infrastructure
set to the scenario it will be mainly used for.

Regarding our future work, the infrastructure built is supposed to be used for
scenarios similar to the one tested. We will analyse the most-used scenarios and
study their bottlenecks, and if necessary we will try to optimise them. Another
interesting topic for our future work is to implement Quality of Service (QoS)
assurances in the DiProNN nodes and try to keep the network parameters within
desired limits. Furthermore, we will try to equip at least some of the DiProNN
nodes withMyrinet 10Gbps network cards and study the infrastructure behaviour
when it is used for higher network bandwidths and/or transmitting bigger packets
(for example jumbo packets having 8500 B instead of the standard 1500 B).

Appendix A. DiProNN Program Used in the Example Scenario

Project synchro_infrastructure.first_tests;
owner = "Tom Rebok"
notifications = none
use_RTP; # means, that DiProNN will suppose two ports for each

interconnection (port and port+1)
{ AP name="Dup_V" ref=localservice.duplicator;

inputs = V_in(DIPRONN_INPUT(10000));
# requested DiProNN video input port is 10000

outputs = output1(Sync_high.in1), output2(Transcode.in);
}
{ AP name="Dup_A" ref=localservice.duplicator;

inputs = A_in(DIPRONN_INPUT(10002));
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# requested DiProNN audio input port is 10002
outputs = output1(Sync_high.in2), output2(Sync_low.in2);

}
{ AP name="Transcode" ref=localservice.transcoder;

inputs = in;
outputs = out(Sync_low.in1);
output_format = "mp4v";
bitrate = "variable(256)";
scale = "0.25"

}
{ AP name="Sync_high" ref=localservice.syncer;

inputs = in1, in2;
outputs = out(Dup_high.in);
precision = 0.001; # 1ms

}
{ AP name="Sync_low" ref=localservice.syncer;

inputs = in1, in2;
outputs = out(Dup_low.in);
precision = 0.001; # 1ms

}
... # Dup_high and Dup_low duplicators defined similarly as above
{ AP name="Saver_high" ref=localservice.saver;

inputs = in;
output_file = "stream_high.dump";

}
{ AP name="Saver_low" ref=localservice.saver;

inputs = in;
output_file = "stream_low.dump";

}
{ VM name="my_VM1" ref=my_VM1_image;

{ AP name="Reflector_high" ref=reflector;
inputs = in, participant_registration(DIPRONN_INPUT(12345));
outputs = out(DIPRONN_OUTPUT),

}
{ AP name="Reflector_low" ref=reflector;

inputs = in, participant_registration(DIPRONN_INPUT(12354));
outputs = out(DIPRONN_OUTPUT),

}
}
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Network Collaborative Environment for
Human ssues 3D Modeling
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Abstract
is report deals with the problem of a network based virtual collaborative en-

vironment to support clinical applications of 3D models of human tissues, cre-
ated from CT/MR data. e designed system allows clinical realizations of 3D
applications as a service to clinical workplaces, provided by a specialized 3D lab-
oratory, even over great distances. Necessary consultations, corrections and ver-
ifications, which have to be realised distantly, are the source of problems. is
is supported by our system in the form of a Virtual Collaborative Environment
(VCE). is system is built upon three-layer client-server architecture. Our ap-
plication is focused on 3D tissue modeling. Generally it can be used as a basis
for other similar applications.

Keywords: network collaborative environment, 3D modeling, medicine, com-
puter tomography, magnetic resonance

1 Introduction
A recent trend in medicine has been the individual approach to patient treatment.
One of the possible ways to achieve this trend is 3D geometrical modeling of hu-
man tissues. Created models are used for the needs of individual planning, simu-
lations and navigation of performed surgeries.

Input data for 3D tissue models are images obtained mostly by computer to-
mography (CT) or magnetic resonance (MR). CT/MR data are commonly avail-
able in standard digital format DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications
in Medicine). e data are commonly stored in PACS systems (Picture Archiving
and Communication System). ese systems offer long-term archivation of stored
data. When data are needed, these systems allow distant access to stored data and
their transmission to another workplace via the computer network.

Many varied computer systems for 3D tissue modeling and support of clinical
applications exist. Most of them run locally at one particular workplace. e
process of preparing clinical applications with the support of 3D tissue modeling
consists of the following steps :
— obtaining CT/MR data from the PACS system
— tissue segmentation and 3D modeling

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies II: Selected Technical Reports, p. 171–184
© CESNET, 2008. ISBN 978-80-254-2151-2
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— preparation of clinical applications (planning, simulation etc.)
— consultation, correction and verification of results

Everything needed for realization of a particular clinical application is in one
place: CT/MR data in the PACS system; all concerned specialists (radiologist,
surgeon, technician), patient etc. erefore, there are no technical or organisation
difficulties in communication, data transmission, people, etc.

However, all of the conditions for realization of 3D applications are frequently
not to be found in one place. Only a couple of the larger hospitals can afford
to operate their own workplace that is technically and personally capable of han-
dling the entire process of 3D application preparation. In the remainder of clinical
workplaces, 3D applications are not used due to technical complexity, financial
or individual difficulties.

One possible solution to this problem is preparation of 3D applications by
an independent specialized workplace (3D lab). is lab would offer services to
other clinical workplaces based on supplied CT/MR data. A problem arises when
there is a need to consult, correct and verify prepared models. If the 3D lab,
clinical workplace and consultants are distant from each other, this concept of an
independent 3D lab is very complicated.

is report deals with the Virtual Collaborative Environment (VCE) suited
for 3D modeling of human tissues based on CT/MR data. Basically it is an tool
that would allow consultations, corrections and verifications in a virtual environ-
ment integrated by a computer network. Participating specialists (radiologist,
surgeon, technician etc.) would be able to cooperate even if in different build-
ings, cities or regions. is tool would make the concept of a 3D lab realizing
clinical application feasible. Current PACS systems can not offer this kind of ser-
vices.

2 Related Work

In the past five years we have been intensively participating in research and de-
velopment in the field of 3D human tissue modeling and clinical applications.
Recently we have been cooperating with several hospitals in the Czech Republic
(mostly Saint Ann Faculty Hospital of Brno, Faculty hospital of Olomouc, and
Faculty hospital of Ostrava) [1] [2]. We have come across particular problems
with distant communication whenever we needed consultations and corrections
of prepared 3D applications. When our efforts were limited to local hospitals,
it was no problem for us to gather at one computer desk. at is of course not
possible for longer distance cooperation. Up to now, we have solved this commu-
nication problem offline. Data was passed through the network via SFTP servers
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or PACS systems. e resulting iterative process of consultations, corrections and
verifications was lengthy and not intuitive.

For 3Dmodeling of tissues based onCT/MRdata we have developed our own
graphical user environment; MediTools (Figure 1). is system works locally and
provides full 3D visualization of CT/MR data, (volume rendering, multiplanar
cross sections, etc.) and user support of tissue 3D modeling. 3D visualization is
based on the C++ library OpenInventor. e data core and algorithms for volume
data processing is provided by MDSTk library [3].

Figure 1. System MediTools graphical user interface.

In order to solve communication problemswith consultations and corrections
of prepared 3D applications between distant workplaces we have implemented
and tested two architectures, peer-to-peer and client-server.
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2.1 Peer-to-peer Architecture

3D visualization in MediTools system is based on the C++ library OpenInventor.
is we have used together with OpenVCE library [4] and it allows us to automati-

cally synchronize the state of the whole OpenInventor based 3D scene. e Open-
VCE library implements network peer-to-peer communication based on TCP/IP
via SSL sockets. Extending our current MediTools system with communications
in the VCE framework is relatively simple. It comprises linking OpenVCE library
and ensuring synchronization of additional data, which are not part of 3D Open-
Inventor scene.

VCE realized in this way on a local network ran with no serious problems up
to five concurrently connected users. Whenmore users were connected or commu-
nication was realized outside the local network, network delays were noticeable
(synchronisation is broken).

Due to the character of peer-to-peer communication [4], the initial CT/MR
data synchronization in VCE was very problematical. is was because the sys-
tem does not consist of central data storage andwith access to data provided for
everyone. Individual changes (offline) of users were local and had to be initially
distributed to all participants. is scheme was vulnerable to conflicts in different
versions of the data being processed.

e most serious problem however was communication between the 3D lab
and clinical workplaces, usually part of hospitals. e IT security policy of these
hospitals is generally “paranoid” so it maximally tries to limit external nonstan-
dard communication. Our effort to run peer-to-peer communication outside hos-
pitals over SSL sockets was strictly rejected. e only acceptable way was through
standardHTTP/HTTPS communicationwith a secure and certified server outside
the hospital.

It is for these reasons we have stopped development and tests of the peer-to-
peer architecture and have switched to client-server architecture.

3 Client-server Architecture
e next step of out workwas three-layer client-server architecture for further VCE

design and development (Figure 2). VCE clients will communicate through a cen-
tral server using the HTTPS protocol running on default port 80. is will take
out the main problem of the IT security policy of hospitals. It is also not a prob-
lem to detach VCE communication by redirecting the connection to a privately
reserved port, via a reserved channel or VPN connection, etc.
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Figure 2. Our network virtual collaborative environment system scheme.

3.1 Concept of Reduced VCE

e biggest general problem of collaborative systems is the delay of the computer
network. Due to the fact that we need to communicate over the generic internet
network, no connection parameters are guaranteed. It could affect the fluency of
interactive work with the VCE system. is problemwe have solved by weakening
the requirements on VCE.

Fortunately our application is very specific. We do not need to explore the
virtual world that is shared by a number of clients. We therefore do not need
to solve conflicts of time continuity of generated changes, so that clients could
“argue” over a particular object in a 3D scene (changing of view, changing the
position of objects, changing the data, etc.). For that reason we have introduced
a rule, which would ensure that only one client at a time (master) can generate
changes to VCE. Other clients (slaves) are notified a er the last synchronization.

e Master/Slave role is to be passed by a token request system and is changed
by user needs.
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3.2 Central Server
e central server is built on standard three-layer architecture. HTTPS communi-

cation is provided by theWWW server. e application layer consists of groups of
small specialized modules, implemented according to the needs of performance
in PHP (database, storage) or C++/FastCGI (VCE). Development of the whole
system can therefore be focused on VCE solution itself. For the remaining parts
of the server solution (database, storage, network communication, HTTPS proto-
col etc.), commonly used, debugged and secure products (Apache, MySQL, PHP,
Linux, HTTPS encrypting etc.) are going to be used. In the case where there is a
demand to deploy the whole system in security and reliability critical conditions, it
is no problem to switch to certified solutions of reputable firms (Sun, IBM,Oracle
etc.).

anks to the integration of the patient database and the CT/MR data repos-
itory on a central server, the problem of synchronization, archivation and version
administration is automatically solved. With the central server, it is possible to
work locally. A client will be able to download current data of a selected patient,
do the whole process of 3D application preparation off-line and upload the results
onto server.

3.3 VCE Server

All of the source CT/MR data and prepared 3D applications are stored on the
server. At the moment when it is needed to consult or verify them it is enough
to create a VCE instance (start VCE session) on the server and upload the data of
the selected patient (most significant synchronised copy of the data). e involved
clients can then connect to the running VCE case and work with the data together:
viewing and modifying, showing areas of interest to each other, etc.

VCE on the central server is represented by several running processes, which
administrate their own copy of data currently being processed and queues of in-
coming and outgoing requests. All valid incoming requests for change in current
VCE data are immediately replicated into a working copy on the server, which rep-
resents the current state of VCE. All connected clients are synchronized according
to this VCE state. Normally, clients themselves synchronize the state of their local
data copies according to requests for changes and ordered according to how they
are stored in queues on the server. If for any reason a delay of one client occurs,
for example server timeout, this client downloads the current state of data from
the VCE working copy on the server.

anks to the multitasking character of working with the WWW server, VCE
itself multitasks. More clients can safely communicate with one VCE. ere can be
also several VCEs running concurrently. As the number of requests and connected
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clients rise, or the number of concurrently running VCEs, it is not a problem to
scale-up the capacity or performance, thanks to its modular architecture.

Larger volumes of transmitted data occur only at the beginning, when clients
are logging on to the VCE and synchronizing initial data (100–500 MB). e
largest dataflow is due to CT/MR data transmission, which are for our appli-
cations read-only. Data peak involved in working with VCE can be effectively
lowered by caching data already read to a local hard-drive with identification with
their hash code. When working with VCE itself, the amount of transmitted data is
theoretically relatively small, on the order of 1–50 kB/s, depending on the number
of clients, because only changes are synchronised.

3.4 VCE Client
Our MediTools system is to be used as a graphic client (Figure 2). It is basically
a “fat” client, which is in possession of its copy of processed data. Clients them-
selves ensure visualization, interaction, changes in data etc. e only thing that
the server ensures is synchronization of data and the parameters of their visualiza-
tion. Connection to the server is invoked by the client, which passes its requests
and awaits answer by the HTTPS protocol. Clients periodically post requests on
whether there are new changes in data state. If so, they perform synchronization
and data replication into their own copy. According to requests, multiple versions
of VCE clients can exist. Simpler versions will go as far as visualizing current data
state, higher versions will allow generating of changes in data.

Concurrently to working with VCE, it is useful to utilize other means of com-
munication as VOIP, NetMeeting etc. e rights to access the system are admin-
istered by WWW server. Access to stored patient data and their CT/MR data is
administered at the SQL database level.

3.5 Data Coding

For data transmission between theWWW server and clients, the standard HTTPS
protocol is used. Encoding of data is based on our own system, which we call
GELD (Group Element Length Data). is encoding method is inspired by the
standard communication format DICOM, in implicit version.

GELD encoding allows us to transmit binary or text data. us, we are able
to send data and instructions divided into logical blocks. Each data or instruc-
tion block is uniquely identified by group ID (Group, 2 Byte) and element ID
(Element, 2 Byte). en comes the length of the transmitted block (Length, 4
Byte) followed by the transmitted block itself.
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3.6 Implementation

e actual version of graphical clients of the MediTools system has been devel-
oped in C++, and for visualization it utilizes graphical C++ library OpenScene-
Graph. e communication server is based on the Apache WWW server, the pa-
tient database is MySQL. e application server is assembled according to per-
formance requirements from PHP or C++/FastCGI scripts. On the client side a
cURL library is used for HTTP/HTTPS communication.

Currently we have the main infrastructure of the entire system implemented
(Figure 3 and Figure 4): e HTTP/HTTPS communication library with C++ in-
terface for clients, VCE application modules including unified binary and text
data coding; PHP application modules for communication with client databases
and their CT/MR data; basic VCE functionality involving the parameters of 3D
scene visualization synchronization (camera movement, multiplanar slices move-
ment, density parameters of visualization of CT/MR data etc.)

3.7 Testing

Development and debugging-purpose testing was done over the local network at
FIT VUT in Brno. In order to test the system properties, communication between
FIT VUT in Brno and Faculty hospital of st. Anna in Brno (imaging methods
clinic), Faculty hospital of Olomouc ( platic and aesthetic surgery clinic) and Fac-
ulty hospital of Ostrava (clinic of neurosurgery) was tested.

During the tests, 1 to 25 clients were connected simultaneously. A single VCE
server instance was running and it served all clients that were connected.

Clients periodically asked for the server’s internal data status with aminimum
response time of 100~ms (reflecting network response time). One of the clients
was acting as the master (who was periodically updating its status on the server)
and the rest of clients were in the slave mode (requesting updates from the server
according to their last change).

Our server was running with the following configuration: 2x Intel Xeon 2.1
GHz (dual core), altogether with 4 GB RAM, Raid 5 disc array 4,3 TB. Network
connection was to a Gigabit backbone, located at FIT BUT.

3.8 Results

e client update request interval was set to (100 ms), which was sufficient for
fully interactive communication on a reduced VCE. Overall response times show
that depending on the connection medium used, network’s response time does
not significantly affect the functionality of our system (Figure 5).
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Figure 4. Usecase diagram of the VCE system.

e internal response of the VCE server itself was also low (Figure 6 and Fig-
ure 7). An increase of response time when 20 clients were connected was caused
by the server configuration (the number of service threads). ere is still space
for server performance improvement, whether it is so ware (configuration, opti-
mization), or hardware based (virtualization, grids).
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Common client data flows were around 100 B/s – 1 kB/s. On the server side,
dataflows were between 1–50 kB/s, according to the number of connected clients
(1–25 clients). Considering today’s network capacities, these values are virtually
insignificant.

Dataflow issues, whether on the server or client side, began to emerge during
initial CT/MR data synchronization. Average sizes of this data is in hundreds of
MB. In order to minimize this effect, we are planning to include progressive com-
pression (gradual loading of an increasing level of detailed data) and temporal
data caching on the client side.

4 Conclusions
Based on wide practical experiences with clinical applications of 3D modeling in
medicine, we have designed a computer system for a Virtual collaborative envi-
ronment. is system allows for consultations, corrections and verifications of
prepared 3D clinical applications through a generic computer network. Its main
concept is the maximum usage of current technologies (HTTPS, PHP, FastCGI,
MySQL, etc.) in the form of three-layer architecture.
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e designed system is generic enough to be used in many other fields, where
it is necessary to work within VCE. Up to today we have done the implementa-
tion of basic functionality of the designed system (data transfer, synchronisation
and collaboration) and of it application in the area of 3D geometrical modeling of
human tissues (CT/MR data archiving, visualization, consultation and synchro-
nization).

To get rid of the problem of network delay, we have limited our VCE system
to allow data change from only one client at time, which is suitable for this type of
cooperation. Even when communicating with a couple of clients across the entire
Czech Republic, the delay has not had significant affect on the fluency of work
with VCE. Data traffic is also at a very low rate, with one exception: the moment
when initial data synchronization is being done.

4.1 Future Work

— Extend VCE functionality (interactive 3D tissues modeling etc.)
— Digital signature on source CT/MR data
— Correction changes to workflow including digital signature
— Progressive compression of source CT/MR data
— Local temporary saving of source CT/MR data on client
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FlowMon Probe Network Configuration
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Abstract
is technical report describes the FlowMon probe remote configuration system.
e main objective of this system is to provide a secure and user-friendly con-

figuration of one or more FlowMon probes. e developed system is based on
the client-server application implementing NETCONF protocol. Although the
system is developed for the FlowMon probe configuration, the main part of the
system (NETCONF system) can be simply reused for other network devices.

Keywords: NETCONF, network configuration, FlowMon, NetFlow, SSH,
Liberouter

1 Introduction

Secure remote configuration of network devices is a necessary feature in today’s
highly interoperable networks. A er two decades of using SNMP and many ven-
dor specific mechanisms for network device configuration, the IETF introduced
the NETCONF (NETwork CONFiguration) protocol. is technical report presents
experiences of implementingNETCONFprotocol for remote configuration of the
FlowMon probe. e FlowMon probe [1] is a passive network monitoring device
based on COMBO6X1 technology.

NETCONF is an XML based protocol using a simple RPC (Remote Procedure
Call) mechanism (see Figure 1). XML is used for RPC message formatting as
well as for configuration data encoding. XML formatting is one of the protocol
advantages and configuration data can be processed in many ways. NETCONF
is fully independent of the configuration data model or data definition language
used.

e remote configuration system implements the NETCONF protocol over
SSH [8]. All NETCONF messages are transported between agent and manager
encapsulated in the SSH protocol. e SSH protocol (specifically SSHv2) guar-
antees sufficient security for NETCONF sessions.

1 http://www.liberouter.org/hardware.php

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies II: Selected Technical Reports, p. 185–195
© CESNET, 2008. ISBN 978-80-254-2151-2
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Figure 1. Remote procedure call mechanism.

2 Related Work
e remote network configuration system was developed as a so ware extension

of the FlowMon probe. e probe is able to collect statistics about IP flows and
export them in NetFlow v5, v9 and IPFIX protocols to external collectors. e
exported NetFlow data are used in many network monitoring and security-related
applications.

e probe configuration was initially performed by local configuration files
and by parameters passed to start up scripts. is way of configuration is well
known in Unix-like operating systems and useful for debugging and testing pur-
poses. is probe deployment in European NRENs required new configuration
approach to fulfill network administrator requirements:

— simple and user-friendly interface,
— platform independent configuration interface,
— reliable and secure remote configuration,
— openness and extensibility for other non-FlowMon devices.

3 System Architecture

e proposed system consists of several monitoring devices remotely managed
from a dedicated web server as shown in Figure 2. e NETCONF protocol was
selected as the mechanism for storing and transporting configuration data. e
NETCONF protocol was published by IETF in 2006 and is described in RFC 4741
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[2]. is protocol is based on sending XML messages between a manager and an
agent. e manager (web front end) is supposed to serve as the administrator’s
interface and the agent performs administrator requests on the configured device.

Configured Device

Configured Device Client PC

PDA Administrator

Administrator

Administrator

Configured Device

. .
 .

. .
 .

Smartphone

Web
Configuration
Interface

Figure 2. System architecture.

Extensibility is an important feature of the NETCONF protocol. It allows
for specifying new capabilities (modifications of basic operations or definitions
of entirely new operations) for accessing vendor or device specific functions. e
NETCONF protocol specifies only the basic set of the operations suitable for all
devices (or more precisely for their configuration data). e list of supported
capabilities is advertised in messages sent by each manager to an agent (and vice
versa) during NETCONF session establishment.

e FlowMon probe remote configuration is based on three main parts (see
Figure 3):

— A configuration daemon flowmond used for applying configuration changes
in the FlowMon probe.

— e NETCONF system providing operations to create, modify or delete con-
figuration data.

— A Web configuration front end with simple and intuitive user-friendly inter-
face for changing FlowMon probe configuration data.
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Figure 3. FlowMon probe remote configuration schema.

e FlowMon probe configuration data are stored in XML format. ere
are two data stores (startup and running) holding the FlowMon configuration
data. e startup configuration contains information specifying parameters used
at boot-up. e configuration daemon reads this data at boot-up, sets up the
probe and creates the running configuration data store from the startup configura-
tion. is data store contains the current probe configuration. To change current
settings of the probe the user has to change the running data store.

e following XML document shows the FlowMon probe startup configura-
tion:

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<flowmon-config

xmlns="http://www.liberouter.org/ns/netopeer/flowmon/1.0">
<probe>

<active-timeout>30</active-timeout>
<inactive-timeout>10</inactive-timeout>
<sampling>
<sampling-rate>10</sampling-rate>
<sample-and-hold-rate>100</sample-and-hold-rate>

</sampling>
</probe>
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<collectors>
<collector>
<description>First collector</description>
<protocol>netflow-v5</protocol>
<host content-type="ipv4">collector.liberouter.org</host>
<udp-port>60000</udp-port>

</collector>
<collector>
<description>Second collector</description>
<protocol>netflow-v9</protocol>
<host content-type="ipv6">collector.liberouter.org</host>
<udp-port>60001</udp-port>

</collector>
</collectors>

</flowmon-config>

e datamodel for configuration data and statistics are defined in the RELAX
NG schema. is schema is available at [5] and the detailed sample configuration
file can be found at [6].

4 Configuration Daemon

e start up script (flowmond.rc) loads the probe’s kernel modules and executes
flowmond during system boot. e configuration daemon [7] finishes the setup
process according to startup configuration data (firmware booting, hw setup, Net-
Flow export, etc.), stores current probe settings to an XML file (running config-
uration) and provides the interface for the NETCONF system.

e daemon receives information about changes in the current configuration
and applies these changes. On the other hand, the daemon reads various card
statistics (input/error packet counters, timeouts, input sampling, etc.) and sends
them via the NETCONF system to the manager’s machine. is communication
is implemented as a pair of named pipes (FIFOs) – one for transferring messages
from the NETCONF agent to a configuration daemon and one for the opposite
direction. Because more than one NETCONF agent can run at the same time
the access to these FIFOs have to be controlled by a communication key. is
key is represented as a file created by the configuration daemon during its start-
ing procedure. Before accessing the FIFOs the NETCONF agent has to lock the
communication key (the file representing the communication key) so only one
NETCONF agent is able to access communication to FIFOs at the same time.
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When communication between the configuration daemon and NETCONF agent
is over, the NETCONF agent has to unlock the communication key.

Security of accessing configuration data stores and all communication files is
ensured by Unix file access rights. Configuration data stores as well as communi-
cation FIFOs and the communication key are created with read and write access
only for owner and group (of the flowmond process). is owner and group can be
specified as parameters given to the flowmond. erefore only members of a speci-
fied group (or a specified owner) can access configuration data stores through the
FlowMon probe remote configuration system.

5 Network Configuration System

e NETCONF system is a core of the remote configuration system [3]. It is
composed of the NETCONF agent (netconf-agent) and the NETCONF manager
(netconf ). Communication between these two is based on NETCONF messages
in an XML form. e connection is made by an SSH client connecting to the SSH
server by requesting invocation of the netconf subsystem; specified as the NET-
CONF agent program. On the manager side the SSH client is interconnected
with the NETCONF manager program by an input/output stream redirection.

e NETCONFmanager forks an SSH program and redirects its standard output
(stdout) and standard input (stdin) files as descriptors to prepared pipes. ere-
fore the NETCONF manager program is able to write data to and read data from
the SSH program directly.

e SSH program is invoked with the ’-s netconf’ option which specifies
that the SSH server should start the SSH subsystem called netconf. e SSH
subsystem mechanism was introduced in SSHv2. e subsystems available on
the machine are described in the configuration file /etc/ssh/sshd_config. For
the netconf subsystem it has to be specified that the NETCONF agent program
should be started.

As soon as sshd(8) starts the NETCONF agent program, the NETCONF
session is established. As the first operation both sides send a ’hello’ message
with a list of supported capabilities. If the NETCONF agent as well as the NET-
CONF manager receive the hello message correctly, the synchronous message ex-
change can start. e NETCONF manager program sends its requests through
the SSH session to the NETCONF agent. en the agent processes the request,
performs necessary changes in configuration data or cooperates with a configura-
tion daemon to satisfy the request. When all necessary operations are performed,
the NETCONF agent program creates a response for the processed request and
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Figure 4. SSH’s stdin and stdout redirection.

sends it again through the SSH connection to the manager. en the agent’s re-
sponse is displayed to the user by the NETCONF manager program.

e NETCONF manager program includes a simple interactive command
line interface. is interface is not very user-friendly and it doesn’t allow for con-
figuration of more than one device at a time. erefore NETCONF’s manager
provides non-interactive batch mode as an interface for automated tasks. In such a
case the list of required operation calls is stored in the text file. is file is read by
the program and executed automatically. e batch mode is useful as well in com-
munication with the FlowMon web configuration front end. e front end only
prepares files with the list of required operations and then runs the NETCONF
manager in batch mode.

6 Web Configuration Front End

e web configuration front end [9] is used as a simple and intuitive web based
graphical interface for configuring the FlowMon probe. It can be used for con-
figuring probe parameters (like timeouts and sampling), for setting-up collectors
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and for performing critical administrative operations (reboot or halt the probe’s
host machine).

e FlowMon probe configuration interface works as an XML editor (see
Figure 5) with a specialized graphical user interface for editing the probe config-
uration files. A er successful connection to the target device via the NETCONF
system, the front end automatically reads the running device configuration. e
configuration is stored locally and is accessible for editing using Probe and Collec-
tors menus (see Figure 6). Changes made to this configuration data can then be
committed back to the device (Admin menu).

Web Server

Web Browser

flowmond

NETCONF

Edit

Web Frontend

Import Export

FlowMon Probe

Read Commit

Figure 5. e configuration process overview.

7 System Evaluation

e FlowMon probe remote configuration system is available beginning with the
FlowMon 1.3.0 package: see FlowMon home page2. Detailed install and user

2 http://www.liberouter.org/flowmon
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documentation is available in the FlowMon probe handbook [4]. e typical de-
ployment scenario contains several FlowMon probes configured from a common
web interface placed on a dedicated web server. Figure 6 shows the configuration
interface home page.

Figure 6. e configuration interface.

e front end allows the administrator to define and store a connection profile
for each FlowMon probe. Figure 7 shows the main probe parameters. e admin-
istrator can define timeouts, sampling rates, NetFlow collectors and get interface
statistics.

e configuration system was tested over several months without any signifi-
cant problems. e web server is based on Apache with PHP 5 support. e web
front end was fully tested on most widely used Internet browsers (Firefox, IE6,
IE7 and Opera).

8 Conclusions
All parts of the presented system are fully implemented, tested and successfully
used for remote configuration of FlowMon probes deployed on CESNET’s back-
bone network. e system represents a comfortable and intuitive way to control
many probes without the necessity of detailed information about the probes.

e implementation of the presented NETCONF system manifests the NET-
CONF protocol’s independence on configuration data model. e advantage of
this gives us the possibility to use the presented configuration framework in other
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Figure 7. e probe status summary.

projects. Only the configuration daemon needs to bemodified to be able to under-
stand configuration data and to apply configuration changes to new appliances.
In the future we plan an extension for configuring other probe types and adding
features to fully control monitoring appliances.
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tions,
• broadening of the public knowledge about the advanced networking topics.
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corresponding international projects. e most important international relation-
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